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Efficient Solar-Driven Synthesis, Carbon Capture,
and Desalinization, STEP: Solar Thermal Electrochemical
Production of Fuels, Metals, Bleach
S. Licht*
of photoelectrochemical, biomimetic, electrolytic, and thermal pathways of carbon
dioxide splitting.[10,11]
The direct thermal splitting of CO2
requires excessive temperatures to drive
any significant dissociation. As a result,
lower
temperature
thermochemical
processes using coupled reactions have
recently been studied.[12–16] The coupling
of multiple reactions steps decreases the
system efficiency. To date, such challenges,
and the associated efficiency losses, have
been an impediment to the implementation of the related, extensively studied field
of thermochemical splitting of water.[2]
Photo-electrochemistry probes the energetics of illuminated semiconductors in
an electrolyte, and provides an alternative
path to solar fuel formation. Photoelectrochemical solar cells (PECs) can convert
solar energy to electricity,[17–21] and with inclusion of an electrochemical storage couple, have the capability for internal
energy storage to provide a level output despite variations in
sunlight.[22,23] Solar to photo-electrochemical energy can also be
stored externally in chemical form, when it is used to drive the
formation of energetically rich chemicals. With photochemical
and photo-electrochemical splitting of carbon dioxide[24–29] the
selective production of specific fuel products has been demonstrated. Such systems function at low current density and efficiencies of ∼1 percent, and as with photoelectrochemical water
splitting face stability and bandgap challenges related to effective operation with visible light.[21,30,31]
The electrically driven (nonsolar) electrolysis of dissolved
carbon dioxide is under investigation at or near room temperature in aqueous, non-aqueous, and PEM media.[32–41] These
are constrained by the thermodynamic and kinetic challenges
associated with ambient temperature, endothermic processes,
of a high electrolysis potential, large overpotential, low rate and
low electrolysis efficiency. High-temperature, solid-oxide electrolysis of carbon dioxide dates back to suggestions from the
1960s to use such cells to renew air for a space habitat,[42–44]
and the sustainable rate of the solid oxide reduction of carbon
dioxide is improving rapidly.[45–51] Molten-carbonate rather than
solid-oxide fuel cells running in the reverse mode had also been
studied to renew air in 2002.[52] In a manner analogous to our
2002 high-temperature solar water-splitting studies (described
below),[53–55] we showed in 2009 that molten-carbonate cells

STEP (solar thermal electrochemical production) theory is derived and
experimentally verified for the electrosynthesis of energetic molecules at solar
energy efficiency greater than any photovoltaic conversion efficiency. In STEP
the efficient formation of metals, fuels, chlorine, and carbon capture is driven
by solar thermal heated endothermic electrolyses of concentrated reactants
occuring at a voltage below that of the room temperature energy stored in the
products. One example is CO2, which is reduced to either fuels or storable
carbon at a solar efficiency of over 50% due to a synergy of efficient solar
thermal absorption and electrochemical conversion at high temperature and
reactant concentration. CO2-free production of iron by STEP, from iron ore,
occurs via Fe(III) in molten carbonate. Water is efficiently split to hydrogen
by molten hydroxide electrolysis, and chlorine, sodium, and magnesium from
molten chlorides. A pathway is provided for the STEP decrease of atmospheric carbon dioxide levels to pre-industial age levels in 10 years.

1. Introduction
The anthropogenic release of carbon dioxide and atmospheric
carbon dioxide have reached record levels. One path towards
CO2 reduction is to utilize renewable energy to produce electricity. Another, less explored path is to utilize renewable energy
to produce societal staples such as metals, bleach, and fuels
(including carbonaceous fuels) directly. Whereas solar-driven
water splitting to generate hydrogen fuels has been extensively
studied,[1,2] there have been few studies of solar-driven carbon
dioxide splitting, although recently we introduced a global
process for solar thermal electrochemical production (STEP)
of energetic molecules, including CO2 splitting.[3–8] “CO2 is a
highly stable, noncombustible molecule, and its thermodynamic stability makes its activation energy demanding and
challenging.”[9] In search of a solution for climate change associated with increasing levels of atmospheric CO2, the field of
carbon dioxide splitting (solar or otherwise), while young, is
growing rapidly, and as with water splitting, includes the study
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are particularly effective for solar-driven electrolysis of carbon
dioxide,[3,4,8] and also for CO2-free iron metal production.[5,6]
Light-driven water splitting was originally demonstrated with
TiO2 (a semiconductor with a bandgap, Eg > 3.0 eV).[56] However, only a small fraction of sunlight has sufficient energy to
drive TiO2 photoexcitation. Studies had sought to tune (lower)
the semiconductor bandgap to provide a better match to the
electrolysis potential.[57] In 2000 we used external multiple
bandgap PVs (photovoltaics) to generate H2 by splitting water at
18% solar energy conversion efficiency.[58] However, that room
temperature process does not take advantage of additional,
available thermal energy.
An alternative to tuning a semiconductor bandgap to provide
a better match to the solar spectrum, is an approach to tune
(lower) the electrolysis potential.[55] In 2002 we introduced a
photo electrochemical thermal water splitting theory,[53] which
was verified by experiment in 2003, for H2 generation at over
30% solar energy conversion efficiency, and providing the first
experimental demonstration that a semiconductor, such as
Si (Eg = 1.1 eV), with bandgap lower than the standard water
splitting potential (E°H2O(25 °C) = 1.23 V), can directly drive
hydrogen formation.[55] With increasing temperature, the
quantitative decrease in the electrochemical potential to split
water to hydrogen and oxygen had been well known by the
1950s.[59a,59b] In 1976 Wentworth and Chen wrote on “simple
thermal decomposition reactions for storage of solar energy,”
with the limitation that the products of the reaction must be
separated to prevent back reaction, and were without any electrochemical component.[60] As early as 1980 it was noted that
thermal energy could decrease the necessary energy for the
generation of H2 by electrolysis.[61] However, that process would
combine elements of solid state physics, insolation and electrochemical theory, complicating rigorous theoretical support of
the process. Our photo-electrochemical thermal water splitting
model for solar/H2 by this process, was the first derivation of
bandgap-restricted, thermal-enhanced, high solar water splitting efficiencies. The model, predicting solar energy conversion
efficiencies that exceed those of conventional photovoltaics was
initially derived for AM(Air Mass)1.5, terrestrial insolation, and
later expanded to include sunlight above the atmosphere (AM0
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insolation).[53,54] The experimental accomplishment followed,
and established that the water splitting potential can be specifically tuned to match efficient photo-absorbers,[55] eliminating
the challenge of tuning (varying) the semiconductor bandgap,
and which can lead to over 30% solar to chemical energy conversion efficiencies. Our early process was specific to H2 and
did not incorporate the additional temperature enhancement of
excess super-band gap energy and concentration enhancement
of excess reactant to further decrease the electrolysis potential,
in our contemporary STEP process.

2. Solar Thermal Electrochemical Production
of Energetic Molecules: An Overview
2.1. STEP Theoretical Background
A single, small band gap junction, such as in a silicon PV,
cannot generate the minimum photopotential required to drive
many room temperature electrolysis reactions, as shown in the
left of Scheme 1. The advancement of such studies had focused

Scheme 1. Top: Comparison of PV and STEP solar driven electrolysis energy diagrams. STEP uses sunlight to drive otherwise energetically forbidden
pathways of charge transfer. The energy of photodriven charge transfer is insufficient (left) to drive (unheated) electrolysis, but is sufficient (right)
to drive endothermic electrolysis in the solar heated synergestic process. The process uses both visible & thermal solar energy for higher efficiency;
thermal energy decreases the electrolysis potential forming an energetically allowed pathway to drive electrochemical charge transfer.
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Scheme 2. Global use of sunlight to drive the formation of energy rich molecules. Left: Charge and heat flow in STEP: heat flow (yellow arrows), electron flow (blue), & reagent flow (green). Right: Beam splitters redirect sub-bandgap sunlight away from the PV onto the electrolyzer. Modified with
permission.[3]

on tuning semiconductor bandgaps[57] to provide a better match
to the electrochemical potential (specifically, the water splitting potential), or by utilizing more complex, multiple bandgap
structures using multiple photon excitation.[58] Either of these
structures are not capable of excitation beyond the bandedge
and can not make use of longer wavelength sunlight. Photovoltaics are limited to super-bandgap sunlight, hν > Eg, precluding use of long wavelength radiation, hν < Eg. STEP instead
directs this IR sunlight to heat electrochemical reactions, and
uses visible sunlight to generate electronic charge to drive these
electrolyses.
Rather than tuning the bandgap to provide a better energetic
match to the electrolysis potential, the STEP process instead
tunes the redox potential to match the bandgap. The right side of
Scheme 1 presents the energy diagram of a STEP process. The
high temperature pathway decreases the free energy requirements for processes whose electrolysis potential decreases
with increasing temperature. STEP uses solar energy to drive,
otherwise energetically forbidden, pathways of charge transfer.
The process combines elements of solid state physics, insolation (solar illumination) and high temperature electrochemical
energy conversion. Kinetics improve, and endothermic thermodynamic potentials, decrease with increasing temperature. The
result is a synergy, making use of the full spectrum of sunlight,
and capturing more solar energy. STEP is intrinsically more
efficient than other solar energy conversion processes, as it utilizes not only the visible sunlight used to drive PVs, but also
utilizes the previously detrimental (due to PV thermal degradation) thermal component of sunlight, for the electrolytic formation of chemicals.
The two bases for improved efficiencies using the STEP
process are (i) excess heat, such as unused heat in solar cells,
can be used to increase the temperature of an electrolysis cell,
such as for electrolytic CO2 splitting, while (ii) the product to

Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–21

reactant ratio can be increased to favor the kintetic and energetic formation of reactants. With increasing temperature, the
quantitative decrease in the electrochemical potential to drive
a variety of electrochemical syntheses is well known, substantially decreasing the electronic energy (the electrolysis potential)
required to form energetic products. The extent of the decrease
in the electrolysis potential, Eredox, may be tuned by choosing the
constituents and temperature of the electrolysis. The process
distinguishes radiation that is intrinsically energy sufficient to
drive PV charge transfer, and applies all excess solar thermal
energy to heat the electrolysis reaction chamber.
Scheme 2 summarizes the charge, heat and molecular flow
for the STEP process; the high temperature pathway decreases
the potential required to drive endothermic electrolyses, and
also facilitates the kinetics of charge transfer (i.e., decreases
overpotential losses), which arise during electrolysis. This
process consists of (i) sunlight harvesting and concentration, (ii) photovoltaic charge transfer driven by super-bandgap
energy, (iii) transfer of sub-bandgap and excess super-bandgap
radiation to heat the electrolysis chamber, (iv) high temperature, low energy electrolysis forming energy rich products, and
(v) cycle completion by pre-heating of the electrolysis reactant
through heat exchange with the energetic electrolysis products.
As indicated on the right side of Scheme 2, the light harvesting
can use various optical configurations; e.g. in lieu of parabolic,
or Fresnel, concentrators, a heliostat/solar tower with secondary
optics can achieve higher process temperatures (>1000 °C) with
concentrations of ∼2000 suns. Beam splitters can redirect subbandgap radiation away from the PV (minimzing PV heating)
for a direct heat exchange with the electrolyzer.
Solar heating can decrease the energy to drive a range of
electrolyses. Such processes can be determined using available
entropy, S, and enthalpy, H, and free-energy, G, data,[59b] and are
identified by their negative isothermal temperature coefficient
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of the cell potential.[59a] This coefficient (dE/dT)isoth is the derivative of the electromotive force of the isothermal cell:
(1)

(dE/dT)isoth =S/nF = (H−G)/nFT

The starting process of modeling any STEP process is the
conventional expression of a generalized electrochemical
process, in a cell which drives an n electron charge transfer
electrolysis reaction, comprising “x” reactants, Ri, with stoichiometric coefficients ri, and yielding “y” products, Ci, with stoichiometric coefficients ci.
Electrode 1 | Electrolyte | Electrode 2
Using the convention of E = Ecathode – Eanode to describe the
positive potential necessary to drive a non-spontaneous process,
by transfer of n electrons in the electrolysis reaction of reactants
to products:


(2)
i =1 to x r i Ri →
i = 1 to y c i Ci
At any electrolysis temperature, TSTEP, and at unit activity,
the reaction has electrochemical potential, E°T. This may be calculated from consistent, compiled unit activity thermochemical
data sets, such as the NIST condensed phase and fluid properties data sets,[59b] as:
◦
E ◦T = − G◦ (T = TSTEP ) /nF; Eambient
≡ ET◦ (Tambient ); here

Tambient = 298.15 K = 25 C, and :

◦
◦
G◦ (T = TSTEP ) =
i = 1 to y c i (H (Ci , T ) − TS (Ci , T ))

− i = 1 to x ri (H◦ (R i, T ) − TS◦ (Ri, T ))
◦

(3)

Compiled thermochemical data are often based on different
reference states, while a consistent reference state is needed to

understand electrolysis limiting processes, including water.[62,63]
This challenge is overcome by modification of the unit activity
(a = 1) consistent calculated electrolysis potential to determine
the potential at other reagent and product relative activities via
the Nernst equation.[64,65] Electrolysis provides control of the
relative amounts of reactant and generated product in a system.
A substantial activity differential can also drive STEP improvement at elevated temperature, and will be derived. The potential
variation with activity, a, of the Equation 2 reaction is given by:


i =1 to x r i Ri →
i = 1 to y c i Ci, is given by:
r

c

ET,a = ET◦−(RT /nF) · ln(i = 1 to x a(Ri ) i / i = 1 to y a(Ci ) i )

(4)
Electrolysis systems with a negative isothermal temperature
coefficient tend to cool as the electrolysis products are generated. Specifically in endothermic electrolytic processes, the
Equation 4 free-energy electrolysis potential, ET, is less than
the enthalpy based potential. This latter value is the potential at
which the system temperature would remain constant during
electrolysis. This thermoneutral potential, Etn, is given by:

Etn (TSTEP ) = − H(T )/nF;H(TSTEP )


= i =1 to b c i H(Ci ,TSTEP ) − i =1 to a ri H(Ri , TSTEP )

(5)

Two general STEP implementations are being explored. Both
can provide the thermoneutral energy to sustain a variety of
electrolyses. The thermoneutral potential, determined from the
enthalpy of a reaction, describes the energy required to sustain
an electrochemical process without cooling. For example, the
thermoneutral potential we have calculated and reported for
CO2 splitting to CO and O2 at unit activities, from Equation 5,
is 1.46(±0.01) V over the temperature range of 25–1400 °C. As
represented in Scheme 3 on the left, the standard electrolysis

Scheme 3. Comparison of solar energy utilization in STEP and Hy-STEP implementations of the solar thermal electrochemical production of energetic
molecules.
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2.2. STEP Solar to Chemical Energy Conversion Efficiency
The Hy-STEP mode is being studied outdoors with either wind
or solar CPV (concentrator photovoltaic) generated electricity
to drive Eelectrolysis. The STEP mode is experimentally more
complex and is presently studied indoors under solar simulator illumination. Determination of the efficiency of Hy-STEP
with solar electric is straightforward in the domain in which
Eelectrolysis < Ethermoneutral and the coulombic efficiency is high. Solar
thermal energy is collected at an efficiency of ηthermal to decrease
the energy from Ethermoneutral to Eelectrolysis, and then electrolysis is
driven at a solar electric energy efficiency of ηsolar-electric:

ηHy−STEPsolar = (ηthermal (Ethermoneutral −Eelectrolysis )

+ η solar−electric Eelectrolysis ) /Ethermoneutral

(6)

ηthermal is higher than ηsolar-electric, and gains in efficiency occur
in Equation 6 in the limit as Eelectrolysis approaches 0. Eelectrolysis =
0 is equivalent to thermochemical, rather than electrolytic, production. As seen in Figure 1, at unit activity E°CO2/CO does not
approach 0 until 3000 °C. Material constraints inhibit approach
to this higher temperature, while electrolysis not only permits
lower temperature, but also provides the advantage of spontaneous product seperation. At lower temperature, small values
of Eelectrolysis can occur at higher reactant and lower product
activities, as described in Equation 4. In the present configuration sunlight is concentrated at 75% solar to thermal efficiency,
heating the electrolysis to 950 °C, which decreases the high current density CO2 splitting potential to 0.9V, and the electrolysis
charge is provided by CPV at 37% solar to electric efficiency.
The solar to chemical energy conversion efficiency is in accordance with Equation 6:
ηHy−STEPsolar = (75%(1.46V − 0.90V) + 37%0.90V)/1.46V
= 52%

(7)

A relatively high concentration of reactants lowers the voltage
of electrolysis via the Nernst term in Equation 4. With appropriate choice of high temperature electrolyte, this effect can be
dramatic, for example both in STEP iron and in comparing the

Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–21

benefits of the molten carbonate to solid oxide (gas phase) reactants for STEP CO2 electrolytic reduction, sequestration and
fuel formation. Fe(III) (as found in the common iron ore, hematite) is nearly insoluble in sodium carbonate, while it is soluble
to over 10 m (molal) in lithium carbonate,[6] and as discussed in
Section 2.3, molten carbonate electrolyzer provides 103 to 106
times higher concentration of reactant at the cathode surface
than a solid oxide electrolyzer.
In practice, for STEP iron or carbon capture, we simultaneously drive lithium carbonate electrolysis cells together in series,
at the CPV maximum power point (Figure 2). Specifically, a
Spectrolab CDO-100-C1MJ concentrator solar cell is used to
generate 2.7 V at maximum power point, with solar to electrical
energy efficiencies of 37% under 500 suns illumination. As
seen in Figure 2, at maximum power, the 0.99 cm2 cell generates 1.3 A at 100 suns, and when masked to 0.2 cm2 area generates 1.4 A at 500 suns. Electrolysis electrode surface areas were
chosen to match the solar cell generated power. At 950 °C at
0.9V, the electrolysis cells generate carbon monoxide at 1.3 to
1.5 A (the electrolysis current stability is shown at the bottom
of Figure 2).
In accord with Equation 6 and Scheme 3, Hy-STEP efficiency
improves with temperature increase to decrease overpotential
and Eelectrolysis, and with increase in the relative reactant activity.
Higher solar efficiencies will be expected, both with more effective carbonate electrocatalysts (as morphologies with higher
effective surface area and lower overpotential) are developed,
and as also as PV efficiencies increase. Increases in solar to
electric (both PV, CPV and solar thermal-electric) efficiencies
continue to be reported, and will improve Equation 7 efficiency.
For example, multijunction CPV have been reported improved
to ηPV = 40.7%.[69]
Engineering refinements will improve some aspects, and
decrease other aspects, of the system efficiency. Preheating the
CO2, by circulating it as a coolant under the CPV (as we currently do in the indoor STEP experiment, but not outdoor, HySTEP experiments) will improve the system efficiency. In the
present configuration outgoing CO and O2 gases at the cathode
and anode heat the incoming CO2. Isolation of the electrolysis
products will require heat exchangers with accompanying radiative heat losses, and for electrolyses in which there are side reactions or product recombination losses, ηHy-STEP solar will decrease
proportional to the decrease in coulombic efficiency. At present,
wind turbine generated electricity is more cost effective than
solar-electric, and we have demonstrated a Hy-STEP process
with wind-electric, for CO2 free production of iron (delineated
in Section 3.3). Addition of long-term (overnight) molten salt
insulated storage will permit continuous operation of the STEP
process. Both STEP implementations provide a basis for practical, high solar efficiencies.
Components for STEP CO2 capture and conversion to solid
carbon are represented on the left side of Figure 2, and are
detailed in references [4–7]. A 2.7 V CPV phootopotential drives
three in series electrolyses at 950°C. Fundamental details of the
heat balance are provided in reference 4. The CPV has an experimental solar efficiency of 37%, and the 63% of insolation not
converted to electricity comprises a significant heat source. The
challenge is to direct a substantial fraction of this heat to the
electrolysis. An example of this challenge is in the first stage of
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potential at room temperature, E°, can comprise a significant
fraction of the thermoneutral potential. The first STEP mode,
energetically represented next to the room temperature process
in the scheme, separates sunlight into thermal and visible radiation. The solar visible generates electronic charge which drives
electrolysis charge transfer. The solar thermal component
heats the electrolysis and decreases both the E° at this higher
T, and the overpotential. The second mode, termed Hy-STEP
(on the right) from “hybrid-STEP”, does not separate sunlight,
and instead directs all sunlight to heating the electrolysis,
generating the highest T and smallest E, while the electrical
energy for electrolysis is generated by a separate source (such
as by photovoltaic, solar thermal electric, wind turbine, hydro,
nuclear or fossil fuel generated electronic charge). As shown on
the right side, high relative concentrations of the electrolysis
reactant (such as CO2 or iron oxide will further decrease the
electrolysis potential).
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Figure 1. The calculated potential to electrolyze selected oxides (top) and chlorides (bottom). The indicated decrease in electrolysis energy, with increase
in temperature, provides energy savings in the STEP process in which high temperature is provided by excess solar heat. Energies of electrolysis are calculated from Equation 3, with consistent thermochemical values at unit activity using NIST gas and condensed phase Shomate equations.[59b] Note with
water excluded, the chloride electrolysis decreases (in the lower left of the figure). All other indicated electrolysis potentials, including that of water or
carbon dioxide, decrease with increasing temperature. Thermoneutral potentials are calculated with Equation 5. Modified with permission from [3].

heating, in which higher temperatures increases CO2 preheat,
but diminishes the CPV power. Heating of the reactant CO2 is
a three tier process in the current configuration: the preheating
of room temperature CO2 consists of either (1a) flow-through
a heat exchange fixed to the back of the concentrator solar cell
and/or (1b) preheating to simulate CO2 extracted from an available heat source such as a hot smoke (flue) stack, (2) secondary
heating consists of passing this CO2 through a heat exchange
with the outgoing products, (3) tertiary heat is applied through
concentrated, split solar thermal energy (Figure 2).
An upper limit to the energy required to maintain a constant system temperature is given in the case in which neither solar IR, excess solar visible, nor heat exchange from
the environment or products would be applied to the system.
When an 0.90 V electrolysis occurs, an additional 0.56 V, over
Etn = 1.46 V, is required to maintain a constant system temperature. Hence, in the case of three electrolyses in series, as
in Figure 2, an additional 3 × 0.56 V = 1.68 V will maintain
6
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constant temperature. This is less than the 63% of the solar
energy (equivalent to 4.6 V) not used in generating the 2.7 V
of maximum power point voltage of electronic charge from the
CPV in this experiment. Heating requirements are even less,
when the reactant activity is maintained at a level that is higher
than the product activity. For example, this is accomplished
when products are continuously removed to ensure that the
partial pressure of the products is lower than that of the CO2.
This lowers the total heat required for temperature neutrality to
below that of the unit activity thermoneutral potential 1.46 V.
The STEP effective solar energy conversion efficiency, ηSTEP,
is constrained by both photovoltaic and thermal boost conversion efficiencies, ηPV and ηthermal-boost.[8] Here, the CPV sustains
a conversion efficiency of ηPV = 37.0%. In the system, passage
of electrolysis current requires an additional, combined (ohmic,
anodic, and cathodic over-) potential above the thermodynamic
potential. However, mobility and kinetics improve at higher
temperature to decrease this overpotential. The generated CO
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Figure 2. Left: STEP carbon capture in which three molten carbonate electrolysis in series are driven by a concentrator photovoltaic. Sunlight is split into
two spectral regions; visible drives the CPV and thermal heats the electrolysis cell. In Hy-STEP (not shown) sunlight is not split and the full spectrum
heats the electrolysis cell, and electronic charge is generated separately by solar, wind, or other source. Right: The maximum power point photovoltage
of one Spectrolab CPV is sufficient to drive three in series carbon dioxide splitting 950 °C molten Li2CO3 electrolysis cells. Top: Photocurrent at 500
suns (masked (0.20 cm2) Spectrolab CDO-100 CPV, or electrolysis current, versus voltage; electrolysis current is shown of one, two or three series
950 °C Li2CO3 electrolysis cells with 200 cm2 Ni electrodes. Three in series electrolysis cells provide a power match at the 2.7 V maximum power point
of the CPV at 950 °C; similarly (not shown), two 750 °C Li2CO3 electrolysis cells in series provide a power match at 2.7V to the CPV. Bottom: Stable
carbon capture (with 200 cm2 “aged” Ni electrodes at 750 °C; fresh electrodes (not shown) exhibit an initial fluctuation as carbon forms at the cathode
and Ni oxide layer forms on the anode. The rate of solid carbon deposition gradually increases as the cathode surface area slowly increases in time.
Modified with permission from [4].

contains an increase in oxidation potential compared to carbon
dioxide at room temperature (ECO2/CO(25 °C) = 1.33 V for CO2 →
CO +1/ 2O2 in Figure 1), an increase of 0.43 V compared to the
0.90 V used to generate the CO. The electrolysis efficiency compares the stored potential to the applied potential, ηthermal-boost =
E°electrolysis(25 °C)/Velectrolysis(T).[4] Given a stable temperature
electrolysis environment, the experimental STEP solar to CO
carbon capture and conversion efficiency is the product of this
relative gain in energy and the electronic solar efficiency:

η STEP = η PV ·η thermal−boost = 37.0% · (1.33 V/0.90 V) = 54.7%

(8)

Ohmic and overpotential losses are already included in the
measured electrolysis potential. This 54.7% STEP solar conversion efficiency is an upper limit of the present experiment,
and as with the Hy-STEP mode, improvements are expected in
electrocatalysis and CPV efficiency. Additional losses will occur
when beam splitter and secondary concentrator optics losses,
and thermal systems matching are incorporated, but serves to
demonstrate the synergy of this solar/photo/electrochemical/
thermal process, leads to energy efficiency higher than that for
solar generated electricity,[69] or for photochemical,[70] photoelectrochemical,[21,27] solar thermal,[71] or other CO2 reduction
processes.[72]
The CPV does not need, nor function with, sunlight of
energy less than that of the 0.67 eV bandgap of the multijunction Ge bottom layer. From our previous calculations, this
thermal energy comprises 10% of AM1.5 insolation, which will
be further diminished by the solar thermal absorption efficiency

Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–21

and heat exchange to the electrolysis efficiency,[54] and under
0.5 MW m−2 of incident sunlight (500 suns illumination), yields
∼50 kW m−2, which may be split off as thermal energy towards
heating the electrolysis cell without decreasing the CPV electronic power. The CPV, while efficient, utilizes less than half
of the super-bandgap (hν > 0.67 eV) sunlight. A portion of
this > ∼250 kW m−2 available energy, is extracted through heat
exchange at the backside of the CPV. Another useful source
for consideration as supplemental heat is industrial exhaust.
The temperature of industrial flue stacks varies widely, with
fossil fuel source and application, and ranges up to 650 °C for
an open circuit gas turbine. The efficiency of thermal energy
transfer will limit use of this available heat.
A lower limit to the STEP efficiency is determined when no
heat is recovered, either from the CPV or remaining solar IR,
and when heat is not recovered via heat exchange from the electrolysis products, and when an external heat source is used to
maintain a constant electrolysis temperature. In this case, the
difference between the electrolysis potential and the thermoneutral potential represents the enthalpy required to keep the
system from cooling. In this case, our 0.9 V electrolysis occurs
at an efficiency of (0.90V/1.46V) ⋅ 54.7% = 34%. While the STEP
energy analysis, detailed in Section 4.2 for example for CO2 to
CO splitting, is more complex than that of the Hy-STEP mode,
more solar thermal energy is available including a PV’s unused
or waste heat to drive the process and to improve the solar
to chemical energy conversion efficiency. We determine the
STEP solar efficiency over the range from inclusion of no solar
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thermal heat (based on the enthalpy, rather than free energy, of
reaction) to the case where the solar thermal heat is sufficient
to sustain the reaction (based on the free energy of reaction).
This determines the efficiency range, as chemical flow out
to the solar flow in (as measured by the increase in chemical
energy of the products compared to the reactants), from 34%
to over 50%.
2.3. Identification of STEP Consistent Endothermic Processes
The electrochemical driving force for a variety of chemicals
of widespread use by society will be shown to significantly
decrease with increasing temperature. As calculated and summarized in the top left of Figure 1, the electrochemical driving
force for electrolysis of either carbon dioxide or water, significantly decreases with increasing temperature. The ability to
remove CO2 from exhaust stacks or atmospheric sources, provides a response to linked environmental impacts, including
global warming due to anthropogenic CO2 emission. From the
known thermochemical data for CO2, CO and O2, and in accord
with Equation 1, CO2 splitting can be described by:
CO2 (g) → CO(g) + 1/ 2O2 (g);

E◦ CO2 split = (G◦ CO + 0.5G◦ O2 −G◦ CO2 )/2F; E◦ (25 ◦ C)
= 1.333 V

(9)

As an example of the solar energy efficiency gains, this
progress report focuses on CO2 splitting potentials, and provides examples of other useful STEP processes. As seen in
Figure 1, CO2 splitting potentials decrease more rapidly with
temperature than those for water splitting, signifying that the
STEP process may be readily applied to CO2 electrolysis. Efficient, renewable, non-fossil fuel energy rich carbon sources
are needed, and the product of Equation 9, carbon monoxide
is a significant industrial gas with a myriad of uses, including
the bulk manufacturing of hydrocarbon fuels, acetic acid and
aldehydes (and detergent precursors), and for use in industrial nickel purification.[66] To alleviate challenges of fossil-fuel
resource depletion, CO is an important syngas component and
methanol is formed through the reaction with H2. The ability
to remove CO2 from exhaust stacks or atmospheric sources,
also limits CO2 emission. Based on our original analogous
experimental photo-thermal electrochemical water electrolysis
design,[55] the first CO2 STEP process consists of solar driven
and solar thermal assisted CO2 electrolysis. In particular, in a
molten carbonate bath electrolysis cell, fed by CO2.
cathode : 2CO2(g) + 2e− →CO3 (molten) + CO(g)
anode :
cell :

CO3 (molten) → CO2 (g) + 1/2O2 (g) + 2e−

CO2 (g) → CO(g) + 1/ 2O2 (g)

(10)

Molten alkali carbonate electrolyte fuel cells typically operate
at 650 °C. Li, Na or K cation variation can affect charge mobility
and operational temperatures. Sintered nickel often serves
as the anode, porous lithium doped nickel oxide often as the
cathode, while the electrolyte is suspended in a porous, insulating, chemically inert LiAlO2 ceramic matrix.[67]
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Solar thermal energy can be used to favor the formation of
products for electrolyses characterized by a negative isothermal
temperature coefficient, but will not improve the efficiency
of heat neutral or exothermic reactions. An example of this
restriction occurs for the electrolysis reaction currently used
by industry to generate chlorine. During 2008, the generation
of chlorine gas (principally for use as bleach and in the chloralkali industry) consumed approximately 1% of the world’s
electricity,[68] prepared in accord with the industrial electrolytic
process:
2NaCl + 2H2 O → Cl2 + H2 + 2NaOH; E◦ (25 ◦ C) = 2.502 V (11)

In the lower left portion of Figure 1, the calculated electrolysis potential for this industrial chlor-alkali reaction exhibits
little variation with temperature, and hence the conventional
generation of chlorine by electrolysis would not benefit from the
inclusion of solar heating. This potential is relatively invariant,
despite a number of phase changes of the components (indicated on the figure and which include the melting of NaOH or
NaCl). However, as seen in the figure, the calculated potential
for the anhydrous electrolysis of chloride salts is endothermic,
including the electrolyses to generate not only chlorine, but also
metallic lithium, sodium and magnesium, and can be greatly
improved through the STEP process:

MCln → n/2Cl2 + M;

E◦ MCln split(25 ◦C) = 3.98 V− M for M = Li or Na;
4.24 V for M = K; 3.07 V for M = Mg

(12)

The calculated decrease for the anhydrous chloride electrolysis potentials are on the order of volts per 1000 °C temperature change. For example, from 25 °C up to the MgCl2 boiling
point of 1412 °C, the MgCl2 electrolysis potential decreases
from 3.07 V to 1.86 V. This decrease provides a theoretical basis
for significant, non CO2 emitting, non-fossil fuel consuming
processes for the generation of chlorine and magnesium, to be
delineated in Section 3.4, and occurring at high solar efficiency
analogous to the similar CO2 STEP process.
In Section 3.2 the STEP process will be derived for the efficient solar removal/ recycling of CO2. In addition, thermodynamic calculation of metal and chloride electrolysis rest potentials identifies electrolytic processes which are consistent with
endothermic processes for the formation of iron, chlorine,
aluminum, lithium, sodium and magnesium, via CO2-free
pathways. As shown, the conversion and replacement of the
conventional, aqueous, industrial alkali-chlor process, with an
anhydrous electrosynthesis, results in a redox potential with a
calculated decrease of 1.1 V from 25 to 1000 °C.
As seen in the top right of Figure 1, the calculated electrochemical reduction of metal oxides can exhibit a sharp,
smooth decrease in redox potential over a wide range of phase
changes. These endothermic process provide an opportunity
for the replacement of conventional industrial processes by
the STEP formation of these metals. In 2008, industrial electrolytic processes consumed ∼5% of the world’s electricity,
including for aluminum (3%), chlorine (1%), and lithium, magnesium and sodium production. This 5% of the global 19 ×
1012 kWh of electrical production, is equivalent to the emission
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Fe2 O3 + 3C + 3/2O2 → 2Fe + 3CO2

(13)

molten salt processes. For example as discussed in Section 4.3,
the thermal buffer capacity of molten salts has been effective
for solar to electric power towers to operate 24/7. These towers
concentrate solar thermal energy to heat molten salts, which
circulate and via heat exchange boil water to drive conventional
mechanical turbines.

Progress rePort

of 6 × 108 metric tons of CO2.[68] The iron and steel industry
accounts for a quarter of industrial direct CO2 emissions. Currently, iron is predominantly formed through the reduction of
hematite with carbon, emitting CO2:

A non-CO2 emitting alternative is provided by the STEP
driven electrolysis of Fe2O3:

Fe2 O3 → 2Fe + 3/2O2

E◦ = 1.28 V

3. Demonstrated STEP Processes

(14)
As seen in the top right of Figure 1, the calculated iron
3.1. STEP Hydrogen
generating electrolysis potentials drops 0.5 V (a 38% drop)
from 25 °C to 1000 °C, and as with the CO2 analogue, will be
STEP occurs at both higher electrolysis and higher solar conexpected to decrease more rapidly with high iron oxide activity
version efficiencies than conventional room temperature phoconditions. Conventional industrial processes for these metals
tovoltaic (PV) generation of hydrogen. Experimentally, we
and chlorine, along with CO2 emitted from power and transpordemonstrated a sharp decrease in the water splitting potential
tation, are responsible for the majority of anthropogenic CO2
in an unusual molten sodium hydroxide medium, Figure 3,
release. The STEP process, to efficiently recover carbon dioxide
and as shown in Figure 4, three series connected Si CPVs effiand in lieu of these industrial processes, can provide a transiciently driving two series molten hydroxide water splitting cells
tion beyond the fossil fuel-electric grid economy.
at 500 °C to generate hydrogen.[55]
The top left of Figure 1 includes calculated thermoneutral
Recently we have considered the economic viability of solar
potentials for CO2 and water splitting reactions. At ambient
hydrogen fuel production. That study provided evidence that
temperature, the difference between Eth and ET does not indithe STEP system is an economically viable solution for the procate an additional heat requirement for electrolysis, as this heat
duction of hydrogen.[55]
is available via heat exchange with the ambient environment. At
ambient temperature, Etn – ET for CO2 or water is respectively
3.2. STEP Carbon Capture
0.13 and 0.25 V, is calculated (not shown) as 0.15 ± 0.1 V for
Al2O3 and Fe2O3, and 0.28 ± 0.3 V for each of the chlorides.
We find that molten electrolytes present several fundamental
In this process carbon dioxide is captured directly, without the
advantages compared to solid oxides for CO2 electrolysis.
need to pre-concentrate dilute CO2, using a high temperature
(i) Molten carbonate electrolyzer provides 103 to 106 times
electrolysis cell powered by sunlight in a single step. Solar thermal
higher concentration of reactant at the cathode surface than
energy decreases the energy required for the endothermic
a solid oxide electrolyzer. Solid oxides utilize gas phase reactants, whereas carbonates utilize molten phase reactants. Molten
carbonate contains 2 × 10−2 mol reducible
tetravalent carbon/ cm3. The density of
reducible tetravalent carbon sites in the gas
phase is considerably lower. Air contains
0.03% CO2, equivalent to only 1 × 10−8 mol
of tetravalent carbon/ cm3, and flue gas
(typically) contains 10-15% CO2, equivalent to 2 × 10−5 mol reducible C(IV)/ cm3.
Carbonate’s higher concentration of active,
reducible tetravalent carbon sites, logarithmically decreases the electrolysis potential,
and can facilitate charge transfer at low electrolysis potentials. (ii) Molten carbonates can
directly absorb atmospheric CO2, whereas
solid oxides require an energy consuming
pre-concentration process. (iii) Molten carbonates electrolyses are compatible with both
solid and gas phase products. (iv) Molten
processes have an intrinsic thermal buffer
not found in gas phase systems. Sunlight
Figure 3. Water electrolysis potential, measured in aqueous saturated or molten NaOH, at 1
intensity varies over a 24-hour cycle, and
atm. Steam is injected in the molten electrolyte. The O2 anode is 0.6 cm2 Pt foil. IR and polarimore frequently with variations in cloud zation losses are minimized by sandwiching 5 mm from each side of the anode, oversized Pt
cover. This disruption to other solar energy gauze cathode. Inset: At 25 °C, 3 electrode values comparing Ni and Pt working electrodes and
conversion processes is not necessary in with a Pt gauze counterelectrode at 5 mV/s.
Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–21
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Figure 4. Photovoltaic and electrolysis charge transfer of STEP hydrogen
using Si CPV’s driving molten NaOH water electrolysis. The photocurrent
is shown for 1, 2, or 3 1.561 cm2 HECO 335 Sunpower Si photovoltaics in
series at 50 suns. The CPVs drive 500 °C molten NaOH steam electrolysis
using Pt gauze electrodes. Left inset: electrolysis current stability.

conversion of carbon dioxide and kinetically facilitates electrochemical reduction, while solar visible generates electronic
charge to drive the electrolysis. CO2 can be captured as solid

carbon and stored, or used as carbon monoxide to feed chemical or synthetic fuel production. Thermodynamic calculations
are used to determine, and then demonstrate, a specific low
energy, molten carbonate salt pathway for carbon capture.
Prior investigations of the electrochemistry of carbonates
in molten salts tended to focus on reactions of interest to fuel
cells,[67] rather than the (reverse) electrolysis reactions of relevance to the STEP reduction of carbon dioxide, typically in
alkali carbonate mixtures. Such mixtures substantially lower the
melting point compared to the pure salts, and would provide
the thermodynamic maximum voltage for fuel cells. However,
the electrolysis process is maximized in the opposite temperature domain of fuel cells, that is at elevated temperatures which
decrease the energy of electrolysis, as schematically delineated
in Scheme 1. These conditions provide a new opportunity for
effective CO2 capture.
CO2 electrolysis splitting potentials are calculated from
the thermodynamic free energy components of the reactants
and products[3,4,59b] as E = –ΔG(reaction)/nF, where n = 4 or
2 for the respective conversion of CO2 to the solid carbon or
carbon monoxide products. As calculated using the available
thermochemical enthalpy and entropy of the starting components, and as summarized in the left side of Figure 5, molten
Li2CO3, via a Li2O intermediate, provides a preferred, low
energy route compared to Na2CO3 or K2CO3 (via Na2O or K2O),
for the conversion of CO2. High temperature is advantageous
as it decreases the free energy energy necessary to drive the
STEP endothermic process. The carbonates, Li2CO3, Na2CO3
and K2CO3, have respective melting points of 723, 851, and
891 °C. Molten Li2CO3 not only requires lower thermodynamic
electrolysis energy, but in addition has higher conductivity

Figure 5. The calculated (left) and measured (right) electrolysis of CO2 in molten carbonate. Left: The calculated thermodynamic electrolysis potential
for carbon capture and conversion in Li2CO3 (main figure), or Na2CO3 or K2CO3 (left middle); squares refer to M2CO3 → C +M2O +O2 and circles to
a M2CO3 → CO +M2O +1/ 2O2. To the left of the vertical brown line, solid carbon is the thermodynamically preferred (lower energy) product. To the
right of the vertical line, CO is preferred. Carbon dioxide fed into the electrolysis chamber is converted to solid carbon in a single step. Photographs:
coiled platinum cathode before (left), and after (right), CO2 splitting to solid carbon at 750 °C in molten carbonate with a Ni anode. Right: The electrolysis full cell potential is measured, under anode or cathode limiting conditions, at a platinum electrode for a range of stable anodic and cathodic
current densities in molten Li2CO3. Lower midde: cathode size restricted full cell cyclic voltammetry, CV, of Pt electrodes in molten Li2CO3. Modified
with permission from [4].
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CO2 → CO + 1/2O2

E◦ (T = 25 ◦ C) = 1.33 V

(15)
The observed experimental carbon capture correlates with:

Li2 CO3 (molten) → C(solid) + Li2 O(dissolved) + O2 (gas)

(16A)

Li2 CO3 (molten) → CO(gas) + Li2 O(dissolved) + 1/2O2 (gas) (16B)

When CO2 is bubbled in, a rapid reaction back to the original
lithium carbonate is strongly favored:
Li2 O(dissolved) + CO2 (gas) → Li2 CO3 (molten)

(17A)

Li2 CO 3 → Li2 O + CO2

(17B)
In the presence of carbon dioxide, reaction 17A is strongly
favored (exothermic), and the rapid reaction back to the original
lithium carbonate occurs while CO2 is bubbled into molten
lithium carbonate containing the lithium oxide.
The carbon capture reaction in molten carbonate, combines
Equations 16 and 17:

CO2 (gas) → C(solid) + O2 (gas)T ≤ 900 ◦ C

(18A)

CO2 (gas) → CO(gas) + 1/2O2 (gas)T ≥ 950 ◦ C

(18B)

The electrolysis of carbon capture in molten carbonates can
occur at lower experimental electrolysis potentials than the unit
activity potentials calculated in Figure 5. A constant influx of
carbon dioxide to the cell maintains a low concentration of Li2O,
in accord with reaction 23. The activity ratio, Θ, of the carbonate
reactant to the oxide product in the electrolysis chamber, when
Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–21
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(6 S cm−1) than that of Na2CO3 (3 S cm−1) or K2CO3 (2 S cm−1)
near the melting point.[73] Higher conductivity is desired as it
leads to lower electrolysis ohmic losses. Low carbonate melting
points are achieved by a eutectic mix of alkali carbonates (Tmp
Li1.07Na0.93CO3: 499 °C; Li0.85Na0.61K0.54CO3: 393°C). Mass transport is also improved at higher temperature; the conductivity
increases from 0.9 to 2.1 S cm−1 with temperature increase
from 650 to 875 °C for a 1:1:1 by mass mixture of the three
alkali carbonates.[74]
In 2009 we showed that molten carbonate electrolyzers can
provide an effective media for solar splitting of CO2 at high
conversion efficiency. In 2010 Lubormirsky, et al, and our
group separately reported that molten lithiated carbonates provide a particularly effective medium for the electrolysis reduction of carbon dioxide.[4,75] As we show in the photograph
in Figure 5, at 750 °C, carbon dioxide is captured in molten
lithium carbonate electrolyte as solid carbon by reduction at
the cathode at low electrolysis potential. It is seen in the cyclic
voltammetry, CV, that a solid carbon peak that is observed at
750 °C is not evident at 950 °C. At temperatures less than
∼900 °C in the molten electrolyte, solid carbon is the preferred
CO2 splitting product, while carbon monoxide is the preferred
product at higher temperature. As seen in the main portion
of the figure, the electrolysis potential is <1.2V at either 0.1 or
0.5 A/cm2, respectively at 750 or 850 °C. Hence, the electrolysis energy required at these elevated, molten temperatures is
less than the minimum energy required to split CO2 to CO at
25 °C:

EC O2/X (T) = EC◦ O2/X (T ) −0.0592 V· T (K )/(n · 298 K)· log();
n = 4 or 2, f or X = C solid or CO product

(19)

For example from Equation 19, the expected cell potential
at 950 °C for the reduction to the CO product is ECO2/CO =
1.17 V (0.243/2)⋅4 = 0.68 V, with a high Θ = 10 000 carbonate/
oxide ratio in the electrolysis chamber. As seen in the Figure 5
photo, CO2 is captured in 750 °C Li2CO3 as solid carbon by
reduction at the cathode at low electrolysis potential. The
carbon formed in the electrolysis in molten Li2CO3 at 750 °C is
in quantitative accord with the 4 e- reduction of Equation 16A,
as determined by (i) mass, at constant 1.25 A for both 0.05 and
0.5 A/cm2 (large and small electrode) electrolyses (the carbon
is washed in a sonicator, and dried at 90 °C), by (ii) ignition
(furnace combustion at 950 °C) and by (iii) volumetric analysis
in which KIO3 is added to the carbon, converted to CO2 and I2
in hot phosphoric acid (5C + 4KIO3 + 4H3PO4 → 5CO2 + 2I2 +
2H2O + 4KH2PO4), the liberated I2 is dissolved in 0.05 M KI
and titrated with thiosulfate using a starch indicator. We also
observe the transition to the carbon monoxide product with
increasing temperature. Specifically, while at 750 °C the molar
ratio of solid carbon to CO-gas formed is 20:1, at 850° in
molten Li2CO3, the product ratio is a 2:1, at 900 °C, the ratio
is 0.5:1, and at 950 °C the gas is the sole product. Hence, in
accord with Figure 2, switching between the C or CO product
is temperature programmable.
We have replaced Pt, with Ni, nickel alloys (inconel and
monel), Ti and carbon, and each are effective carbon capture
cathode materials. Solid carbon deposits on each of these cathodes at similar overpotential in 750 °C molten Li2CO3. For the
anode, both platinum and nickel are effective, while titanium
corrodes under anodic bias in molten Li2CO3. As seen in the
right side of Figure 5, electrolysis anodic overpotentials in
Li2CO3 electrolysis are comparable, but larger than cathodic
overpotentials, and current densities of over 1A cm−2 can be
sustained. Unlike other fuel cells, carbonate fuel cells are
resistant to poisoning effects,[67] and are effective with a wide
range of fuels, and this appears to be the same for the case in
the reverse mode (to capture carbon, rather than to generate
electricity). Molten Li2CO3 remains transparent and sustains
stable electrolysis currents after extended (hours/days) carbon
capture over a wide range of electrolysis current densities and
temperatures.
As delineated in Section 2.3, in practice, either STEP or
Hy-STEP modes are useful for efficient solar carbon capture.
CO2 added to the cell is split at 50% solar to chemical energy
conversion efficiency by series coupled lithium carbonate electrolysis cells driven at maximum power point by an efficient
CPC. Experimentally, we observe the facile reaction of CO2
and Li2O in molten Li2CO3. We can also calculate the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions between the species in the
system, Equation 3B. Using the known thermochemistry of
Li2O, CO2 and Li2CO3,[59b] we calculate the reaction free-energy
of Equation 1, and from this calculate the thermodynamic equilibrium constant as a function of temperature. From this equilibrium constant, the area above the curve on the left side of
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Figure 6. Left: Species stability in the lithium carbonate, lithium oxide, carbon dioxide system, as calculated from Li2CO3, Li2O, and CO2 thermochemical data. Right: Thermogravimetric analysis of lithium carbonate. The measured mass loss in time of Li2CO3. Not shown: The Li2CO3 mass loss
rate also decreases with an increasing ratio of Li2CO3 mass to the surface area of the molten salt exposed to the atmosphere. This increased ratio, may
increase the released partial pressure of CO2 above the surface, increase the rate of the back reaction (Li2O +CO2 → Li2CO3), and therefore result in
the observed decreased mass loss. Hence, under an open atmosphere at 950 °C, the mass loss after 5 hours falls from 7% to 4.7%, when the starting
mass of pure Li2CO3 in the crucible is increased from 20 to 50 g. Under these latter conditions (open atmosphere, 950 °C, 50 g total electrolyte), but
using a 95% Li2CO3, 5% Li2O mix, the rate of mass loss is only 2.3%. Modified with permission from [8].

Figure 6 presents the wide domain (above the curve) in which
Li2CO3 dominates, that is where excess CO2 reacts with Li2O
such that pCO2 · aLi2O < aLi2CO3. This is experimentally verified
when we dissolve Li2O in molten Li2CO3, and inject CO2(gas).
Through the measured mass gain, we observe the rapid reaction to Li2CO3. Hence, CO2 is flowed into a solution of 5% by
weight Li2O in molten Li2CO3 at 750 °C, the rate of mass gain
is only limited by the flow rate of CO2 into the cell (using an
Omega FMA 5508 mass flow controller) to react one equivalent
of CO2 per dissolved Li2O. As seen in the measured thermogravimetric analysis on the right side of Figure 6, the mass loss
in time is low in lithium carbonate heated in an open atmosphere (∼0.03% CO2) up to 850 °C, but accelerates when heated
to 950 °C. However the 950 °C mass loss falls to nearly zero,
when heated under pure (1 atm) CO2. Also in accord with Equation 1 added Li2O shifts the equilibrium to the left. As seen in
the figure in an open atmosphere, there is no mass loss in a
10% Li2O, 90% Li2CO3 at 850 °C, and the Li2O containing electrolyte absorbs CO2 (gains mass) at 750 °C to provide for the
direct carbon capture of atmospheric CO2, without a CO2
pre-concentration stage. This consists of the absorption of
atmospheric CO2 (in molten Li2CO3 containing Li2O, to form
Li2CO3), combined with a facile rate of CO2 splitting due to the
high carbonate concentration, compared to the atmospheric
concentration of CO2, and the continuity of the steady-state of
concentration Li2O, as Li2CO3 is electrolyzed in Equation 16.
3.3. STEP of Iron
A fundamental change in the understanding of iron oxide thermochemistry, can open a facile, new CO2-free route to iron
production. Along with the control of fire, iron production is
one of the founding technological pillars of civilization, but is
a major source of CO2 emission. In industry, iron is still produced by the carbothermal greenhouse gas intensive reduction
of iron oxide by carbon-coke, and a carbon dioxide free process
to form this staple is needed.
The earliest attempt at electrowinning iron (the formation
of iron by electrolysis) from carbonate appears to have been in
1944 in the unsuccessful attempt to electrodeposit iron from
12
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a sodium carbonate, peroxide, metaborate mix at 450–500 °C,
which deposited sodium and magnetite (iron oxide), rather
than iron.[76,77] Other attempts[77] have focused on iron electrodepostion from molten mixed halide electrolytes, which has
not provided a successful route to form iron,[78,79], or aqueous
iron electrowinning[80–83] that is hindered by the high thermodynamic potential (E° = 1.28 V) and diminished kinetics at low
temperature.
We present a novel route to generate iron metal by the electrolysis of dissolved iron oxide salts in molten carbonate electrolytes, unexpected due to the reported insolubility of iron oxide
in carbonates. We report high solubility of lithiated iron oxides,
and facile charge transfer that produces the staple iron at high
rate and low electrolysis energy, and can be driven by conventional electrical sources, but is also demonstrated with STEP
procesess that decreases or eliminates a major global source of
greenhouse gas emission.[3,4]
As recently as 1999, the solubility of ferric oxide, Fe2O3, in
650 °C molten carbonate was reported as very low, a 10−4.4 mole
fraction in lithium/potassium carbonate mixtures, and was
reported as invariant of the fraction of Li2CO3 and K2CO3.[84]
Low solubility, of interest to the optimization of molten carbonate fuel cells, had likely discouraged research into the electrowinning of iron metal from ferric oxide in molten lithium
carbonate. Rather than the prior part per million reported solubility, we find higher Fe(III) solubilities, on the order of 50% in
carbonates at 950 °C. The CV of a molten Fe2O3 Li2CO3 mixture presented in Figure 7, and exhibits a reduction peak at
–0.8 V, on Pt (gold curve); which is more pronounced at an iron
electrode (light gold curve). At constant current, iron is clearly
deposited. The cooled deposited product contains pure iron
metal and trapped salt, and changes to rust color with exposure
to water (figure photo). The net electrolysis is the redox reaction
of ferric oxide to iron metal and O2, Equation 14. The deposit
is washed, dried, and is observed to be reflective, grey metallic,
responds to an external magnetic field, and consists of dendritic
iron crystals.
The two principle natural ores of iron are hematite (Fe2O3)
and the mixed valence Fe2+/3+ magnetite (Fe3O4). We observe
that, Fe3O4 is also highly soluble in molten Li2CO3, and may
also be reduced to iron with the net electrolysis reaction:
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Figure 7. Middle: Photographs of electrolysis products from 20% Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 by mass in 800°C Li2CO3: following extended 0.5A electrolysis at
a coiled wire (Pt or Fe) cathode with a Ni anode. Left: cathode restricted CV in Li2CO3, containing 1:5 by weight of either Fe2O3 or Fe3O4. Right: The
measured iron electrolysis potentials in molten Li2CO3, as a function of the temperature, current density, and the concentration of dissolved Fe(III).
Modified with permission from [5].

Fe3 O4 → 3Fe + 2O2 E◦ = 1.32 V, Ethermoneutral = 1.45 V

(20)

Fe3O4 electrolysis potentials run parallel, but ∼0.06 V higher,
than those of Fe2O3 in Figure 1. The processes are each endothermic; the required electrolysis potential decreases with
increasing temperature. For Fe3O4 in Figure 7, unlike the single
peak evident for Fe2O3, two reduction peaks appear in the CV
at 800 °C. Following the initial cathodic sweep (indicated by the
left arrow), the CV exhibits two reduction peaks, again more
pronounced at an iron electrode (grey curve), which appear to
be consistent with the respective reductions of Fe2+ and Fe3+.
In either Fe2O3, or Fe3O4, the reduction occurs at a potential
before we observe any reduction of the molten Li2CO3 electrolyte, and at constant current, iron is deposited. Following
1 hour of electrolysis at either 200 or 20 mA/cm2 of iron deposition, as seen in the Figure 7 photographs, and as with the Fe2O3
case, the extracted cooled electrode, following extended electrolysis and iron formation, contains trapped electrolyte. Following
washing, the product weight is consistent with the eight electron per Fe3O4 coulombic reduction to iron.
The solid products of the solid reaction of Fe2O3 and Li2CO3
had been characterized.[85,86] We prepare and probe the solubility of lithiated iron oxide salts in molten carbonates, and
report high Fe(III) solubilities, on the order of 50% in molten
carbonates, are achieved via the reaction of Li2O with Fe2O3,
yielding an effective method for CO2 free iron production.

Lithium oxide, as well as Fe2O3 or Fe3O4, each have melting
points above 1460 °C. Li2O dissolves in 400–1000 °C molten
carbonates. We find the solubility of Li2O in molten Li2CO3
increases from 9 to 14 m from 750 to 950 °C. Following preparation of specific iron oxide salts, we add them to molten alkali
carbonate. The resultant Fe(III) solubility is similar when either
LiFeO2, or LiFeO2 as Fe2O3 + Li2O, is added to the Li2CO3. As
seen in the left side of Figure 8, the solubility of LiFeO2 is over
12 m above 900 °C in Li2CO3.
The solid reaction of Fe2O3 and Na2CO3 produces both
NaFeO2 and NaFe5O8 products.[87] As seen in Figure 8, unlike
the high solubility of iron oxide in molten Li2CO3, Na2CO3 or
K2CO3, exhibit <<1 wt% iron oxide solubility, even at 950 °C.
However, the solubility of (Li2O + Fe2O3) is high in the alkali
carbonate eutectic, Li0.87Na0.63K0.50CO3, and is approximately
proportional to the Li fraction in the pure Li2CO3 electrolyte.
The solubility of this lithiated ferric oxide in the LixNayKzCO3
mixes provides an alternative molten media for iron production, which compared to pure lithium carbonate, has the disadvantage of lower conductivity,[5] but the advantage of even
greater availability, and a wider operating temperature domain
range (extending several hundred degrees lower than the pure
lithium system).
Fe2O3 or LiFe5O8 dissolves rapidly in molten Li2CO3, but
reacts with the molten carbonate as evident in a mass loss,
which evolves one equivalent of CO2 per Fe2O3, to form a

Figure 8. Left: Measured ferric oxides solubilities in alkali molten carbonates. Right: Calculated unit activity electrolysis potentials of LiFe5O8, Fe2O3 or
Li2CO3. Vertical arrows indicate Nernstian shifts at high or low Fe(III). Modified with permission from [5].
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steady state concentration of LiFeO2 in accord with the reaction
of Equation 21 (but occurring in molten carbonate).[6] However,
1 equivalent of Li2O and 1 equivalent of Fe2O3, or LiFeO2, dissolves without the reactive formation of CO2. This is significant
for the electrolysis of Fe2O3 in molten carbonate. As LiFeO2 is
reduced Li2O is released, Equation 22, facilitating the continued
dissolution of Fe2O3 without CO2 release or change in the electrolyte, More concisely, iron production via hematite in Li2CO3
is given by I and II:
I dissolution in molten carbonate Fe2 O3 + Li2 O → 2LiFeO2

(21)

II electrolysis, Li2O regeneration : 2LiFeO2 → 2Fe + Li2 O + 3/2O2

(22)

Iron Production, Li2 O unchanged (I + II): Fe2 O3 → 2Fe + 3/2O2
(23)

As indicated in Figure 6, a molar excess, of greater than 1:1
of Li2O to Fe2O3 in molten Li2CO3, will further inhibit the Equation 1 disproportionation of lithium carbonate. The right side
of Figure 8 summarizes the thermochemical calculated potentials constraining iron production in molten carbonate. Thermodynamically it is seen that at higher potential, steel (iron
containing carbon) may be directly formed via the concurrent
reduction of CO2, which we observe in the Li2CO3 at higher
electrolysis potential, as Li2 CO3 → C + Li2 O + O2, followed by
carbonate regeneration via Equation 3, to yield by electrolysis in
molten carbonate:
Steel Production: Fe2 O3 + 2xCO2 → 2FeCx + (3/2 + 2x)O2

(24)

From the kinetic perspective, a higher concentration of dissolved iron oxide improves mass transport, decreases the cathode
overpotential and permits higher steady-state current densities
of iron production, and will also substantially decrease the thermodynamic energy needed for the reduction to iron metal. In
the electrolyte Fe(III) originates from dissolved ferric oxides,
such as LiFeO2 or LiFe5O8. The potential for the 3e− reduction to
iron varies in accord with the general Nerstian expression, for a
concentration [Fe(III)], at activity coefficient, α:
EFe(III/0) = E◦ Fe(III/0) +(RT/nF)log(α Fe(III) [Fe(III)])1/3

(25)
This decrease in electrolysis potential is accentuated by high
temperature and is a ∼0.1 V per decade increase in Fe(III) concentration at 950 °C. Higher activity coefficient, αFe(III) > 1, would
further decrease the thermodynamic potential to produce iron.
The measured electrolysis potential is presented on the right of
Figure 7 for dissolved Fe(III) in molten Li2CO3, and is low. For
example 0.8V sustains a current density of 500 mA cm−2 in 14
m Fe(III) in Li2CO3 at 950 °C. Higher temperature, and higher
concentration, lowers the electrolysis voltage, which can be considerably less than the room potential required to convert Fe2O3
to iron and oxygen. When an external source of heat, such as
solar thermal, is available then the energy savings over room
temperature iron electrolysis are considerable.
Electrolyte stability is regulated through control of the CO2
pressure and/or by dissolution of excess Li2O. Electrolyte mass
change was measured in 7 m LiFeO2 and 3.5 m Li2O in molten
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Li2CO3 after 5 hours. Under argon there is a 1, 5, or 7 wt%
loss at 750, 850, or 950 °C, respectively), through CO2 evolution. Little loss occurs under air (0.03% CO2), while under pure
CO2 the electrolyte gains 2-3 wt% (external CO2 reacts with dissolved Li2O to form Li2CO3).
The endothermic nature of the new synthesis route, that is
the decrease in iron electrolysis potential with increasing temperature, provides a low free energy opportunity for the STEP
process. In this process, solar thermal provides heat to decrease
the iron electrolysis potential, Figure 7, and solar visible generates electronic charge to drive the electrolysis. A low energy
route for the carbon dioxide free formation of iron metal from
iron ores is accomplished by the synergistic use of both visible
and infrared sunlight. This provides high solar energy conversion efficiencies, Figure 2, when applied to Equations 14 and
20 in a molten carbonate electrolytes. We again use a 37% solar
energy conversion efficient concentrator photovoltaic (CPV) as
a convenient power source to drive the low electrolysis energy
iron deposition without CO2 formation in Li2CO3,[3] as schematically represented in Figure 9.
A solar/wind hybrid solar thermal electrochemical production (Hy-STEP) iron electrolysis process is also demonstrated.[6]
In lieu of solar electric, electronic energy can be provided by
alternative renewables, such as wind. As shown on the right
side of Figure 9, in this Hy-STEP example, the electronic energy
is driven by a wind turbine and concentrated sunlight is only
used to provide heat to decrease the energy required for iron
splitting. In this process, sunlight is concentrated to provide
effective heating, but is not split into separate spectral regions
as in our alternative implementation. Hy-STEP iron production is measured with a 31.5” x 44.5” Fresnel lens (Edmund
Optics) which concentrates sunlight to provide temperatures
of over 950 °C, and a Sunforce-44444 400 W wind turbine provides electronic charge, charging series nickel metal hydride,
MH, cells at 1.5V). Each MH cell, provides a constant discharge
potential of 1.0–1.3 V, which are each used to drive one or
two series connected iron electrolysis cells as indicated in the
right side of Figure 9, containing 14 m Fe(III) molten Li2CO3
electrolysis cells. Electrolysis current is included in the lower
right of Figure 9. Iron metal is produced. Steel (iron containing
carbon) may be directly formed via the concurrent reduction of
CO2, as will be delineated in an expanded study.
3.4. STEP Chlorine and Magnesium Production
(Chloride Electrolysis)
The predominant salts in seawater (global average 3.5 ± 0.4%
dissolved salt by mass) are NaCl (0.5 M) and MgCl2 (0.05 M).
The electrolysis potential for the industrial chlor-alkali reaction
exhibits little variation with temperature, and hence the conventional generation of chlorine by electrolysis, Equation 11, would
not benefit from the inclusion of solar heating.[3] However,
when confined to anhydrous chloride splitting, as exemplified
in the lower portion of Figure 1, the calculated potential for the
anhydrous electrolysis of chloride salts is endothermic for the
electrolyses, which generate a chlorine and metal product.
The application of excess heat, as through the STEP process,
decreases the energy of electrolysis and can improve the
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Figure 9. STEP and (wind) Hy-STEP iron. Left: STEP iron production in which two molten carbonate electrolysis in series are driven by a concentrator
photovoltaic. The 2.7 V maximum power of the CPV can drive either two 1.35 V iron electrolyses at 800 °C (schematically represented), or three 0.9 V
iron electrolyses at 950 °C. At 0.9V, rather than at E°(25 °C) = 1.28V, there is a considerably energy savings, achieved through the application of external
heat, including solar thermal, to the system. Right: The Hy-STEP solar thermal/wind production of CO2 free iron. Concentrated sunlight heats, and wind
energy drives electronic transfer into the electrolysis chamber. The required wind powered electrolysis energy is diminished by the high temperature
and the high solubility of iron oxide. Bottom: Iron is produced at high current density and low energy at an iron cathode and with a Ni anode in 14 m
Fe2O3 + 14 m Li2O dissolved in molten Li2CO3. Modified with permission from [6].

kinetics of charge transfer for the equation 12 range of chloride
splitting processes. The thermodynamic electrolysis potential
for the conversion of NaCl to sodium and chlorine decreases,
from 3.24 V at the 801 °C melting point, to 2.99 V at 1027 °C.[3]
Experimentally, at 850 °C in molten NaCl, we observe the
expected, sustained generation of yellow-green chlorine gas at a
platinum anode and of liquid sodium (mp 98 °C) at the cathode.
Electrolysis of a second chloride salt, MgCl2, is also of particular
interest. The magnesium, as well as the chlorine, electrolysis
products are significant societal commodities. Magnesium
metal, the third most commonly used metal, is generally produced by the reduction of calcium magnesium carbonates by
ferrosilicons at high temperature,[88] which releases substantial levels of carbon dioxide contributing to the anthropogenic
greenhouse effect. However, traditionally, magnesium has also
been produced by the electrolysis of magnesium chloride, using
steel cathodes and graphite anodes, and alternative materials
have been invesitgated.[89]
Of significance, here to the STEP process, is the highly endothermic nature of anhydrous chloride electrolysis, such as for
MgCl2 electrolysis, in which solar heat will also decrease the
energy (voltage) needed for the electrolysis. The rest potential
for electrolysis of magnesium chloride decreases from 3.1 V, at
room temperature, to 2.5 V at the 714 °C melting point. As seen
in Figure 10, the calculated thermodynamic potential for the
electrolysis of magnesium chloride continues to decrease with
increasing temperature, to ∼2.3 V at 1000 °C. The 3.1 V energy
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stored in the magnesium and chlorine room temperature products, when formed at 2.3 V, provide an energy savings of 35%,
if sufficient heat applied to the process can sustain this lower
formation potential. Figure 10 also includes the experimental
decrease in the MgCl2 electrolysis potential with increasing
temperature in the lower right portion. In the top portion of
the figure, the concurrent shift in the cyclic voltammogram is
evident, decreasing the potential peak of magnesium formation, with increasing temperature from 750 °C to 950 °C. Sustained electrolysis and generation of chlorine at the anode and
magnesium at the cathode (Figure 10, photo inset) is evident at
platinum electrodes. The measured potential during constant
current electrolysis at 750 °C in molten MgCl2 at the electrodes
is included in the figure.
In the magnesium chloride electrolysis cell, nickel electrodes
yield similar results to platinum, and can readily be used to
form larger electrodes. The nickel anode sustains extended chlorine evolution without evident deterioration; the nickel cathode
may slowly alloy with deposited magnesium. The magnesium
product forms both as the solid and liquid (Mg mp 649 °C).
The liquid magnesium is less dense than the electrolyte, floats
upwards, and eventually needs to be separated and removed to
prevent an inter-electrode short, or to prevent a reaction with
chlorine that is evolved at the anode. In a scaled up cell configuration (not shown in Figure 10, a larger Ni cathode (200 cm2
cylindrical nickel sheet (McMaster 9707K35) was employed,
sandwiched between two coupled cylindrical Ni sheet anodes
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Figure 10. Photograph lower left: coiled platinum before (left), and after (right), MgCl2 electrolysis forming Mg metal on the cathode (shown) and
evolving chlorine gas on the anode. Main figure: cathode size restricted cyclic voltammetry of Pt electrodes in molten MgCl2 Inset: The measured full
cell potential during constant current electrolysis at 750 °C in molten MgCl2. Lower right: Thermodynamic and measured electrolysis potentials in
molten MgCl2 as a function of temperature. Electrolysis potentials are calculated from the thermodynamic free energies components of the reactants
and products as E = −ΔG(reaction)/2F. Measured electrolysis potentials are stable values on Pt at 0.250 A/cm2 cathode.[8] Lower right: A schematic
representation of a separate (i) solar thermal and (ii) photovoltaic field to drive both water purification, hydrogen generation, and the endothermic
electrolysis of the separated salts to useful products. Modified with permission from [8].

(total 200 cm2, of area across from the cathode) in a 250 mL alumina (Adavalue) crucible, and sustains multi-ampere currents.
The potential at constant current is initially stable, but this cell
configuration leads to electrical shorts, unless liquid magnesium is removed.
One salt source for the STEP generation of magnesium
and chlorine from MgCl2 are via chlorides extracted from
salt water, with the added advantage of the generation of less
saline water as a secondary product. In the absence of effective heat exchanger, concentrator photovoltaics heat up to over
100 °C, which decreases cell performance. Heat exchange with
the (non-illuminated side of) concentrator photovoltaics can
vaporize seawater for desalinization and simultaneously prevent overheating of the CPV. The simple concentrator STEP
mode (coupling super-bandgap electronic charge with solar
thermal heat) is applicable when sunlight is sufficient to both
generate electronic current for electrolysis and sustain the electrolysis temperature. In cases, requiring both the separation
of salts from aqueous solution followed by molten electrolysis
of the salts, a single source of concentrated sunlight can be
insufficient, to both drive water desalinization, and to also heat
and drive electrolysis of the molten salts. Figure 10 includes a
16
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schematic representation of a Hy-STEP process with separate
(i) solar thermal and (ii) photovoltaic field to drive both desalinization and the endothermic carbon dioxide-free electrolysis
of the separated salts, or water splitting, to useful products. As
illustrated, the separate thermal and electronic sources may
each be driven by insolation, or alternatively, can be (i) solar
thermal and (ii) (not illustrated) wind, water, nuclear or geothermal driven electronic transfer.

4. STEP Constraints
4.1. STEP Limiting Equations
As illustrated on the left side of Scheme 2, the ideal STEP
electrolysis potential incorporates not only the enthalpy
needed to heat the reactants to TSTEP from Tambient, but also
the heat recovered via heat exchange of the products with
the inflowing reactant. In this derivation it is convenient to
describe this combined heat in units of voltage via the conversion factor nF:
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The energy for the process, incorporates ET, EQ, and the nonunit activities, via inclusion of Equation 26 into Equation 4, and
is termed the STEP potential, ESTEP:
r

ESTEP (T, a) = [−G◦ (T ) − QT − RT·ln ( i = 1 to x a(Ri ) i /

◦
 i =1 to y a(Pi )pi )] /nF; ESTEP
(a = 1) = ET◦ + EQ

(27)

In a pragmatic electrolysis system, product(s) can be be
drawn off at activities that are less than that of the reactant(s).
This leads to large activity effects in Equation 27 at higher temperature,[3–6,8,53–55] as the RT/nF potential slope increases with T
(e.g., increasing three-fold from 0.0592V/n at 25 °C to 0.183V/n
at 650 °C).
The STEP factor, ASTEP is the extent of improvement in carrying out a solar driven electrolysis process at TSTEP, rather than
at Tambient. For example, when applying the same solar energy,
to electronically drive the electrochemical splitting of a molecule which requires only two thirds the electrolysis potential at
a higher temperature, then ASTEP = (2/3)−1 = 1.5. In general, the
factor is given by:
ASTEP = ESTEP (Tambient , a)/ESTEP (TSTEP , a); e.g. Tambient = 298 K (28)

The STEP solar efficiency, ηSTEP, is constrained by both
photovoltaic and electrolysis conversion efficiencies, ηPV
and ηelectrolysis, and the STEP factor. In the operational
process, passage of electrolysis current requires an additional, combined (anodic and cathodic) overpotential above
the thermodynamic potential; that is Vredox = (1 + z)E redox,
Mobility and kinetics improve at higher temperature and
ξ(T > Tambient) < ξ (Tambient,). [63,67] Hence, a lower limit of
ηSTEP(VT) is given by ηSTEP-ideal(ET). At Tambient, A STEP = 1,
yielding η STEP(Tambient) = η PV· ηelectrolysis. η STEP is additionally
limited by entropy and black body constraints on maximum
solar energy conversion efficiency. Consideration of a black
body source emitted at the sun’s surface temperature and
collected at ambient earth temperature, limits solar conversion to 0.933 when radiative losses are considered, [90] which
is further limited to η PV < η limit = 0.868 when the entropy
limits of perfect energy conversion are included. [91] These
constraints on ηSTEP-ideal and the maximum value of solar
conversion, are imposed to yield the solar chemical conversion efficiency, ηSTEP:

η STEP−ideal (T, a) = η PVη electrolysis ASTEP (T, a)

ηSTEP (T, a) ∼
= ηPVηelectrolysis (Tambient , a)ASTEP (T, a);
(ηSTEP < 0.868)

(29)

As calculated from Equation 3 and the thermochemical
component data[59b] and as presented in Figure 1, the electrochemical driving force for a variety of chemicals of widespread use by society, including aluminium, iron, magnesium and chlorine, significantly decreases with increasing
temperature.
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The global community is increasingly aware of the climate consequences of elevated greenhouse gases. A solution to rising
carbon dioxide levels is needed, yet carbon dioxide is a highly
stable, noncombustible molecule, and its thermodynamic stability makes its activation energy demanding and challenging.
The most challenging stage in converting CO2 to useful products and fuels is the initial activation of CO2, for which energy
is required. It is obvious that using traditional fossil fuels as the
energy source would completely defeat the goal of mitigating
greenhouse gases. A preferred route is to recycle and reuse the
CO2 and provide a useful carbon resource. We limit the nonunit activity examples of CO2 mitigation in Equation 15 to the
case when CO and O2 are present as electrolysis products, which
yields aO2 = 0.5aCO, and upon substitution into Equation 27:
◦
ESTEP (T, a) = ESTEP
(T ) − (RT/2F)·ln(N); E ◦ (25 ◦ C)
√
−3/2
= 1.333 V; N = 2a CO2 aCO

(30)

The example of ESTEP(T,a≠1) on the left side of Figure 11 is
derived when N = 100, and results in a substantial drop in the
energy to split CO2 due to the discussed influence of RT/2F.
Note at high temperature conditions in the figure, ESTEP < 0
occurs, denoting the state in which the reactants are spontaneously formed (without an applied potential). This could lead to
the direct thermochemical generation of products, but imposes
substantial experimental challenges. To date, analogous direct
water splitting attempts, are highly inefficient due to the twin
challenges of high temperature material constraints and the
difficulty in product separation to prevent back reaction upon
cooling.[92] The STEP process avoids this back reaction through
the separation of products, which spontaneously occurs in the
electrochemical, rather than chemical, generation of products
at separate anode and cathode electrodes.
The differential heat required for CO2 splitting, EQ, and the
potential at unit activity, E°STEP, are calculated and presented in
the top of Figure 11. EQ has also been calculated and is included.
EQ is small (comprising tens of millivolts or less) over the entire
temperature range. Hence from Equation 27, E°STEP does not
differ significantly from the values presented for ET° for CO2 in
Figure 2. ECO2split (25 °C) yields ASTEP(T) = 1.333V/E°STEP(T)
with unit activity, and ASTEP(T) = 1.197V/ESTEP(T) for the N =
100 case. Large resultant STEP factors are evident in the left of
Figure 11. This generates substantial values of solar to chemical
energy conversion efficiency for the STEP CO2 splitting to CO
and O2.
A STEP process operating in the ηPV·ηelectrolysis range of 0.20
to 0.40 includes the range of contemporary 25% to 45% efficient
concentrator photovoltaics,[69] and electrolysis efficiency range of
80% to 90%. From these, the CO2 solar splitting efficiencies are
derived from Equations 29 and 30, and are summarized on the
right side of Figure 11. The small values of ESTEP(T) at higher T,
generate large STEP factors, and result in high solar to chemical energy conversion efficiencies for the splitting of CO2 to
CO and O2. As one intermediate example from Equation 30, we
take the case of an electrolysis efficiency of 80% and a 34% efficient photovoltaic (ηPV·ηelectrolysis = 0.272). This will drive STEP
solar CO2 splitting at molten carbonate temperatures (650 °C)
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Figure 11. Top: Calculated STEP parameters for the solar conversion of CO2. Bottom: Solar to chemical conversion efficiencies calculated through Equation 29 for the conversion of CO2 to CO and O2. In the case in which the product of the photovoltaic and electrolysis efficiency is 27.2% (ηPV·ηelectrolysis =
0.272), the STEP conversion efficiency at unit activity is 35%, at the 650 °C temperature consistent with molten carbonate electrolysis, rising to 40% at
the temperature consistent with solid oxide electrolysis (1000 °C). Non-unit activity calculations presented are for the case of √2 aCO2 aCO−3/2 = 100. A
solar conversion efficiency of 50% is seen at 650 °C when N = 100 (the case of a cell with 1 bar of CO2 and ∼58 mbar CO). Modified with permission
from [3].

at a solar conversion efficiency of 35% in the unit activity case,
and at 50% when N = 100 (the case of a cell with 1 bar of CO2
and ∼58 mbar CO).
4.3. Scalability of STEP Processes
STEP can be used to remove and convert carbon dioxide. As
with water splitting, the electrolysis potential required for CO2
splitting falls rapidly with increasing temperature (Figure 1),
and we have shown here (Figure 2) that a photovoltaic, converting solar to electronic energy at 37% efficiency and 2.7 V,
may be used to drive three CO2 splitting, lithium carbonate
electrolysis cells, each operating at 0.9 V, and each generating
a 2 electron CO product. The energy of the CO product is 1.3V
(Equation 1), even though generated by electrolysis at only
0.9V due to synergistic use of solar thermal energy. As seen
in Figure 5, at lower temperature (750 °C, rather than 950 °C),
carbon, rather than CO, is the preferred product, and this
4 electron reduction approaches 100% Faradaic efficiency.
The CO2 STEP process consists of solar driven and solar
thermal assisted CO2 electrolysis. Industrial environments provide opportunities to further enhance efficiencies; for example
fossil-fueled burner exhaust provides a source of relatively
concentrated, hot CO2. The product carbon may be stored or
used, and the higher temperature product carbon monoxide
can be used to form a myriad of industrially relevant products including conversion to hydrocarbon fuels with hydrogen
(which is generated by STEP water splitting in Section 3.1),
such as smaller alkanes, dimethyl ether, or the Fischer Tropsch
generated middle-distillate range fuels of C11-C18 hydrocarbons including synthetic jet, kerosene and diesel fuels.[93] Both
STEP and Hy-STEP represent new solar energy conversion
processes to produce energetic molecules. Individual components used in the process are rapidly maturing technologies
18
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including wind electric,[94] molten carbonate fuel cells,[67] and
solar thermal technologies.[95–100]
It is of interest whether material resources are sufficient to
expand the process to substantially impact (decrease) atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide. The buildup of atmospheric
CO2 levels from a 280 to 392 ppm occurring over the industrial revolution comprises an increase of 1.9 × 1016 mole (8.2 ×
1011 metric tons) of CO2,[101] and will take a comparable effort
to remove. It would be preferable if this effort results in usable,
rather than sequestered, resources. We calculate below a scaled
up STEP capture process can remove and convert all excess
atmospheric CO2 to carbon.
In STEP, 6 kWh m−2 of sunlight per day, at 500 suns on
1 m2 of 38% efficient CPV, will generate 420 kAh at 2.7 V to
drive three series connected molten carbonate electrolysis cells
to CO, or two series connected series connected molten carbonate electrolysis cells to form solid carbon. This will capture
7.8 × 103 moles of CO2 day−1 to form solid carbon (based on
420 kAh⋅2 series cells/ 4 Faraday mol−1 CO2). The CO2 consumed per day is three fold higher to form the carbon monoxide product (based on 3 series cells and 2 F mol−1 CO2) in
lieu of solid carbon. The material resources to decrease atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations with STEP carbon capture,
appear to be reasonable. From the daily conversion rate of 7.8 ×
103 moles of CO2 per square meter of CPV, the capture process,
scaled to 700 km2 of CPV operating for 10 years can remove
and convert all the increase of 1.9 × 1016 mole of atmospheric
CO2 to solid carbon. A larger current density at the electrolysis
electrodes, will increase the required voltage and would increase
the required area of CPVs. While the STEP product (chemicals,
rather than electricity) is different than contemporary concentrated solar power (CSP) systems, components including a
tracker for effective solar concentration are similar (although
an electrochemical reactor, replaces the mechanical turbine).
A variety of CSP installations, which include molten salt heat
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5. Conclusions
To mitigate the consequences of rising atmospheric carbon
dioxide levels and its effect on global climate change, there
is a drive to replace conventional fossil fuel driven electrical
production by renewable energy driven electrical production.
In addition to the replacement of the fossil fuel economy by
a renewable electrical economy, we suggest that a renewable
chemical economy is also warranted. Solar energy can efficiently ube sed, as demonstrated with the STEP process, to
form the chemicals needed by society without carbon dioxide
emission directly and efficiently. Iron, a basic commodity, currently accounts for the release of one quarter of worldwide CO2
emissions by industry, which may be eliminated by replacement with the STEP iron process. The unexpected solubility
of iron oxides in lithium carbonate electrolytes, coupled with
facile charge transfer and a sharp decrease in iron electrolysis
potentials with increasing temperature, provides a new route
for iron production. Iron is formed without an extensive release
of CO2 in a process compatible with the predominant naturally
occurring iron oxide ores, hematite, Fe2O3, and magnetite,
Fe3O4. STEP can also be used in direct carbon capture, and the
efficient solar generation of hydrogen and other fuels.
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In addition to the removal of CO2, the STEP process is shown
to be consistent with efficient solar generation from a variety of
metals, as well as chlorine via endothermic electrolyses. Commodity production and fuel consumption processes are responsible for the majority of industry based CO2 release, and their
replacement by STEP processes provides a path to end the root
cause of anthropogenic global warming, as a transition beyond
the fossil fuel, electrical, or hydrogen economy, to a renewable
chemical economy based on the direct formulation of the materials needed by society. An expanded understanding of electrocatalysis and materials will advance the efficient electrolysis of
STEP’s growing portfolio of energetic products.
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storage, are being commercialized, and costs are decreasing.
STEP provides higher solar energy conversion efficiencies than
CSP, and secondary losses can be lower (for example, there are
no grid-related transmission losses). Contemporary concentrators, such as based on plastic Fresnel or flat mirror technologies, are relatively inexpensive, but may become a growing fraction of cost as concentration increases.[100] A greater degree of
solar concentration, for example 2000 suns, rather than 500
suns, will proportionally decrease the quantity of required CPV
to 175 km2, while the concentrator area will remain the same at
350 000 km2, equivalent to 4% of the area of the Sahara desert
(which averages ∼6 kWh m−2 of sunlight per day), to remove
anthropogenic carbon dioxide in ten years.
A related resource question is whether there is sufficient
lithium carbonate, as an electrolyte of choice for the STEP
carbon capture process, to decrease atmospheric levels of
carbon dioxide. 700 km2 of CPV plant will generate 5 × 1013 A
of electrolysis current, and require ∼2 million metric tonnes of
lithium carbonate, as calculated from a 2 kg/l density of lithium
carbonate, and assuming that improved, rather than flat, morphology electrodes will operate at 5 A/cm2 (1000 km2) in a cell of
1 mm thick. Thicker, or lower current density, cells will require
proportionally more lithium carbonate. Fifty, rather than ten,
years to return the atmosphere to pre-industrial carbon dioxide
levels will require proportionally less lithium carbonate. These
values are viable within the current production of lithium carbonate. Lithium carbonate availability as a global resource has
been under recent scrutiny to meet the growing lithium battery
market. It has been estimated that the current global annual
production of 0.13 million tonnes of LCE (lithium carbonate
equivalents) will increase to 0.24 million tonnes by 2015.[102]
Potassium carbonate is substantially more available, but as
noted in the main portion of the paper can require higher
carbon capture electrolysis potentials than lithium carbonate.
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New molten salt chemistry allows solar thermal energy to drive
calcium oxide production without any carbon dioxide emission.
This is accomplished in a one pot synthesis, and at lower
projected cost than the existing cement industry process, which
after power production, is the largest contributor to anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions.
Cement production accounts for 5–6% of all anthropogenic
CO2 emissions. Society consumes over 3  1012 kg of cement
annually, and the cement industry releases 9 kg of CO2 for
each 10 kg of cement produced. The majority of CO2 emissions occurs during the decarbonation of limestone (CaCO3)
to lime (CaO) described in eqn (1), and the remainder (30 to
40%) from burning fossil fuels, such as coal, to heat the kiln
reactors to B900 1C, eqn (2):1–3
ClimateCentral.org recently wrote that no other sector has
such a high potential for drastic emission reductions, and
while other processes are being explored to sequester cement’s
CO2, none eliminate it. In forming CaO, solar thermal reactors
have been studied as replacements to the fossil fuel heat in
eqn (2).4 However, the majority of the CO2 emissions still
occurs (as decarbonation in eqn (1)) in the conventional
decarbonation of limestone to lime:
CaCO3 + Qheat - CaO + CO2

(1)

nC + nO2 - nCO2 + Qheat

(2)

Here we show a new thermal chemistry, based on anomalies
in oxide solubilites, to generate CaO, without CO2 emission, in
a high throughput, cost eﬀective, environment conducive to
the formation of cement. The aqueous solubility of CaCO3
(6  105 m, where molal  moles per kg solvent) is 3 orders
of magnitude less than the 2  102 m solubility of calcium
oxide, dissolving as calcium hydroxide. Surprisingly, this
situation is reversed at high temperatures in molten carbonates,
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which allows the endothermic, electrolytic one pot synthesis,
and precipitation of CaO.
Conducive to our new solar process,5,6 electrolysis of molten
carbonates forms oxides, which precipitate as calcium oxide
when mixed with calcium carbonate. Thus no CO2 is formed,
to eliminate cement’s greenhouse gas contribution to anthropogenic climate change.
In STEP cement limestone undergoes low energy electrolysis
to produce (i) lime, (ii) O2 and (iii) reduced carbonate without
carbon dioxide emission. Alternative conﬁgurations of the electrolysis component of this STEP (
Solar Thermal
Electrochemical


Production)
are represented in Scheme 1. Compared to the


Scheme 1 Conventional thermal decomposition production of lime
(top left) versus STEP direct solar conversion of calcium carbonate to
calcium oxide (top right) eliminating CO2. Carbonate electrolysis is
endothermic requiring lower potential at higher temperature or carbonate
concentration. Solar thermal energy provides the heat to lower this
Eelectrolysis. When this solar heated electrolysis energy is generated by a
non-fossil fuel electricity source the process is fully carbon dioxide free.
Bottom: the indirect mode of STEP cement as delineated in the ESI.w
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conventional cement thermochemical process (top left), in
the STEP cement direct electrolysis conﬁguration (top right),
solar thermal heated molten carbonates are electrolyzed forming
oxides, which in the presence of calcium carbonate precipitate
as lime:
below 800 1C: CaCO3 + Qsolar + Eelectrolysis - CaOk + C + O2
(3)
above 800 1C: CaCO3 +Qsolar +Eelectrolysis - CaOk +CO+ 1/2O2
(4)
Heat signiﬁcantly decreases the required electrolysis potentials needed to split calcium carbonate and to drive eqn (3) and
(4), to below the electrolysis potential required at room

Fig. 1 CO2 and carbonate splitting potentials. Top: The low thermodynamic potential to electrolyze calcium carbonate in the CO2-free
production of lime. Bottom: The measured full electrolysis potential as
a function of current density in either Li2CO3 at 750 or 950 1C, or
eutectic molten carbonates at 500 1C. At negative currents, the cathode
is iron wire, and at positive current, the anode is either nickel or
iridium wire (both yield similar electrolysis potentials).
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temperature. Our calculated values are summarized on the
top of Fig. 1. The unit activity thermodynamic electrolysis
potential is lower for CaCO3 than for lithium, sodium or
potassium carbonate electrolyses. The high ratio of molten
carbonate reactant to product is expected to further decrease
the electrolysis potential.5–7 Below 800 1C in the top ﬁgure, the
energetically preferred (lower potential) carbon electrolysis
product of CaCO3 is solid carbon, while above that temperature
CO is produced.
While calcium hydroxide is water soluble, calcium carbonate
is highly insoluble in water, which leads to seashell stability.
This situation is reversed at high temperatures in molten
carbonates. Fig. 2, top, compares our measured solubility of
oxides or calcium carbonate, in either molten lithium carbonate
(squares) or a molten alkali carbonate mix (circles), to that of
lithium oxide (triangles).
As measured in Fig. 2, at each temperature in either a
eutectic mix of carbonates or in pure lithium carbonate,
the solubility of calcium oxide is low, and ranges from 30 to
100 times less than the solubility of calcium carbonate, and
50 times less soluble than that of Li2O. Beyond this low

Fig. 2 The low solubility of calcium oxide, compared to calcium
carbonate and lithium oxide solubility in molten carbonates (top)
facilitates the electrolysis and precipitation of calcium oxide. STEP
cement (bottom) with carbonate electrolyzers (detailed in the Electronic
Supplementary Information (ESIw)), CPV and Fresnel concentrators
mounted on a Suntura dual axis heliostat. Photographs of 5 h, 1 A
750 1C molten electrolysis products, upper: C and CaO from Li2CO3,
lower: CaO from Li2CO3 containing 1 m Li2O.
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solubility of CaO, when molten carbonates undergo electrolysis to form oxides, added CaCO3 will precipitate the desired
CaO product for extraction, and the added carbonate replenishes
the electrolyte for ongoing CaO production.
In 2009 we introduced the STEP theory of an eﬃcient solar
chemical process, based on a synergy of solar thermal and
endothermic electrolyses.5 Solar heat and high molten reactant
concentration, substantially decreases the electrolysis energy.6
As delineated in the ESI, experimentally, STEP can synthesize
chemicals at solar eﬃciencies of 50%, as demonstrated with
CO2-free production of metals, fuels, and bleach.6,7
STEP cement, the direct CO2-free synthesis of CaO from
calcium carbonate is described and introduced in Scheme 1. In
addition to the desired calcium oxide product, lower temperature
electrolysis favors the dense storage of captured CO2 as solid
carbon (eqn (3)) at the cathode, while higher temperature
electrolysis has the advantage of a lower electrolysis potential,
and forms carbon monoxide at the cathode, a useful industrial
reagent. The bottom of Fig. 1 summarizes the electrolysis
potential measured in molten carbonates during the production of oxide. The indicated 1 A cm2 is a high reaction rate,
and higher rate, at even lower potential occurs with textured,
or porous, rather than ﬂat electrodes such as reticulated
(spongy) Ni or iron. The oxide is formed at low energy (low
electrolysis potential) and at high rate (high current densities),
which is necessary to maintain production for commodities.
For example aluminum is commercially produced at 0.8 A cm2
in contemporary industrial plants.
Fig. 1 includes the measured full electrolysis potentials in a
system constrained by either the anode or cathode surface
area. Nickel and iridium are eﬀective anode materials; CaO
can improve nickel stability and decrease oxidative attack.8,9
Steel is an eﬀective cathode material in this system.
The electrolysis of carbonates is endothermic, which
provides the opportunity to add a signiﬁcant portion of the
required energy to drive the process as solar thermal heat.
A two axis Suntura heliostat provides orthonormal orientation to sun. Details of the 20 cm2 steel cathode and 40 cm2
nickel anode cathode electrolysis cell are included in the
Electronic Supplementary Information (ESIw). As seen in the
bottom of Fig. 2, concentrators direct sunlight to the CPV and
electrolysis cells, and within minutes melt the electrolyte.
Electrolysis electrode surface areas were chosen to match
the solar cell generated power, and the 2.7 V, 3.5 W drives two
electrolysis cells in series at 750 1C and three in series at 9501.
A Spectrolab CDO-100-C1MJ concentrator solar photovoltaic
cell is used to generate 2.7 V at maximum power point, with
solar to electrical energy eﬃciencies of 37% under 500 suns
illumination. At maximum power, the 0.99 cm2 cell generates
1.3 A at 100 suns, and when masked to 0.2 cm2 area generates
1.4 A at 500 suns. Molten salt heat storage, as currently used
in concentrator solar power CSP electricity plants, can be
adapted to the STEP process. This will facilitate continuous
operation independent of the sunlight variation, but has not yet
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been incorporated into this outdoor STEP calcium oxide generator.
Intermittent and variable sunlight incident on this STEP
conﬁguration limits temperature and electric control, and long
duration (5 h) electrolyses are conducted indoor at constant
temperature and current. Indoors, the measured electrolysis
potential is steady throughout the electrolysis. In pure, molten
Li2CO3 the 0.1 A electrolysis occurs at 1.2 V, and at 1 A occurs
at 1.6 V, or 0.9 V, respectively at 750 1C, or 950 1C. At 750 1C
and 1 A, the addition of 1 m Li2O lowers the observed
potential to 1.5 V, and the addition of 1 to 6 m CaCO3
increases the electrolysis potential to 1.8 V.
Constant current Li2CO3 electrolysis reduces carbonate,
and produces Li2O, which with the addition of CaCO3 precipitates CaO (Fig. 2 photo), while oxygen evolves from the anode
as oxygen solubility is low.10,11 The precipitate is separately
identiﬁed as CaO by FTIR, XRD, and AA analysis.w The
products are CaO, C and oxygen without carbon dioxide
evolution. The photo in Fig. 2 shows the carbon and CaO
deposited after a 5 h electrolysis at 1 A, resulting in 0.56 g of
carbon, 1.5 g of O2(gas) and 2.6 g of lime in quantitative accord
with the 5 Ah, 4 electron splitting of carbonate.
This study presents a new chemistry of energy eﬃcient,
CO2-free lime production, and the challenge of system scale-up
awaits. It should be noted that the carbonate product is readily
removed (dropping cleanly from the extracted steel wire
cathode when it is uncoiled, or at higher temperature as a
simple evolved gas CO), oxygen evolution is conﬁned to the
vicinity of the anode, and the high density calcium oxide
product does not decompose in the molten carbonate and
forms a slurry at the bottom of the vessel where it may be
removed by tap in the same manner in which molten iron is
removed from conventional iron production kilns.
In the present study new molten salt chemistry is found
which allows solar thermal energy to drive CO2-free lime
production, in a one-pot synthesis, at lower projected cost
than the existing cement industry process (details in ESI).
After power production, the cement industry is largest single
contributor to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions.
This work has been partially supported by NSF award
1006568.
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Cement production accounts for 5-6% of all anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Massive CO2 emissions also
occur with the CaO formed from CaCO3 for purifying iron and aluminum, for agriculture, glass, paper,
sugar, calcium carbide, and acetylene production, to scrub SO2 from smoke stacks, to soften water or to
remove phosphates from sewerage.12,13 ClimateCentral.org recently wrote that no other sector has such a
high potential for drastic emission reductions, and while other processes are being explored to sequester
cement’s CO2, none eliminate it. Society consumes over 3x1012 kg of cement annually, and the cement
30 industry releases 9 kg of CO 2 for each 10 kg of cement produced. An alternative to this CO 2 intensive
process is needed. The majority of CO2 emissions occurs during the decarbonation of limestone (CaCO3) to
lime (CaO) described in equation 1, and the remainder (30 to 40%) from burning fossil fuels, such as coal,
to heat the kiln reactors to ~900°C, eq. 2:1-3
25

35

40

In this Chemical Communications and Electronic Supplementary Infromration, we show a new thermal
chemistry, based on anomalies in oxide solubilites, to generate CaO, without CO2 emission, in a high
throughput, cost effective, environment conducive to the formation of cement.
Expanded experimental details:
Thermodynamic calculations
Electrolysis potentials are calculated from the thermochemical enthalpies and entropies of the reactants.14,15

Chemicals, materials, electrolysis configurations
Lithium carbonate was utilized (Li2CO3, Alfa Aeasar, 99%), lithium oxide (Li2O (99.5%, Alfa Aeasar), sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3, Avantor 99.5%), potassium carbonate (K2CO3, Avantor 99%), Ni foil (pure Ni 200
McMaster 9707K59), Ni wire (1 mm diameter, 99.5%, Alfa Aeasar), steel wire (14 gauge), 25 and 75 µm nickel
and steel sheet (McMaster 95481, 97057), and various crucibles: nickel (Alfa Aeasar 35904), steel (VWR
82027), and high purity alumina (99.6% AdValue Technology); crucibles were encased in high temperature
50 foam insulation (McMaster 9353).
45
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Figure 3. Configurations and components used in the STEP electrolysis experiments. Left side: three
electrolyses in series, with lithium carbonate using thin planar nickel and steel electrodes, prior to the melt, and
prior to addition of external insulation. Middle: high surface area nickel electrode prepared by folding a single
5 rectangle of pure nickel (25µm or 75µm thick), connected by spot welded nickel wire (99.5%. 1.0 mm) situated
above a cathode for carbon deposition prepared by coiling steel wire, and is shown prior to insertion in the
alumina crucible and prior o carbonate addition. Gas evolved from the central electrode can be directed with a
large circumference alumina tube (not shown). Right side, high temperature configuration: coiled steel wire
cathode in a nickel crucible, which acts both as the cell case and the anode, and is shown prior to the addition of
10 the internal carbonate and external insulation.
Molten carbonate electrolytic synthesis operates in the reverse mode of molten carbonate fuel cells
(MCFC); where rather than fuel injection with electricity as a product, electrical energy is supplied and
energetic chemical products are generated. MCFC systems have been studied in greater depth than carbonate
15 electrolysis systems. In one MCFC study, the addition of 10 mol% of CaCO3 to molten carbonate (either
Li1.04Na0.96CO3 with 30 mol% CaCO3, or Li1.24Na0.76CO3 with 10 mol% CaCO3) led to a decrease of 50mV in the
150 mA cm-2 cell potential at 600 to 700 °C.17
Configurations and components used in the STEP electrolysis experiments are shown in Figure 3.
Effective anodes include the inner submerged walls (28cm2) of a 20 ml straight walled nickel crucible, coiled
pure nickel wire, and pure, nickel sheet. Steel in various shapes is effective as a cathode including coiled steel
wire, and steel, and the inner submerged walls of a straight walled steel crucible. Electrolysis measurements at
constant cathodic current density are made with a nickel crucible whose inner walls (with surface area ~60 fold
larger than the anode) contact the electrolyte and serve as the anode counter electrode. The constant anodic
25 current density measurements are made with a steel crucible whose inner walls in contact with the electrolyte
serve as the cathode counter electrode. These measurements are made with an oversized counter electrode (28
cm2 cathode for the 0.5 cm2 anode measurements, and a 28 cm2 anode for the 0.5 cm2 cathode current density
measurements). Unlike steel, pure nickel as a cathode exhibits a potential shift until coated with
electrodeposited carbon, and therefore steel was used as a cathode. While highly stable in lithium carbonate
30 electrolytes, nickel anodes tend to corrode into sodium and potassium carbonate, observable as a green
coloration developing in the electrolyte during extended electrolyses. This corrosion decreases when calcium
carbonate is in the electrolyte. In molten CaCl2 it was previously found that NiO solubility decreased with up to
4 mol% CaO concentration, and Ni coated with NiO had much higher stability during anodic polarization .12 In
general the strength of an oxide in melts to donate an electron pair (Lewis basicity) decreases in the order: K2O
13
35 > Na2O > Li2O > BaO > CaO > MgO > Fe2O3 > Al2O3 > TiO2 > B2O3 > SiO2 > P2O5.
Ni is a useful cell or
electrode candidate material in MCFCs, but slowly degrades via a soluble nickel oxide overlayer. Cassir et al.
report the of addition of 10% CaCO3 to 650 °C Li1.04Na0.96CaCO3 is useful to decrease the solubility of NiO from
150 to 100 µmolal in the carbonate mix.18
20
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We find that iridium is remarkably stable for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) with no evidence of
mass loss or oxidation after hundreds of hours of anode operation over a wide range of current densities, even at
higher temperatures even as high as 950 °C in molten lithium carbonate).9 In comparison, nickel, is less stable,
5 but also suitable, and develops a protective oxide overlayer with the onset of anodic current, which is effective
for facile charge transfer in the OER. In the calcium containing 750°C molten lithium carbonate electrolytes,
thin (25 µm) sheet pure nickel (Ni 200, McMaster 97057K51) maintains structural integrity, with no visible
signs of corrosion, as a high current anode. The right portion of Figure summarizes measured 1 cathode (open
symbols) and anode (closed symbols) constrained electrolysis potentials. In this high carbonate activity media,
10 at low current densities the electrolysis potentials are seen to be less than the unit activity thermodynamic values
calculated on the right side of the figure. The addition of calcium carbonate increases the electrolysis potential at
high current density, and as recently presented (not shown in Figure 1) the addition of lithium oxide decreases
the electrolysis potential.9
In the anode constrained measurements portion of Figure 1 (solid symbols), it is seen that electrolysis
can be sustained at very high current densities, and that in this high current density domain, the dissolution of
1.6 m calcium carbonate in the carbonate eutectic increases the electrolysis potential by ~400 mV. The
electrolysis potential is similar with either a 0.5 cm2 nickel or iridium anode, but is marginally (not shown)
higher when measured with a 0.5 cm2 platinum anode. The right side of Figure 1 also summarizes cathode
20 constrained electrolysis potentials (open symbols) made with steel, an effective cathode for the electrolysis in
either the eutectic carbonate or the lithium carbonate. At 500 or 750°C the cathode product, solid carbon, forms
readily from molten carbonates, and at higher temperature the cathode product switches to carbon monoxide
formation.
15

Among the pure alkali carbonates, Li2CO3 has the lowest melting point at 723°C. Mixed alkali
carbonate melting points can be low, including 399°C for the Li0.90Na0.62K0.48CO3 mix used in Figure 2, and
695°C for the Na1.23K0.77CO3 eutectic salts. CaCO3, as aragonite, decomposes at 825 °C, and as calcite melts at
1339 °C.19 A variety of molten carbonates have been characterized with, and without, added calcium
carbonates.14-15,20-23 The addition of calcium carbonate can decrease the melting point of a carbonate mix. The
30 sodium/lithium carbonate eutectic, Li1.07Na0.93CO3, has a melting point of 499°C, but decreases to below 450°C
if 2 to 10 mol% equimolar CaCO3 and BaCO3 is added.15
25

Measurements of electrolyte stability (next section) and certain electrolyses are conducted in pure alumina,
rather than metal crucibles. In the highest temperature (950°C) domain, the alumina crucible slowly reacts with
35 concentrated Li2O to form soluble lithium aluminate. In working electrolysis cells, we avoid this oxidative
attack by using stainless steel cases, which are maintained under cathodic bias, and externally encased in high
temperature foam insulation; nickel crucibles are also moderately stable under these conditions.

40

Carbonate stability
Today CaO for cement is made by the thermal decomposition of solid CaCO3 at 900°C in accord with
equation 1. At low temperatures, such as for a 500°C eutectic, molten carbonates are highly stable. With
increasing temperature molten metal carbonates will chemically decompose, releasing carbon dioxide and
forming the metal oxide, such as for lithium carbonate:
Li2CO3 ⇌ Li2O + CO2
(5)

45

When exposed to atmospheric CO2, carbonate electrolytes can decompose at higher temperatures. This is
prevented with oxide addition, or increase in the CO2 concentration as the equilibrium in equation 5 is shifted to
the left. For example exposed to air, a 750 °C Li2CO3 with 5 m Li2O readily gains mass in time. This is
50 significant as it eliminates the need to pre-concentrate CO2, and provides a path for the direct absorption (and
STEP removal) of atmospheric carbon dioxide.8,9
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We have previously calculated the variation of equilibrium equation 5 as a function of temperature and
the available thermochemical data (7). The addition of either Li2O (dissolved) or CO2 (by replacing air, with
pure CO2 above the melt, displaces the reaction to the left and prevents decomposition of the carbonate melt (7).
Our experimental thermogravimetric analyses of carbonates under various conditions are summarized in the
5 Table 1. As seen in the top row, and comparable to the conventional cement process, 97.5% of the initial solid
calcium carbonate decomposes via release of CO2 after 5 hours of heating at 900°C. At 750°C this value falls to
16.0%. Lithium carbonate is molten at 750°C and loses only 1.8 mol % under the same conditions. Dissolved
CaCO3 decomposes at a rate intermediate to pure molten Li2CO3 and pure solid CaCO3. 12 g (6m) of CaCO3
dissolved in 20 g of Li2CO3 exhibits 3.2% decomposition at 750°C. As expected, lowering the temperature (to
10 735°C) and lowering the concentration of dissolved calcium carbonate to 5 m decreases the observed
decomposition (to 3.0%). Air contains 0.03% CO2. From this CO2, a molten Li2CO3 mix with 5 m Li2O actually
gains mass in time via the back reaction of equation 5, evident as a 1.6 mol% gain in carbonate in the table. This
is significant as it eliminates the need to pre-concentrate CO2, and provides a path for the direct absorption (and
STEP removal) of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The measurement is quiescent; the molten mix is exposed
15 directly to air. The rate of direct CO2 absorption increases with stirring or when air is bubbled into the molten
mix.
Oxide addition suppresses carbon dioxide emission from molten carbonates, even those containing high
concentrations of calcium carbonate, such as 6 m (12 g) CaCO3 in Li2CO3 at 750°C in Table 1. CaO is
20 substantially less soluble than Li2O in molten carbonates. Conditions are probed in an electrolyte containing a
slight excess of CaO to recreate calcium oxide production precipitating (beyond saturation) conditions.
Compared to the negligible loss with 5 m Li2O, and the mol loss of 3.2 % carbonate loss without oxide, the
addition of 0.1 m (0.06 g) Li2O or CaO (0.11 g), respectively decreases the mol loss to 2.3 or 2.0%. These are
measured under 1 atmosphere of air. However, if the concentration of carbon dioxide is increased, or if lithium
25 oxide concentration is increased, then equilibrium equation 5 is shifted to the left (back towards the carbonate).
Table 1. Carbonate thermal gravimetry, mass change after heating. mil-mol = millimoles, T = temperature, t =
heating time. Note, mass changes are relative, and will also depend on the surface area exposed to the air (rate
of mass change will decrease with decreasing surface area).
Mass, g

Car
bon
ate

T
°C

milmol

CaCO3

Li2CO3

200

20.003

0

200
271

20.003
0

0
20.007

Na2CO3
0
0

K2CO3

CaO

Li2O

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

391

12.001

20.001

0

0

0

0

371
200
391
391
391
253
252

10.002
0
12.001
12.000
12.000
6.932
6.905

20.000
20.003
20.003
20.002
20.002
0
0

0
0

0
0

9.439
9.403

13.126
13.076

0
0
0
0
0.113
0
0

0
3.044
3.030
0.061
0
0
0
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t

Phase

h

Mass
change,
g, after
heating

900

5 solid

750

5 solid

750

5 molten

750

5 molten

735
750
750
750
750
750
850

5
2
2
5
5
5
5

molten
molten
molten
molten
molten
molten
molten

-8.58
-1.40
-0.21
-0.56
-0.48
+0.14
-0.020
-0.40
-0.35
-0.11
-0.47

CO2
millimoles

Δmole
carbonate
after
heating
mole %

-195.

-97.5%

-31.9

-16.0%

-4.79
-12.7

-1.8%
-3.2%

-11.0
+3.26
-0.44
-9.07
-7.85
-2.56
-10.6

-3.0%
+1.6%
-0.11%
-2.3%
-2.0%
-1.0%
-4.2%
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In the presence of CaCO3, molten Li2CO3 electrolysis forms low solubility CaO. In the absence of this
limestone, Li2CO3 electrolysis forms highly soluble Li2O. This electrolysis occurs at lower potential (Fig. 1
right), and prevents carbonate decomposition:
Li2CO3 → Li2O + C+O2 (T < 750°C); Li2CO3molten → Li2O +CO +1/2O2 (T ~900°C)
(6)
5

At higher temperature, electrolyte decomposition is prevented during the electrolysis of calcium carbonate by
electrolysis under CO2, or by the addition of Li2O. In the latter case, CaO will be formed when CaCO3 is added
at a rate to maintain a steady state concentration of Li2O. Above, the low, saturation concentration, CaO
10 precipitates when this limestone is added:
(1+x)Li2O +xCaCO3 → Li2O + xCaO
(7)
Solubility analyses and calcium oxide product analyses
Solubility is determined from multiple measurements including compositions, both approaching saturation, and
also in compositions containing excess salts. Solubility was determined redundantly by (i) visible observation,
(ii) calcium atomic absorption analysis, (iii) fourier transform infrared (FTIR with a Perkin Elmer Spectrum
100) and (iv) X-ray powder diffraction analysis (XRD powder diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku
Miniflex diffractometer and analyzed with the Jade software package.24 Elemental analysis was measured with
20 an AAnalyst 100 Atomic Absorption Spectrometer from Perkin Elmer with a 4 standard point calibration curve
being performed at 1ug/mL, 4 ug/mL, 8 ug/mL and 16ug/mL with a J.T. Baker 1000 ug/mL Calcium Standard
in 5% Nitric Acid. The measurements, to determine calcium in the electrolyte and products, were performed in
0.540 M HCl with 0.02% Lanthanum Chloride added. As with, XRD, FTIR was determined from a sample of
molten electrolyte cooled to room temperature, and compared to spectra we measure of the pure salts. FTIR is
25 measured as a pressed pellet formed by solid mix of the sample with KBR with a fixed mass percentage of
barium sulfate. In a methodology we have previously developed, the barium sulfate provides an internal nonreactive standard to quantify other salt concentrations in the sample.25
15

When oxide is formed by electrolysis in a calcium-free, lithium containing carbonate electrolyte, the
oxide is soluble and disperses away from the cathode to the bulk electrolyte. When a concentration of calcium
carbonate is then added to the electrolyte which is less than that of the dissolved lithium oxide in the molten
carbonate, this calcium carbonate is converted to calcium oxide which precipitates from the bulk electrolyte.
The calcium oxide naturally precipitates downward, as represented in Scheme 1, as it is denser than the
carbonate electrolyte. The room temperature density of CaO (3.35 g/cm3) is greater that of Li2CO3 (2.11 g/cm3),
3
3
3
35 Na2CO3 (2.54 g/cm ), K2CO3 (2.29 g/cm ), or CaCO3 (2.81 (aragonite) or 2.71(calcite) g/cm ). However, when
oxide is formed by electrolysis in a calcium-containing carbonate electrolyte, the oxide is less soluble and tends
to form on the cathode, where at low temperature it will be mixed with the solid carbon product. Starting with
lithium oxide in the carbonate electrolyte, and sequentially adding calcium carbonate at the rate at which oxide
is formed during the electrolysis, insures bulk, rather than cathode, precipitation of CaO. The calcium oxide
40 product is more readily extracted when it precipitates downward from the bulk electrolyte, rather than when it
forms at the cathode.
30
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Figure 4. XRD of CaO during bulk electrolytsis of carbonate. Inset: CaO STEP product removed nearer to the
electrolyte interface additionally carries clean electrolyte (Li2CO3), following a 5 hour 1 A electrolysis in 750°C
Li2CO3. Library reference spectra for CaO, Ca(OH)2 and Li2CO3 are indicated as vertical lines.
5

As shown by XRD in Figure 4, the CaO precipitating from the bulk electrolyte is highly pure, with
some evidences of a small Ca(OH)2 formation due to air exposure. CaO product removed closer to the molten
carbonate interface additionally carries clean electrolyte, Li2CO3 as evidenced by XRD in the figure inset. The
cathode is steel wire, which has been coiled into a spiral disk. After electrolysis, when the cathode wire is
10 uncoiled at room temperature the carbon product readily drops off the wire for analysis; the steel wire used as
the cathode does not exhibit any corrosion. When molten carbonate with dissolved limestone (Li2CO3 with
CaCO3) is electrolyzed instead without excess dissolved lithium oxide, the calcium oxide is tends to form near
the oxide generating cathode, rather than in the bulk, and for example, can be removed along with the deposited
carbon.
15

Analysis of coprecipated (along with reduced carbon) calcium oxide at the cathode electrolysis is a
greater challenge than when calcium oxide is formed in the bulk electrolyte. Even this more challenging
analysis is readily accomplished with FTIR. As shown in the upper photograph in the middle of Figure 2, the
sample, containing both calcium oxide and solid carbon, is removed as a deposit on the cathode wire along with
20 some frozen electrolyte (in this case lithium carbonate).
The sample is removed by uncoiling the wire and
analyzed as a pressed KBr pellet. Carbon induces a simple broad general absorption corrected from the FTIR by
baseline subtraction. As shown in Figure 5, the resultant FTIR exhibits the strong absorption of CaO. At longer
and shorter wavelengths, the broader spectra exhibits the distinctive Li2CO3 absorption in the 3645 and 1400
cm-1 windows due to the solidified electrolyte, and no absorption in the Li2O absorption window of 2900 or
-1
-1
25 3700 cm , nor the strong CaCO 3 absorption in the vicinity of 1800 cm .
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Figure 5. STEP CaO FTIR absorption spectrum of cathode deposited sample following a 5 hour 1 A electrolysis
in 750°C Li2CO3, and following base line correction to remove broad band carbon absorption.
5

Economic assessment
Cement production accounts for 5-6% of all anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions. Society consumes over 3
x1012 kg of cement annually, and the cement industry releases ~9 kg of CO2 for each 10 kg of cement produced.
An alternative to this CO2 intensive process is needed. The majority of the CO2 emissions occurs during the
10 decarbonation of calcium carbonate, CaCO3, to lime, CaO, ~60% from equation 1 and the remainder from
burning fossil fuels, such as coal, to heat the kiln reactors to about 900°C, eq. 2.4,26 As with cement production,
massive CO2 emissions are associated with the CaO formed from CaCO3 for purifying iron and aluminum, for
agriculture, glass, paper, sugar, calcium carbide, and acetylene production, to scrub SO2 from smoke stacks, to
soften water or to remove phosphates from sewerage.27,28
15

STEP cement, in addition to forming lime without any emission of carbon dioxide, cogenerates a more
valuable product than cement. The solar thermal electrolytically cogenerated product, such as CO, is produced
at below current market values, and is in addition to the CaO and O2 products. The low cost of the cogenerated
product is due to the endothermic, reactive nature of the available hot carbonate from the limestone, which as
20 demonstrated in this study, is easily reduced at high activity/low energy in the molten state to carbon or carbon
monoxide. CO is an energetic industrial reagent used to produce fuels, purify nickel, and to form plastics and
other hydrocarbons.
In the STEP cement process, solar thermal energy is used both for the enthalpy of calcium oxide formation from
calcium carbonate and to decrease the required electrolysis potential. STEP cement can produce lime at less cost
than that of conventional industry cement processes. Approximately 50% of the existing cost of the
conventional carbothermal production of lime, that is $35 per ton, is for energy and $35 for materials production
cost other than energy.4,16 The projected cost of the produced calcium oxide is decreased by the value of the
byproduct, either solid carbon or CO. For this analysis we explore the low voltage case (0.9 V), which generates
30 the CO product. CO is an energetic industrial reagent used to produce fuels, purify nickel, and to form plastics
and other hydrocarbons. Prices for CO are ~$600 per ton and vary with purity.29 The CO price is intermediate to
25
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the current value of solid carbon as either coal ($130 per ton) or graphite ($2000 per ton). The principal
electrolyte Li2CO3 is not consumed in the production process, and is readily available (see below). Sodium and
potassium carbonates are less expensive alternatives, but require further optimization for STEP cement..

5

Both STEP and Hy-STEP represent new solar energy conversion processes to produce energetic molecules.
Individual components used in the process are rapidly maturing technologies including wind electric, (Barbier
2010) molten carbonate fuel cells (Sunmacher 2007), and solar thermal technologies (BrightSource 2012,
AREVA 2012, Siemens 2011, Solar Reserve 2012, Amonix 2012, Energy Innovations 2012, Pitz-Paul 2007).

A large scale concentrator solar power (CSP) plant, including the molten salts for heat storage, is in
commercial opearation,39 albeit for electrical, rather than chemical, production, and others are following,40 with
a generated electricity cost expected to decrease from its 2010 cost of value of $0.12 to $0.09 kWh-1 by 2014,
and equal to $2.5x10-5 per kJoule.41 This latter value is the global, cost of CSP generated electrical power
including infrastructure, costs of the solar concentration, heat storage and electrical generation. This value
decreases to an upper limit of $1.2x10-5 per kJ when the heat energy is intercepted and used prior to the Carnot
15 and friction losses of over 50% which occur in the conventional mechanical turbine of a CSP plant.
10

For ease of economic assessment an indirect STEP cement configuration is considered in which the
same global process is simplified into known and new components. In this alternative configuration, as
illustrated in the bottom portion of Scheme 1, concentrated solar thermal heats solid calcium carbonate to over
20 900°C producing calcium oxide and releasing hot carbon dioxide at T~900°C. As in conventional limestone to
lime production, solid CaCO3 is heated, albeit by solar thermal rather than fossil fuels, and the CaO is extracted
as the solid emits hot CO2. However in this indirect STEP mode, rather than being released, the hot CO2 is
electrolyzed in molten carbonate to oxygen and a carbon reduction product. The electrolyte is unchanged in the
course of the electrolysis, and forms a useful, and/or storable carbon product (solid carbon at lower
25 temperatures, or carbon monoxide at higher temperatures).
CaCO3 solid + Qsolar → CaO solid + CO2 gas-hot
(8)
Low/high temp electrolysis in molten carbonate: CO2 gas-hot → (C +O2) or (CO +1/2O2)

(9)

30

Combined, eqs. 8 and 9 yield the same CO2-free CaO production as eqs. 3 & 4. The carbonate reduction
product, C or CO, is controlled by the composition and temperature of the molten carbonate.
The enthalpy required to produce CaO in equation 8, as calculated by the enthalpy of the individual components
is 179 kJ/mole. For the C or CO products, the enthalpy to carbon dioxide splitting, equation 9, is respectively
394 or 283 kJ/mole. The latter is equivalent to 1.47 V, which is the thermoneutral potential. Hence for example,
when CO2 is split to CO by STEP electrolysis at 0.9 V and at 52% solar efficiency as previously described,8 an
additional 0.57 V = 108 kJ/mole of heat will sustain the process at constant temperature. In this case, the STEP
reaction of one mole of CaCO3 requires 287 (179 + 108) kJ/mole of thermal energy and = 0.0482 kWh
40 (converting 2 Faraday x 0.9V) of electrical energy to cogenerate one mole of CaO and CO (as well as 0.5 moles
O2).
STEP CaO formation with CO at 0.9V electrolysis: CaCO3 solid +Qsolar+Erenewable → CaO solid +CO +1/2O2
Energy required/mole: 287 kJ of thermal energy & 0.0482 kWh of electrical energy
(10)
35

45

From equation 10, the enthalpy required to drive the formation of 1 ton of CaO (17,832 moles) and 0.50 ton
(17,832 moles) of CO, at 0.9V by either the indirect or direct STEP cement process in Scheme 1 is or 5.1x106 kJ
heat and 860 kWh of electricity. The simultaneous production cost of forming both one ton of CaO and 0.50 ton
of CO is the existing $35 for materials production of lime from limestone, plus the solar thermal heat cost
6
-5
50 (5.1x10 kJ heat x $1.2x10
per kJ heat = $61) plus the electricity cost (860 kWh x$0.09 kWh-1= $77) for a CO
production cost of $173 per ton of CaO produce. The total cost per ton cost of CaO with STEP cement, is
decreased by the value added of the CO byproduct.
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CO value generated
= -$127 ton-1 CaO

= CO production cost – CO market value
= $173 per ton of CaO – 0.50 ton CO x $600 ton-1 CO

5

This negative cost (-$127 ton-1 CaO) indicates CaO is formed as a free byproduct to the CO product, and the CO
is produced at a cost below current market value. This terse analysis is not comprehensive, but is provided as a
strong indicator of the cost benefit of STEP cement (even without factoring in the elimination of the carbon
dioxide emission). A lower temperature STEP process (<800°C) produces graphite, which is also a valued
10 added product. This will also decrease the cost of STEP cement, and unlike the higher temperature CO product,
can be stored without container as a dense (2.25g/cm3) solid. This terse analysis utilizes the assumption that the
electrolysis unit will have a comparable cost to the conventional steam turbine electrical generator and energy
distribution system that it replaces in a CSP with molten storage system, and has not included the additional
considerable, societal value that the CaO is generated without CO2 emission. The coupling of molten salt
15 storage will permit a 24/7 operation that is independent of fluctuations in sunlight or day/night conditions.
Related heat, as well as optical, coupling losses will increase system costs, while efficiency improvements, such
as textured, higher surface area electrodes to decrease electrolysis voltage will decrease system costs. As
previously noted, this STEP technology is applicable also to carbon dioxide utilization (carbon dioxide capture).
In summary, STEP cement is based on an unusual technology and new solubility chemistry, is cost
effective and is free of CO2 emissions, with CO or graphite cogenerated at below market cost. A related
resource question is whether there is sufficient lithium carbonate, as an electrolyte of choice for the STEP
carbon capture process, to produce the global CaO society consumes. Lithium carbonate availability as a global
resource has been under recent scrutiny to meet the growing lithium battery market. Lithium carbonate is used,
13
25 but not consumed in the STEP process (it is not a reoccurring cost). 5x10
moles of CaO annually will require
14
11
10 Faraday (mole) via STEP cement, or 3x10 A per year. This requires 0.1 million metric tonnes of lithium
carbonate, as calculated from a 2 kg/l density of lithium carbonate, and assuming that improved, rather than flat,
morphology electrodes will operate at 3 A/cm2 in an 0.5 cm thick cell. Thicker, or lower current density, cells
will require proportionally more lithium carbonate. These values are viable within the current production of
30 lithium carbonate. It has been estimated that the current global annual production of 0.13 million tons of LCE
(lithium carbonate equivalents) will increase to 0.24 million tons by 2015.42 Sodium or potassium carbonates are
even more available, but will require further study as STEP cement electrolytes.
20
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Addendum, copied with permission from: S. Licht. Adv. Mat. 2011, 47, 5592.

STEP theoretical background
Light driven water splitting was originally demonstrated with TiO2 (a seminconductor with a bandgap,
Eg > 3.0 eV).43 However, only a small fraction of sunlight has sufficient energy to drive TiO2 photoexcitation.
40 Studies had sought to tune (lower) the semiconductor bandgap to provide a better match to the electrolysis
potential.44 In 2000, we used external multiple bandgap PVs (photovoltaics) to generate H2 by splitting water at
18% solar energy conversion efficiency.45,46 However, that room temperature process does not take advantage of
additional, available thermal energy.
An alternative to tuning a seminconductor bandgap to provide a better match to the solar spectrum, is an
47,48
45 approach to tune (lower) the electrolysis potential.
In 2002 we introduced a photo electrochemical thermal
49
water splitting theory, which was verified by experiment in 2003, for H2 generation at over 30% solar energy
conversion efficiency, and providing the first experimental demonstration that a semiconductor, such as Si (Eg =
1.1eV), with bandgap lower than the standard water splitting potential (E°H2O(25°C) =1.23 V), can directly drive
hydrogen formation.47 With increasing temperature, the quantitative decrease in the electrochemical potential to
50,51
50 split water to hydrogen and oxygen had been well known by the 1950's.
As early as 1980 it was noted that
thermal energy could decrease the necessary energy for the generation of H2 by electrolysis.52 However, the
process combines elements of solid state physics, insolation and electrochemical theory, complicating rigorous
theoretical support of the process. Our photo electrochemical thermal water splitting model for solar/H2 by this
9
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A transformative, sustainable technology to replace the age-old
CO2-intensive production of iron is presented. Molten calcium
inclusive carbonates are introduced for STEP Iron. Understanding
the speciation constraints permits iron synthesis at nearly 100%
coulombic eﬃciency, without exotic electrocatalysts, and at low
electrolysis energy.

There is an urgent need for a material’s synthesis to replace
the millennia old CO2-extensive (carbothermal) iron making
process. The production of iron and its alloys are one of the
top contributors to greenhouse gases (other major contributors are electrical and vehicular power production and
cement), and 9 kg of carbon dioxide are emitted for each 10 kg
of iron produced. We presented a STEP (Solar Thermal Electrochemical Process) theory of solar energy conversion, building
on an alternative theory of solar water splitting, that solar
thermal energy could drive endothermic electrochemical reactions (such as the reduction of carbon dioxide) at high solar
energy conversion eﬃciency in molten electrolytes and
without carbon dioxide emission.1 We experimentally demonstrated that STEP can extract graphite from carbon dioxide at
solar eﬃciencies exceeding that of solar cells. STEP has now
been applied to a range of useful products including cement,
and towards water desalinization and water treatment.1–3
In this communication a new, eﬀective molten path for the
electrolytic CO2-free formation of iron is introduced. The electrochemical reduction of iron ore had been investigated in
several electrolytes.4–9 Each of those electrochemical
reductions had physical chemical limitations, such as high
energy or corrosivity that, to date, had prevented implementation of an electrochemical replacement to the carbothermal
production of iron. Electrolysis of the emitted CO2 subsequent
to iron production has also been considered.1,10 Recently, we
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presented a molten Li2CO3 electrolytic process (STEP) to generate iron without emitting CO2 and requiring little energy, in
mixed alkali and pure lithium molten carbonates.1,11 However,
a complex, spatially dispersed, electrodeposition occurs near
the cathode that includes partially reduced (Fe2+) species. This
speciation is mapped for the first time in this study. An
alternative, carbonate NaxKyCO3 can confine iron to the
cathode, but is not “green” corroding anode and cathode and
decomposing the carbonate emitting CO2.12 Here, this corrosion is eliminated in a new, less alkaline iron splitting
electrolyte, in which iron ore is eﬀectively electrolyzed to iron
at high eﬃciency and low energy.
In the prior STEP Iron formation process, an oxide, such as
lithium oxide, Li2O, dissolves the iron oxide, and is regenerated during the electrochemical reduction. Iron oxides were
discovered to be unexpectedly, highly soluble in lithiated carbonates.1 The electrolysis of the iron oxide enriched electrolyte
occurs without carbon dioxide release, and without net consumption of the carbonate, such as through the intermediate
soluble salt MFeO2:
dissolution :
electrolysis :
net :

Fe2 O3 þ M2 O ! 2MFeO2

ð1Þ

2MFeO2 ! 2Fe þ M2 O þ 3=2O2

ð2Þ

Fe2 O3 ! 2Fe þ 3=2O2

ð3Þ

Broadening the base of understanding of speciation in the
STEP Iron process will be critical to replace a pervasive high
carbon footprint industrial process with an eﬀective, low
energy CO2-free alternative. In this communication, we provide
(i) the first map of the speciation of the diﬀuse STEP Iron
product, (ii) minimize the energy of the eqn (1)–(3) mechanism, and (iii) demonstrate an alternative synthetic route, which
does not produce a spatially diﬀuse product based on dissolution. The alternative pathway maintains the low carbon footprint, but is based on insoluble iron oxides and produces an
iron metal product confined to within the interfacial domain
of the cathode, and without release of iron oxide to the bulk
electrolyte.
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Fig. 2 Cross sectional proﬁle of the reduced iron species analyzed from the
layers photographed in Fig. 1, and the electrolyte (right side).

Fig. 1 Middle: Potential during the constant current electrolysis in 730 °C
molten Li2CO3 containing 3 m LiFeO2. Top: Photographs of cathode and product
following STEP Iron electrolysis for 2 hours at a constant current of 1 A. Left:
cathode subsequent to electrolysis, extraction and cooling. Middle: bare
cathode after removal of the product (the product readily peels oﬀ the
cooled cathode). This reusable cathode consists of 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm steel. Right:
a cut, cross-section view of the product still on the cathode.

The series of photos in Fig. 1 present a STEP Iron electrolysis product, as deposited from molten lithium carbonate
onto a planar steel cathode. A reductive bias protects cathodes
during STEP Iron electrolysis, and a wide variety of materials
(iron, steel, carbon) are eﬀective as cathodes.11 The left photo
of Fig. 1 presents a cathode subsequent to electrolysis in
molten Li2CO3 containing dissolved iron oxide, extraction and
cooling. The middle photo shows a cut, cross-section view of
the product as removed from the cathode. The product readily
peels oﬀ the cooled cathode, and the right photo shows the
reusable, bare cathode after removal of the product.
The ESI† details the iron analyses and electrolysis configuration used.13–16 To address the issue of the ratio of the
diﬀerent oxidation states of iron in the electrolysis product
several techniques were considered. Techniques such as XPS
provide these diﬀerent oxidation states, but apply to only a
small portion of the sample. From a material’s perspective this
high degree of spatial localization was considered here to leave
the interpretation subject to too small a sample (the “trees”
rather than “forest” perspective). However, such studies will be
valuable in the future. Powder X-ray diﬀraction was also considered, and was performed on several samples. For example
the electrolysis product near lying to the cathode exhibited
iron metal 2-theta peaks (at 44.6°) and Li2CO3 (at 21.3, 29.4,
30.6, 31.8, 34.2 36.1, 36.9, 43.6, 44.7, and 48.8°). However the
technique was considered more time consuming, expensive
and less direct than classic quantitative analysis methodologies. This latter method directly probes the oxidation state of
the iron species, and had the added advantage that it was conducted in-lab. Hence the classic quantitative analysis technique of precipitation analysis was chosen for this study to
provide a complete description of the ferrous, ferric and metallic iron oxidation states as detailed in the ESI.†
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Fig. 2 profiles the measured concentrations of the reduced
iron species subsequent to electrolysis. The width reflects the
relative total fraction of iron metal found in each layer. The
vertical subdivisions of each bar reflect the relative iron oxide
concentration that has been reduced to Fe2+ or to iron metal.
Product closer to the cathode is on the left side, and product
further from the cathode is on the right side of the scheme.
The Fig. 2 compositional analysis provides an understanding of each of the layers evident in the photograph of the
cathode product. Consistent with the grey-metal color, the
dominant iron species in the layer adjacent to the cathode is
zero-valent iron. The additional black evident in the next layers
is consistent with the color of partially reduced iron oxides,
such as ferrous oxide or Fe3O4. The thin, top layer on the
product was still molten while the cathode was extracted. The
red/brown color of this layer is similar to that of the remaining
bulk electrolyte, but still contains a significant (zero valent)
iron metal content. Finally furthest from the cathode, the post
electrolysis bulk electrolyte also contains zero valent iron
(although at a much lower level, less than 1% of that found at
the cathode surface), as well as partially reduced (ferrous) iron,
and also ferric ion remaining from the initial iron oxide
dissolution.
The product speciation profile in Fig. 2 presents the substantial, but incomplete reduction of iron. One objective of
this study is the systematic optimization of the STEP Iron to
approach 100% coulombic eﬃciency of the conversion of
ferric ion, Fe3+, to iron metal, Fe°, and a second objective to
accomplish that high coulombic eﬃciency at low energy (low
applied electrolysis potential and high current density). The
electrolysis of Fig. 1, is conducted with parallel, horizontal
anode and cathode. The nickel oxygen evolving anode is situated near the surface of electrolyte, 1 cm above the cathode.
The 10 cm2 nickel electrode is oversized compared to the
6.2 cm2 cathode.
The electrolyte composition and temperature, and the electrode configuration, duration and current density have a substantial impact on STEP Iron coulombic eﬃciency. For
example, the electrolysis of Fig. 1 is conducted at 730 °C, near
the electrolyte melting point, and a rise in temperature to
850 °C decreases the requisite electrolysis potential but
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generates a lower fraction of iron metal. The ESI† begins with
an electrolysis temperature of 800 °C, and systematically conducts modification of the physical chemical components of
the system to understand conditions which increase coulombic eﬃciency and minimize the requisite electrolysis potential.
Following extensive modification and systematic optimization as delineated in the ESI,† optimized, high eﬃciency, low
energy electrolyses are measured with an outer foil or wire
cylinder pure nickel anode and a small or large diameter inner
steel foil cathode. The coulombic eﬃciency compares the
applied electrolysis current to the theoretical required for the
three electron reduction of Fe3+ to iron metal. Eﬃciency is
highest at minimum molten lithium carbonate temperature,
intermediate dissolved ferric concentration (3 molal), intermediate cathode and anode current density, anode electron
transfer facilitated by situating the anode near the electrolyte//
air interface, and or a vertical cathode parallel to a vertical
anode. Extended duration electrolyses can be sustained if
levels of ferric are not depleted, such as would be achieved via
continuous addition of ferric oxide during the electrolysis. The
electrolysis configuration is simplified when the electrolysis is
conducted in a nickel crucible, which comprises both the
anode and the cell body in one piece.
The overpotential is constrained by the anode current
density; energy minimization is achieved with a maximum
anode surface area. Interelectrode separations must be
small enough (<1 cm) to minimize potential loss at high
(>0.1 A cm−2) current density. Consistent with the expected
Nernst decrease of redox potential with increasing ferric concentration, higher LiFeO2 (and Li2O) concentration decreases
the electrolysis potential.
As delineated in the ESI,† optimized electrolyses occur in a
low electrolysis potential of 1.35 V and at coulombic eﬃciency
approaching 100%. The energy required to generate a mole of
iron is 1.35 V × (3 Faraday/mole Fe) × (26.8 Ah per Faraday) =
109 Wh per mole of iron. This is only approximately 1/3 of the
energy required to produce a mole of iron using coke carbon
by the conventional carbothermal method (this assumes solar
thermal energy is used to maintain the 730 °C STEP Iron
electrolysis temperature).
Lithium containing carbonate electrolytes promote soluble
iron oxide, as mediated by lithium oxide, eqn (1). The high
solubility leads to low energy iron metal electrodeposition, but
the iron product can be spatially diﬀuse. The carbon footprint
of molten carbonate electrolytes with less soluble or insoluble
is explored here as green, low cost alternatives to a pure
lithium carbonate electrolyte. Iron oxide solubility in a molten
carbonate electrolyte decreases when there is less lithium
present; the solubility of Fe3+ in a Li0.87Na0.63K0.5CO3 eutectic
is less than half of its value in Li2CO3.1 Electrolysis of Fe3+ dissolved in this eutectic diminishes the secondary Fe2+ layer in
the product, compared to that in Li2CO3, as seen in Fig. 7 of
the ESI.†
We previously observed that a lithium-free carbonate
Na1.23K0.77CO3 eutectic is corrosive towards the nickel anode,
the steel cathode, and the electrolyte, impeding CO2
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Fig. 3 Electrolytic production of iron using solid, rather than dissolved, iron
oxide.

electrolysis, and in preliminary results (on CO2 splitting)
observed that CaCO3 addition is highly stabilizing, sustaining
an eﬀective electrolysis of CO2 to carbon and oxygen.2 We
attributed the Na1.23K0.77CO3 corrosivity to the observed high
solubility and alkalinity of Na2O, and the eﬀective electrolysis
in Ca0.27Na0.7K0.75CO3 to the low solubility and alkalinity of
CaO.
Here we observe that Fe3+ is insoluble (solubility ≪ 0.1 m
Fe2O3) in both Na1.23K0.77CO3 and Ca0.27Na0.7K0.75CO3. We
investigate electrolysis of solid Fe2O3 pressed onto the cathode
as shown on the bottom of Fig. 3. Electrolytic reduction of 2 g
of solid Fe2O3 ( pressed at 6000 psi on each side of a coiled
26.5 cm, 1.2 mm diameter, 10 cm2 iron wire, Fig. 3 bottom),
then dry annealed at 750 °C for 2 hours, was compared in
three molten carbonate electrolytes: pure lithium, a sodium
potassium eutectic and a calcium, sodium, potassium eutectic.
The previous STEP Iron process using Fe2O3 dissolved as
LiFeO2 in Li2CO3 is a CO2-free process.11,12 However, the
electrolytic reduction of Fe2O3 in Na1.23K0.77CO3 is not “green”.
Unlike the Li2O containing Li2CO3 electrolyte, this electrolyte
reacts with iron oxide and releases CO2 in accord with:
Fe2 O3 þ M2 CO3 ! 2MFeO2 þ CO2

ð4Þ

Eqn (4) is observable both as a mass loss from the electrolyte, rapid bubble evolution from the cathode, and darkening
of the electrolyte during the electrolysis.
Electrolysis in the Ca0.27Na0.7K0.75CO3 electrolyte decreases
the rate of CO2 emission from the cathode, and results in a
high quality iron metal deposit. The observed, qualitative
rate of bubble evolution from the immersed cathode
during 750 °C electrolysis decreased in the order Li2CO3
(vigorous in the absence of dissolved Li2O) > Na1.23K0.77CO3
(vigorous) > Ca0.27Na0.7K0.75CO3 (little, if any bubble
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evolution). Similarly as shown on the top of Fig. 3, post electrolysis, the molten calcium-containing electrolyte had not
changed color, whereas the Li2CO3 electrolyte has turned red
due to ferric dissolution (as LiFeO2), and the Na1.23K0.77CO3
electrolyte has become black. The electrolyte, which solidifies
on extraction of the Ca0.27Na0.7K0.75CO3 electrolysis product, is
readily removed by a water wash. The washed metal product
seen in Fig. 3, is formed at high coulombic eﬃciency (98%
compared to only 49 or 50% coulombic conversion from Fe2O3
in either the Li2CO3, or Na1.23K0.77CO3 during the 2 hour 0.5
amp electrolysis). The nickel oxygen anode, photographed on
the top right of Fig. 3 is unaﬀected by this electrolysis in
Ca0.27Na0.7K0.75CO3.
Finally, although Ca2+ added to the NayKzCO3 electrolyte
as calcium carbonate, CaCO3, suppresses corrosion and
CO2 emission from the cathode, it does not prevent CO2
emission from another source; that is the decomposition of
the carbonate electrolyte, which occurs in accord with the
equilibrium:
M2 CO3 Ð M2 O þ CO2

ð5Þ

This final electrolyte decomposition challenge is overcome
by the addition of 0.5 m CaO (lime) rather than CaCO3 (limestone) to the molten carbonate electrolyte, and we observe that
both the iron oxide insoluble CaO/NayKzCO3 and CaO/Li2CO3
electrolytes, as well as the previous iron oxide soluble
Li2O/Li2CO3 electrolyte, provide a high quality iron metal
electrolysis product from solid, pressed iron oxide. Added
oxide eliminates the carbonate decomposition emission of
CO2 by driving equilibrium 5 to the left. Specifically, we had
previously observed that at 750 °C Li2CO3 with 3 m Li2O,
absorbs atmospheric CO2 and gains mass when exposed to air,
while without added Li2O, Li2CO3 or CaCO3/Li2CO3 both emit
CO2 and lose mass (these eﬀects are quantified and elaborated
upon in ref. 2 ESI†).
In summary, the chemistry of a transformative process to
decrease greenhouse gas emissions is developed here. High
quality, low energy iron metal products are produced by the
green electrolysis of iron oxide in molten carbonates and
provide an important opportunity to replace the CO2 intensivecarbothermal production of iron. A calcium-containing electrolyte, CaO/NayKzCO3, is more eﬀective for iron production than
NayKzCO3 from several perspectives, maximizing iron conversion eﬃciency, minimizing nickel anode corrosion, minimizing dissolution into the electrolyte, and spatially constraining
the iron product to the cathode surface. The energy required
to produce STEP Iron is only approximately 1/3 of the energy
required to produce a mole of iron using coke carbon by the
conventional carbothermal method (this assumes solar
thermal energy is used to maintain the 730 °C STEP Iron
electrolysis temperature). Future studies will probe replacing
calcium with barium, which presumably will have similar, less
alkaline, advantageous eﬀects on the iron product, and electrolyte and anode stability.
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Expanded introduction, methodology details, and electrochemical parameter optimization
Along with control of fire and the production of cement, the carbothermal reduction of iron is one of the founding
technological pillars of civilization. Yet, it is also one of the major global sources of greenhouse gas release, and a CO2–free
process to form this staple is needed. Hematite, Fe2O3, and magnetite, Fe3O4, are the principal ores currently used for the
widespread carbothermal industrial production of iron. Introduced in 2010, STEP Iron produces iron without carbon dioxide
emission through a new chemistry consisting of the electrochemical reduction of the unexpected, high solubility of Fe2O3 and
Fe3O4 in molten lithiated carbonates.1 This electronic supplementary information systematically characterizes the critical
electrochemistry of STEP Iron, to provide high coulombic efficiency (approaching a 100% yield of the 3 e- reduction of
Fe2O3), low electrolysis potential and kinetically facile electron transfer to provide high rate. The electronic supplementary
information provides a consistent analytical methodology to access iron purity, as well as specific, useful cathode, anode and
electrolyte configurations to sustainably and effectively produce iron without greenhouse gas emissions.
The electrolytic formation of energetic materials dates back to the first splitting of water to hydrogen and oxygen in
1801 and the discovery of the element potassium by Lavosier in 1807. By the 1900’s the decrease in standard electrochemical
potential (unit activity) with increasing temperature of a variety of half reactions was well established,ESI-1 and by the 1980’s
investigators such as BockrisESI-2 suggested the use of thermal energy, including via nuclear or solar energy, to decrease the
electrolysis potential required to drive water splitting. Solar splitting at elevated temperatures combines elements of solid
state physics, insolation (solar radiation reaching a given area) and electrochemical theory, complicating any rigorous
theoretical support of the process. In 2002, we derived the first rigorous theory that a solar photon contains sufficient thermal
and electronic energy to efficiently split water by electrolysis.ESI-3 This led in 2003 to the first experimental demonstration
that a single semiconductor with a bandgap of less than the electrochemical potential to split water (E°H2O(25°C) = 1.23V),
such as silicon (Ebandgap = 1.1 V), can directly drive solar water splitting (in molten hydroxide) by applying the excess solar
thermal energy (not used by the silicon).ESI-4 The 2002 theory and experiment was generalized, from water splitting and
hydrogen fuel formation, to all endothermic electrochemical processes in 2009 with the acronym STEP.1
STEP and conventional iron chemistries. Commercial iron today continues to be produced by the millennia old
carbothermal process. In the carbothermal process iron oxide is reduced by carbon. The carbothermal process releases the
greenhouse gas, CO2, for example in the 3 electron reduction of Fe(III), accompanied by the 4 electron oxidation of carbon,
as illustrated on the left side of Figure 1.
ΔH298 = 466.4 kJ/mol
(1)
2Fe2O3 + 3C → 4Fe + 3CO2
This Fe2O3 reduction reaction is endothermic. To sustain this reaction, heat, ΔH, is provided by the burning of over one
additional carbon, with concurrent release of further carbon dioxide:
C + O2 → CO2
ΔH298 = -393.5 kJ/mol
(2)
Alternatively, iron oxide can be electrolyzed, producing iron metal and evolving only oxygen, without carbon dioxide
release. For example via:
E°(25°, 750°C or 1000°C) = 1.28 V, 0.96 V, or 0.85 V (3)
Fe2O3 → 2Fe + 3/2O2;
Fe3O4 → 3Fe + 2O2;
E°(25°, 750°C or 1000°C) = 1.32 V or 1.01V, 0.92 V
(4)
STEP and conventional carbon footprint. No CO2 is released in this STEP process when the heat and electronic charge is
generated by renewable energy (solar, wind, hydro, geothermal) or nuclear energy. Alternatively, we can calculate the CO2
release when fossil fuels are used to form the electricity. As demonstrated in this study, iron may be formed at an electrolysis
potential of as little as 0.9V in molten as Li2CO3. In Equation iii, the room temperature rest potential (calculated from the free
energy of the reaction) is 1.28 V and the thermoneutral potential (calculated from the enthalpy of the reaction) is 1.43 V. The
latter voltage is the energy required to prevent the system from cooling during electrolysis, and unlike the endothermic rest
potential, is nearly constant with changing temperature, for example, Ethermoneutral(1200°C) = 1.40 V, and from Equation iii
requires 6 Faraday per mole of iron. This is equivalent to 0.225 kWh / mol Fe (from F = 96,485 A sec, and 1 kW=1000 VA),
and will be less if an alternate heat source is used to maintain the system electrolysis temperature. Currently, fossil fuels
release ~11 mol CO2 / kWh; specifically the natural gas, oil, and coal generation of electricity have respective stack
emissions of 7.5, 12 and 15 mol CO2 / kWh. Hence, even if fossil fuel, rather than renewable energy, is used to generate the
heat and electricity and heat for iron by electrolysis, it will only emit 0.225 x 11 = 2.5 CO2 per Fe generated. This is less than
the 7 CO2 per Fe emitted by the existing iron smelting processes. In summary:
Iron generation Process
conventional smelting
new Li2CO3 electrolysis powered by fossil fuel electricity
STEP Li2CO3 (solar)
electrolysis

CO2 emitted per Fe generated
7
2.5
0

Eqs. 2 and 3 endothermic, that is the energy (expressed here as the electrochemical potential) required to convert iron oxide
to iron decreases with increasing temperature. The range of 500 to 950 °C provides an ideal range for the electrolysis to occur
at low potential and without the materials constraints and instabilities imposed by higher temperature operating conditions.
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We had recently discovered that the lithiation of iron oxides facilitates their concentrated dissolution in molten carbonates.
Both hematite, Fe2O3, and magnetite, Fe3O4, are highly soluble in molten lithiated carbonates.1,11 We have observed a high
solubility for both lower temperature eutectic carbonate melts (Li0.87Na0.63K0.50CO3), and for pure Li2CO3, (pure Li2CO3 melts
at 723°C). In Li2CO3, ferric, [Fe(III)], solubility increases from 7 to 12 molal (molal = m ≡ moles per / kg Li2CO3) with
temperature increase from 750 to 900°C, while in the eutectic the solubility increases from 1 to 4 m Fe(III) as temperature
increases from 550°C to 900°C.
Lithium oxide is not consumed in the iron making process. For Fe2O3 in molten carbonate, the STEP iron production
mechanism is given by:1
(5)
I dissolution in molten carbonate
Fe2O3 + Li2O→ 2LiFeO2
2LiFeO2→ 2Fe+ Li2O + 3/2O2
(6)
II electrolysis, Li2O regeneration:
III net reaction, same as equation 3.
Figure 1 compares conventional carbothermal, and STEP’s electrolytic lithiated carbonate production of iron. Iron
electrolysis, equations 3 and 4, are endothermic; higher temperature requires significantly less electrolysis energy. As
previously studied, in the STEP processes this thermal energy is provided by concentrated sunlight leading to high solar
energy conversion efficiencies. The measurements here focus on the electrochemical, rather than solar (which has been
previously studied1), characterization of STEP Iron. A maximum coulombic efficiency, and a minimum electrolysis potential,
are critical to the viability of the STEP Iron process, and have not been previously determined. This study probes that critical
optimization for the electrolytic synthesis of iron metal from Fe2O3.

Figure 1. Comparison of the industrial (left) (left) and the STEP CO2 free production of iron (right).
Experimental
Chemicals and Materials. Lithium carbonate utilized is (Li2CO3, Alfa Aesar, 99%), as well as ferric oxide, Fe2O3 (99.4%,
JT Baker), Li2O (Alfa 99.5%), 1mm and 2 mm Ni wire (Alfa 99.5 %) and Ni foil (McMaster pure Ni 200 shim), crucibles:
nickel (VWR AA35906-KY), Fe wire (Anchor dark annealed annealed), steel foil (McMaster 75 µm 316 steel), crucibles:
nickel (VWR AA35906-KY), high purity alumina (AdValue Technology AL-2100), silicon dioxide (SiO2, Spectrum, 325
mesh), lithium orthosilicate is (Li4SiO4, Alfa Aeasar, 99.9%), Pflatz & Bauer, 99%).
Electrolyses. Electrolysis conditions and the systematic variation of the electrolysis cell components are described in
the Systematic Optimization of electrolytic iron production in molten carbonate section. The theoretical maximum mass of
iron that can be produced from the ferric salt during the electrolysis is calculated as Electrolysis current (A) x Electrolysis
time (s) x Atomic Weight Fe / (3 e- x 96,485 As).
Analyses. Iron metal is produced by electrolysis in molten carbonate at the cathode. The cathode product is analyzed for
iron metal content based on, and improved from the method of Xu and co-workers in which iron metal replaces cupper
sulfate, and the product ferrous sulfate is analyzed.13 The procedure has been further improved by (i) washing the electrolysis
product with deionized water, and (ii) replacement of the previous UV/Vis evaluation which was used at the end of the
procedure, with a more quantitative (less prone to colorimetric interference) titration by dichromate. The initial rinse removes
Li2CO3 and Li2O to prevent reaction of Fe0 to form Fe(OH)2 or Fe(OH)3.
In addition to the relative valence state composition of iron, the mass percent of total iron in the sample (including the
solidified electrolyte) is shown in the Fetotal of column in Table 1, and the last two columns are measured water soluble and
water insoluble mass percent of each sample. The washed, dried insoluble component consists primarily of iron (iron metal
and iron oxides). The iron analysis of weighed samples from each layer yields the concentrations: [Fetotal], [Fe°], [Fe2+], and
[Fe3+] (the latter concentration is determined from the difference of [Fetotal]- [Fe°]- [Fe2+]). A separate, weighed sample from
each layer is washed, followed by subtraction of the mass of the dried insoluble (filtered, dried) component. This yields the
mass of the remaining soluble components. The water soluble salts components consist of Li2CO3 and Li2O. The Li2O
dissolves as LiOH, including Li2O stripped from lithiated iron oxides when brought in contact with the wash water (e.g.
LiFeO2 + H2O liberates soluble LiOH), and the 105°C dried components are weighed as the insoluble salts).
The analysis procedure for iron metal is:
1) The cathode product is ground in a mortar and pestle, until it can be sifted and dispersed through a 70 mesh (212 µm) sieve.
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2) The ground product is washed with deionized water, then extracted by suction filtration and rinsing the precipitate with
deionized water until pH is near 7. The precipitates, residue and filter paper are collected to react with CuSO4.
3) To 0.5 g of the ground product is added 50 ml of 0.5 M CuSO4, to form:
(7)
Fe + CuSO4 → FeSO4 + Cu
4) After boiling this stirred solution for 1 hour, it is immediately filtered (to prevent the reaction of O2 with Fe2+) with a GF
/A (Whatman glass microfiber) filter paper into a 250 ml volumetric flask, and the filter paper is washed with double
deionized (18 MΩ) water also into the flask, and diluted to 250 ml.
5) 25 ml of the 250 ml filtrate is sampled by pipette into a 250 ml erlenmeyer flask,
and the following solutions are added to the flask: 20 ml of “A”, 20 ml of “B”, 50 ml of water, and 3 drops of indicator
solution “C”, where
A: is a mix of 50 ml of water with 10 ml concentrated H2SO4
B: 700 ml of water with 150 ml concentrated H2SO4, 150 ml H3PO4 (binds colored Fe3+, which is colored, as colorless
Fe(HPO4)2-, to improve clarity of the endpoint)
C: Is the indicator solution consisting of 0.2% aqueous Diphenlyamine 4-sulfonic acid sodium salt
D: Is the titrant consisting of 0.004167 M (6 x dilution of 0.025 M) K2Cr2O7
which tritrates as 1 equivalent K2Cr2O7 per FeSO4; each ml of solution D = 1.3962 mg of Fe° metal.
(8)
6FeSO4 + K2Cr2O7 + H2SO4 → 3Fe2(SO4)3+ K2SO4 + Cr2(SO4)3+ 7H2O
The endpoint is observed as a color change from light blue (initial) to the endpoint’s purple.
This titration analysis is also confirmed by weighing the mass of magnetically removed the iron product that was washed &
dried to remove oxide. The reliability of the analysis during the titration is improved when solutions are stirred slowly in step
2, rather than rapidly, to prevent significant errors (underestimating the Fe° content of the product with increasing speed of
stirring) due to the introduction of oxygen, which can convert ferrous to ferric prior to the titration. The need to switch to a
lower stirring speed for the Fe° analysis was discovered and applied to the latter half of the experiments in this study. Under
this latter condition replicate analyses of Fe° metal mass from are reproducible to within a +2%.
The analysis procedure for total Fe is:
In accord with the method of Shi et al,14 a 0.1g sample was placed in a 250 ml flask with the addition of 20 ml of 1:1 diluted
HCl. The sample was placed on a mixer hot plate at about 90 oC (to prevent volatile loss of FeCl3 at higher temperature) until
completely dissolved. 20 ml water was added under N2 (99.999%). Al powder was added in three 0.1 g portions (in large
excess of the theoretical amount to reduce Fe3+ to Fe2+). With a minimum of stirring, the Al quickly reacts with Fe3+ and H+
to form Al3+, and Fe3+ was reduced to Fe2+. A color change from yellow to light yellow was observed until the solution was
transparent. The analysis occurs in accord with the following equations:
Al + Fe3+ → Al3+ + Fe
(9)
Fe + 2H+ → Fe2++ H2
(10)
100 ml of H2O was added and the solution was cooled until room temperature. 20 ml sulfuric-phosphoric acid solution and 5
drops of the diphenylamine indicator where added after which the solution was titrated with the standard K2Cr2O7 solution
(0.0250 mol 1/6 K2Cr2O7/L).
Total Fe3+ (%) = V×N× FW Fe ÷1000/S
V-- standard K2Cr2O7 solution volume, ml.
N-- standard K2Cr2O7 solution concentration, mol/L.
FW Fe = 55.85 g/ mol.
S—specimen weight, g.
The analysis procedure for Fe2+ is based on the method of reference 14, as modified by references 13 and 15. In this analysis,
0.5 g of the sample to be analyzed was added to 250 ml flask and 20 ml of 1:1 diluted HCl was added. This solution was
mixed on a hot plate under 99.999% N2 at 90 oC until completely dissolved. 100 ml H2O was added and the solution allowed
to cool to room temperature. 20 ml sulfuric-phosphoric acid solution (prep: add 600 ml concentrated H2SO4 to 800 ml stirred
DI, then add 600 ml of 86% phosphoric acid) and 5 drops of the diphenylamine indicator were added and titrated with the
standard K2Cr2O7 solution (0.0250 mol 1/6 K2Cr2O7/L) to a sharp endpoint color change from green to purple.
In accord with the equation:
Fe2+ (%) = V×N×FW Fe÷1000/S.
V-- standard K2Cr2O7 solution volume, ml.
N-- standard K2Cr2O7 solution concentration, mol/L.
S—specimen weight, g.
The analysis procedure for Fe3+ is the straightforward difference from the known total iron, the sum of the iron metal and
ferrous species as: Fe3+(%)= Total Fe(%)-Fe0 (%)-Fe2+ (%)
The analysis procedure for the aqueous soluble components:
Filters were dried in an oven at 105 °C for 1 hour, and then cooled in a desiccator, and weighed. After weighing, samples
(~0.3g) to be analyzed were stirred one hour in 100 ml of DI (18 MΩ) in a 250 ml flask at room temperature, then filtered
using suction, and the filtrate washed on the filter with three 20 mL volumes of DI water. The filter is transferred onto a
glass weighing dish, and dried 105°C for a minimum of 1 hour until a minimum mass is measured (after cooling to room
temperature in the desiccator).
Equation:
Water soluble substances (wt%) = (A-B) 100/A.
A—Specimen weight, g.
B-- Residue on the filter paper weight, g.
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Systematic Optimization of electrolytic iron production in molten carbonate.
A systematic, variation of molten iron electrolysis can yield efficient iron production efficiency at low energy. General
conditions of the first series of electrolyses are summarized in Table 1. The cathode in this first series of experiments is a thin
planar 6.25 cm2 steel sheet. This cathode lies under the anode, and we observe that the iron product is deposited on top of the
cathode. This cathode surface is the active area exposed to short ion diffusion path between the electrodes.
Table 2 summarizes the results of 1 hour electrolyses at 1 Amp in an 800°C molten lithium carbonate electrolyte containing
1.5 m Fe2O3 and 3 m Li2O (to generate 3 m LiFeO2 in solution). In this series of experiments the anode, a coiled pure nickel
(McMaster 200 Ni) wire is situated 3 mm below the surface of the electrolyte to facilitate oxygen evolution in an attempt to
minimize oxygen interaction with the cathode product.
Table 1. Constant characteristics in the first series of STEP Iron parametric optimization studies.
Current of electrolysis

1.0 amp

Time of electrolysis (1h)
Theoretical max mass Fe0 from electrolysis: Fe3++3e- → Fe0
Anode: Ni wire tightly coiled, l = 16 cm, d = 2.0 mm, area:
Cathode: Steel shim, 2.5cm 2.5cm, area

1A

3600 s
3600!96485!3 55.85 = 0.696 g
10 cm2
6.25 cm2

Figure 2. Anode (upper electrode) and cathode (lower
electrode) prior to electrolysis (top) and following electrolysis
prior to removal of cathode product (bottom). Insulating
alumina ceramic tubes are reused and hence appear charred.
In the first series of experiments, summarized in Table 2,
the anode to interelectrode spacing is varied, and the mass of
electrolyte was changed to cover smaller or larger interelectrode separations. The electrodes before and after
electrolysis are photographed in Figure 2. The lithium based
electrolyte is highly conductive, and even at these relatively
high current densities, electrolytic resistance losses are not
significantly impacted by the variation of inter-electrode
spacing. The electrolysis potentials at 1 A constant current are
the same to within 0.1 V, independent of the 0.25 to 2.0 cm
electrode separation. Coulombic efficiency, particularly during
the 0.25 cm separation electrolysis may have been impacted by
shorting as the iron deposit growing from the cathode
approached the anode, and that a maximum of over 50%
coulombic efficiency is achieved for an intermediate spacing
of 1.0 cm.
Table 3 summarizes STEP Iron electrolyses in which the
starting concentration of Li2O is varied. In each case, the
initial ferric concentration (as added Fe2O3) is kept constant at
3 molal Fe3+ in Li2CO3. As we have previously demonstrated, Fe2O3 is not soluble in carbonate unless Li2O is added, and
reacts to form LiFeO2 in the molten solution.1 The Li2O is not consumed in the electrolysis process. That is consistent with eq.
7, as LiFeO2 is reduced to form iron metal, Li2O is liberated to dissolve the next iteration of added iron ore (Fe2O3). As seen
in the photo in Figure 3, the iron is deposited directly on top of the cathode, followed by a black layer of partially reduced
iron (magnetite), followed by a layer of the electrolyte containing the excess (brown) Fe2O3 dissolved in the electrolyte. The
iron layer is easily separated from the cathode, Figure 4, and as seen in Figures 3 and 4 leaves behind a reusable cathode. As
seen in Table 3, a 1:1 ratio of Li2O to Fe2O3 supports the maximum coulombic efficiency, although it is interesting to note in
Figure 5, that higher concentrations of Li2O significantly decrease the required electrolysis potential (as seen comparing the
1.5 m and 9.0 m Li2O electrolysie). This decrease in potential with increasing oxide concentration may be due to the
formation of a peroxoide intermediate in the anodic evolution of oxygen as we have recently demonstrated.11 Also evident in
the figure, potential variations are occasionally observed during individual electrolyses, although average electrolysis
potential trends are highly consistent.
Table 2. Effect of electrode spacing and electrolyte mass on electrolysis. Electrodes are delineated in Table 1. The electrolyte
mass was changed as indicated below, to maintain electrolyte converage in experiments with smaller or larger inter-electrode
separations. Note, coulombic efficiency, particularly during the 0.25 separation electrolysis may have been impacted by
shorting as the iron deposit grew from the cathode towards the anode.
Temperature (oC)
800
800
800
800
Anode/Cathode separation (cm)
Electrolyte Total mass (g): Electrolyte weighed from a mix
of 200.0015g Li2CO3, 47.8888g Fe2O3 and 17.9286g Li2O,
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0.25

0.5

1.0

2.0

8.3193

16.6128

33.2174

66.4510

Fe3+ concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3) as Fe2O3

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

Cathode: Steel shim, 2.5cm
Fe0 mass in product (g)

0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe mass
experiment/theory)

2

3.0 m

6.25 cm

6.25 cm

6.25 cm2

0.135

0.328

0.381

0.249

19.4

47.0

6.25 cm

2.5cm

2

3.0 m
2

54.7

35.7

The next series of experiments utilizes the general conditions described in Table 2, still at constant (1.0 amps) current, but
varies the electrolysis time. As summarized in Table 4, whereas 1 hour of electrolysis should theoretically yield 0.7 g of iron
(assuming 1000% coulombic efficiency of the three electron reduction of dissolved Fe3+), 8 hours of electrolysis would be
expected to generate 5.6 g of iron metal. As summarized in Table 4, the experimental coloumbic efficiency during
electrolysis is approximately 50 percent and is not substantially affected by the electrolysis time. What is affected, as shown
in the photos in Figure 6, is the amount of salt that is removed with the product, and is enriched 5-fold in iron metal after the
extended electrolysis. The amount of salt accompanying the cathode product is seen to be much lower after 8h electrolysis
than after 1 hour electrolysis. In each case, the cathode product is washed prior to the iron(0) content analysis. Even
subsequent to extended electrolysis time, each of the cathodes remain intact after the removal of product. As seen in Figure 6,
the 8 hour electrolysis cathode product does not exhibit the multiple layers evident, and instead has iron metal throughout the
product (but the iron remains spatially diffuse intermingled with electrolyte).
Table 3. Effect of Li2O concentration on electrolysis. The anode/cathode separation is 1.0 cm; other electrolysis conditions
are detailed in Table 1. Note, an intermediate Li2O concentration (2 molal) conducted for double the electrolysis time,
generated greater iron metal product.
Temperature (oC)
800
800
800
800
Time of electrolysis (h) at 1.0 amp

1h

2h

1h

1h

Theoretical max mass Fe from electrolysis:
Fe3+ + 3e- → Fe0
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

0.696 g

1.389 g

0.696 g

0.696 g

1.84

1.80

1.69

1.57

Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)

25.000

25.001

24.992

21.999

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

5.9866
1.5 m

5.9868
2.0 m

5.9843
3.0 m

5.9167
9.0 m

1.1200

1.4941

2.241

5.9167

32.1138

32.4217

33.2174

33.1841

0.312

0.711

0.381

0.155

44.8

51.7

54.7

22.3

0

3+

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Fe2O3 mass (g)
Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Li2O mass (g)
Electrolyte Total Weight (g)
Fe0 mass in product (g)
0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe mass exper/theory)

Figure 3. Side view of cathode with product.
Figure 4. Cathodes, after removal of product,
remain intact.

Figure 5. Variation of STEP Iron electrolysis potential with
different Li2O concentrations.
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Sodium carbonates (mp 851°C) or potassium carbonate (mp 891°C) both have higher melting points than lithium carbonate
(mp 723°C). However, a eutectic mix of the three carbonates, such as Li0.85Na0.61K0.54CO3, has melting point below 400°C,
and provides an opportunity to explore STEP Iron at lower temperatures. At these lower temperature conditions, the
electrolysis potential would be expected to be considerably higher. As previously shown the reaction of iron oxide to iron and
oxygen is endothermic, with (i) an increase in rest potential with decrease in temperature. This will be exacerbated by (ii) a
lower solubility of iron oxide in the eutectic at lower temperature and with lower lithium ion content, and (iii) higher
overpotential due to the higher electrolyte resistance of a mixed alkali, compared to pure lithium, electrolyte. The general
conditions of electrolysis are similar to those in Table 1. At the lower 500°C temperature, only a lower concentration of iron
oxide could be dissolved in the eutectic and the sustainable current at a reasonable electrolysis potential was only, 0.4 A,
rather than 1A. Hence, the electrolysis time was increased from 1 to 2.5 hours to provide a constant total current during the
experiment. As summarized in Table 5, even at the lower current, the lower temperature still requires a high (3.5V) average
electrolysis potential, and results in a poor coulombic efficiency. As seen in Table 5, by 750°C, the Li0.85Na0.61K0.54CO3
eutectic could readily accommodate the full 3 molal Fe3+ used in the pure lithium carbonate electrolyte at 800C. It is evident
in the figure that in the eutectic at 750C, a higher electrolysis potentials was needed to accommodate the same 1 Amp current
used in the pure lithium electrolyte. Interestingly, coulombic efficiencies are high in both cases, and as seen in Figure 7, the
cathode product contains a low fraction of removed salt, and a high fraction of iron.
Table 4. Effect of electrolysis time on the electrolytic formation iron. The anode/cathode separation is 1.0 cm; other
electrolysis conditions are detailed in Table 1.
Temperature (oC)
800
800
800
800
800
Time of electrolysis (h) at 1.0 amp

1h

1h 20m

2h

4h

8h

0.696 g

0.926 g

1.389 g

2.778 g

5.557 g

1.69

1.75

1.57

1.7

1.65

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3) as Fe2O3

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

33.2174

33.0001

33.2163

33.2143

33.2177

0.381

0.529

0.732

1.493

2.553

54.7

57.1
*

52.7
*

53.7

45.9

Theoretical max mass Fe0 via: Fe3++3e- → Fe0
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)
3+

Electrolyte Total Weight (g)
0

Fe mass in product (g)
0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe mass exp/theory)
* = anode contact broke just prior to completion

Figure 6. Product removed and partially
peeled from cathode after 1 or 8 hour
electrolyses. The amount of salt removed with
the product is high after 1h electrolysis (then
washed prior to analysis) & lower after the
extended (8h) electrolysis. During the 8h
electrolysis, a higher fraction of the initial 3 m
of Fe3+ is converted to Fe’ & the product layer
sitting on the cathode is enriched in iron metal.
Figure 7. (right) Side view of cathode with product after 1h 3 m LiFeO2 in Li0.85Na0.61K0.54CO3 750°C STEP iron electrolysis.
Table 5. Effect of eutectic (LixNayKzCO3) or pure (Li2CO3) carbonate, and of temperature, on the electrolytic formation iron.
The electrodes are separated by 1.0 cm and are detailed in Table 1.
500
750
800
Temperature (oC)
Time of electrolysis (h)

2.5h

1h

1h

Electrolysis current (A)

0.4

1.0

1.0

Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

3.5

1.95

1.69

Li0.85Na0.61K0.54CO3

Li0.85Na0.61K0.54CO3

Li2CO3

30.0026

25.0002

24.9926

0.8 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

1.9156
0.8 m

5.9861
3.0 m

5.9843
3.0 m

0.7177

2.2416

2.241

32.6468

33.2349

33.2174

Fe mass in product (g)

0.026

0.388

0.381

Coulombic efficiency (100%xFe0 mass exp/theory)

3.73

55.8

54.7

Carbonate Electrolyte
Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)
3+

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Fe2O3 weight (g)
Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Li2O weight (g)
Electrolyte Total Weight (g)
0
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Table 6. Effect of planar foil cathode surface area on the electrolytic formation iron. The electrolysis time, current,
theoretical maximum mass of iron, and anode are as detailed in Table 1. Inter-electrode separation is 1.0 cm. Cathodes are
described in the table.
800
800
800
800
Temperature (oC)
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)
Electrolyte Total Weight (g): Electrolyte weighed from a mix
of 200.0015g Li2CO3, 47.8888g Fe2O3 and 17.9286g Li2O,
Fe3+ concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3) as Fe2O3
Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Cathode: Steel shim, 2.5cm
Fe0 mass in product (g)

1.66

1.68

1.69

1.43

33.2161

33.2093

33.2174

33.281

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m
0.8 cm

2.5cm

3.0 m
2

2.5 cm

0.238

3.0 m
2

3.0 m
2

6.25 cm

12.5 cm2

0.381

0.191

0.325

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 weight experiment/theory)
34.2
46.7
54.7
27.5
Table 6 summarizes interesting, but unsuccessful, attempts to improve the coulombic efficiency of the planar iron foil
cathode, by increasing or decreasing its surface area. As seen in Figure 8, two smaller surface area electrodes were compared,
as well as a double surface area electrode folded in an accordion configuration to accommodate the double width of the
electrode. As summarized in Table 6, while the larger surface area electrode did decrease the average electrolysis potential,
the coulombic efficiency was maximum for the simpler planar, solid cathode. As in prior experiments, the anode was a Ni
coil, 16 cm length, 2.0 mm diameter, area 10 cm2, and the anode/cathode inter-electrode separation was 1 cm.

Figure 8 (left). Solid steel foil cathodes with various
surface areas prior to electrolysis (top) and following
electrolysis with partial removal of cathode product
(bottom). Spot welds to connect the steel wire contacts
are evident.
Figure 9. The 6.25 cm2 foil, and 5 or 20 cm2 coiled
wire, cathodes prior to electrolysis.
Table 7 summarizes a successful attempt to modify the cathode configuration, which is accomplished by transitioning from
a planar, to a coiled, steel cathode. Figure 9 compares the planar and coiled cathode configurations. Not shown is the similar,
intermediate 10 cm2 coil, which appears to combine the advantages of a loose coil packing with a relatively high surface.
Interpolating between the coulombic efficiencies of the 5 or 10 cm2 coiled cathodes, it can be noted that the 6.25 cm2 foil
cathode exhibits similar efficiencies to the same surface area coiled wire electrode. A common impurity in iron ores is silicate.
Another change in this experiment was addition of 10%, by mass, lithium silicate as an initial attempt to simulate the
electrolysis of iron ore with silicate. As seen comparing Tables 6 and 7, the silicate marginally diminishes the coulombic
efficiency at the planar, foil electrode to 51%. However, the coulombic efficiency at the 10 cm2 coiled steel wire cathode is
higher at 55%.

Table 7. Effect of cathode shape and current density (determined by cathode surface area) on the electrolytic formation of
iron. The anode, with an anode/cathode separation of 1.0 cm is detailed in Table 1. Cathodes are described in the table. Each
electrolysis is at 1 A for 2 hours.
Temperature (oC)
800
800
800
800
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

1.636

1.759

1.787

1.738

Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)
Fe3+ concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Fe2O3 weight (g)

25.0
3.0
5.9885

25.0
3.0
5.9886

25.0
3.0
5.9880

25.0
3.0
5.9883

Li4SiO4 (g) (10 wt % SiO2 content in Fe2O3)
Electrolyte Total Weight (g)
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1.194

1.194

1.194

1.194

33.9996

34.0005

34.4254

34.0002

Cathode: Area ( cm2)
Size: Length width or diameter ( cm)
Shape: foil or coiled wire
Current density (mA/cm2)

6.25

5.0

10.0

20.0

2.5 2.5
Fe foil
160

13.3 0.12
Fe wire
200

26.5 0.12
Fe wire
100

53 0.12
Fe wire
50

Fe0 mass in product (g)

0.7049

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 weight experiment/theory)

51%

0.2994

0.7693

22%

0.6350

55%

46%

In the absence of silicate, the improvement in coulombic efficiency with the larger surface area coiled, rather than smaller
surface area planar, cathode is more evident. Table 8 summarizes results of electrolyses each using a 10 cm2 coiled cathode,
and with either 2, 3, 4 or 6 molal Fe3+, and Li2O in 800°C molten lithium carbonate. The coulombic efficiency is high and
comparable in the 3 and 4 molal electrolytes, with the 3 molal exhibiting a modestly higher efficiency of 70%. In the
presence of 10% silicate, as seen in Table 9, and continuing with use of the preferred coiled cathode, the coulombic
efficiency is somewhat higher in the 3, rather than 2, molal Fe3+, and higher when a 1:1 equivalent ratio, rather than a 2:1
equivalent ratio of Li2O is used. In all cases the presence of the silicate decreases the measured coulombic efficiency.
Table 8. Effect of Fe2O3 concentration on the electrolytic formation iron. The anode is as detailed in Table 2, with an
anode/cathode separation of 1.0 cm. Cathodes are described in the table. Each electrolysis is at 1 A for 1 hour.
Temperature (oC)
800
800
800
800
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

1.6645

1.826

1.847

1.584

Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)

26.9996

25.0006

23.0006

21.0003

3+

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Fe2O3 weight (g)

2.0

3.0

4.0

6.0

4.3117
2.0

5.9881
3.0

7.3460
4.0

10.0603
6.0

Electrolyte Total Weight (g)

1.6134
32.9352

2.2413
33.2002

2.7485
33.0226

3.7643
34.8159

Cathode: Fe coil, 26.5 cm length, 1.2 mm diameter, area

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Li2O weight (g)

Fe0 mass in product (g)

0.9710

0.7229

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 weight experiment/theory)

52%

0.9496

70%

68%

0.4111
30%

Figure 10. Left: 10 cm2 coiled steel foil cathodes removed after the electrolyses described in Table 8. Right: removed, then
ground product, prior to washing from the electrodes picture on the left side.
Table 9. Effect of Fe2O3 concentration in an electrolyte containing dissolved silicate (10 wt % SiO2 content in Fe2O3), on the
electrolytic formation of iron. The anode is as detailed in Table 1, with an anode/cathode separation of 1.0 cm. Cathodes are
described in the table. Each electrolysis is at 1 A for 2 hours.
800
800
800
800
Temperature (oC)
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)
Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)
3+

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Fe2O3 mass (g)

1.639

1.791

1.791

1.745

26.9992

24.9994

22.9998

20.9994

2

3

2

3

4.3115
2

5.9886
3

7.3468
4

10.0603
6

Li4SiO4 (g) (10 wt % SiO2 content in Fe2O3)

1.6132
0.8605

2.2411
1.1942

2.7485
1.4659

3.7648
2.0068

Electrolyte Total Weight (g)

33.7870

34.4254

34.5667

36.8151

Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Li2O weight (g)
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10 cm2

Cathode: Fe coil, 26.5 cm length, 1.2 mm diameter, area
0

Fe mass in product (g)

10 cm2
0.7693

0.6708
0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe weight experiment/theory)

48%

55%

10 cm2

10 cm2

0.4784

0.5899

34%

42%

Table 10 summarizes probes of the temperature effect on STEP Iron electrolysis in a pure lithium carbonate electrolyte
(but containing silicate, and 3 molal Fe3+ and Li2O). While the electrolysis potential decreases with increasing temperature,
the electrolysis efficiency is lowest (23%) at the highest, 900°C, temperature, and highest (58%) at the lowest, 750°C,
electrolysis temperature. The lower efficiencies, at higher temperature, may be associated with the greater reactivity and
diffusivity of the oxygen produced at the anode, which can back react with iron to form a parasitic iron oxide loss. Table 11
further probes of silicate effect on STEP Iron. We had previously studied the dissolution of silica, SiO2, as Li4SiO4 in molten
carbonates.11 Here, we see the trend that higher SiO2 ranging from 10 to 30% (added as a percentage of the iron oxide mass
to simulate an impurity in the iron ore), tends to decrease the average electrolysis potential, but also decreases the coulombic
efficiency of iron production.
Table 10. Effect of temperature on the 1 A, 2 hour electrolytic formation iron (with silicate in electrolyte). The anode,
detailed in Table 2, is separated from the cathode by 1.0 cm.
Temperature (oC)
750
800
900
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)
Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)

1.801
25

1.788
25

1.522
25

Fe3+ concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)

3

3

3

Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)

3

3

3

1.194

1.194

1.194

Electrolyte Total Weight (g)

33.9999

34.4254

33.9998

Cathode: Fe coil, 26.5 cm length, 1.2 mm diameter. area

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

Li4SiO4 (g

Fe0 mass in product (g)

0.8067

0.7693

0.3183

58%

55%

23%

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 weight experiment/theory)

Table 11 . Effect of SiO2 content on the 1 A, 2 hour electrolytic formation iron. Anode/cathode separation is 1.0 cm; anode
as detailed in Table 1.
800
800
800
Temperature (oC)
Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

1.794

Carbonate Electrolyte: Li2CO3 (g)
3+

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Fe2O3 weight (g)
Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Li2O weight (g)
Li4SiO4 (g) = Fe2O3 weight SiO2 content!60.08 (SiO2)
119.84( Li4SiO4)
SiO2 content in Fe2O3 ( wt %)

1.812

1.672

24.9994

25.0000

24.9996

3

3.0

3.0

5.9886
3.0

5.9880
3.0

5.9883
3.0

2.2411

2.241

2.2410

1.1942

1.7940

3.5883

10%

15%

30%

2

Cathode: Fe coil, 26.5 cm length, 1.2 mm diameter, area

10 cm

Fe0 mass in product (g)
Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 weight experiment/theory)

2

10 cm

10 cm2

0.7693

0.7282

0.5668

55%

52%

41%

In the next series of experiments the anode stability was improved by raising the anode, from 3 mm below the electrolyte
surface (a configuration used in all prior experiments), up to the surface of electrolyte. Prior to this surface anode
configuration, anodes occasionally spontaneously broke during the course of the electrolysis. However the surface anodes
appear to be fully stable, that is, there is no case of anode discontinuity occurring with the surface anodes in the next 30
experiments, independent of electrolysis conditions, and the anode always appeared to be unaffected by the electrolysis (no
corrosion was evident).
Table 12. Effect of surface area of the anode, when situated at the surface (the interface between the molten electrolyte and
the gas above the melt), on the 1 A, 2 hour electrolytic formation iron. Anode and cathode are detailed below in the table.
Temperature (oC)
800
800
800
800
800
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Anode: Ni wire, 2.0 mm diameter, length:
surface area:
coil configuration:

2 cm

8 cm

16 cm

16 cm

30 cm

1.3 cm2

5 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

18.8 cm2

tight

Cathode: Fe coil, l = 26.5 cm, d =1.2 mm, area:

10 cm

tight
2

tight
2

10 cm

loose
2

10 cm

tight
2

10 cm2

10 cm

Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

1.96

1.91

1.89

1.83

1.66

Fe3+ concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3) as Fe2O3

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

Electrolyte total mass (g)

33.2176

Li4SiO4 (g)
Fe0 mass in product (g)
Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 mass exp/theory)

33.2167

33.2172

33.2172

0

0

0

0

0.490
35.2

0.826
59.3

0.808
58.0

0.563
40.4

33.2161
0
0.655
47.0

In Table 12 two anode parameters are varied, the surface area, and whether the anode wire is loosely or tightly coiled, as
illustrated in the photographs of Figure 11. As seen in Table 12, the electrolysis potential decreases with increasing anode
surface area, and its overpotential decreases by 300 mV as the surface area is increase from 1.3 to 19 cm2. With the exception
of the largest anode surface cell (which may be an outlier and exhibited an unstable electrolysis potential), the coulombic
efficiency increases with increasing anode surface area, and the tightly coiled anode configuration leads to higher efficiency
than the loosely coiled anode configuration. Finally, the surface anode in Table 12, while more stable operates at lower
coulombic efficiency than its 10 cm2 tightly coiled counterpart in Table 9.
Figure 11. Coiled nickel wire anodes with a tight or loose
(open) prior to the Table 12 electrolyses.

Table 13 presents the effect of the gas above the electrolysis on the iron production, when the gas is changed from either air,
to carbon dioxide, or to nitrogen. It is seen here that nitrogen significantly lowers the electrolysis potential and that both N2 or
CO2 can improve the coulombic efficiency. As previously shown,1 pure CO2 will be absorbed in the electrolyte according to
the back reaction of the lithium carbonate decomposition/reformation equilibrium. Air contains (0.03%) CO2, and molten
situated Li2CO3 below a blanket of air will be relatively stable, while pure N2, without CO2, will slowly decompose in accord
with the equilibrium equation: Li2CO3 → CO2 +Li2O. Nitrogen above the electrolysis is seen to decrease the electrolysis
potential, and has only a marginal impact on coulombic efficiency. As also summarized in Table 13, additional Li2O added to
the molten lithium carbonate electrolyte (above 3 m) decreases coulombic efficiency, but sustains the electrolysis at a lower
potential.
Table 13. Effect of the gas above the melt, and the Li2O concentration, on the electrolytic 1A, 2 hour formation of iron.
800
800
800
800
800
Temperature (oC)
Gas above electrolyte
Anode: Ni wire, 2.0 mm diameter, length:
surface area:
coil configuration:

air

air

16 cm

16 cm

10 cm2

10 cm2

tight

Cathode: Fe coil, l = 26.5 cm, d =1.2 mm, area:
3+

Fe concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3) as Fe2O3
Li2O concentration (mol /kg Li2CO3)
Electrolyte total mass (g)
Fe0 mass in product (g)
Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 mass exp/theory)

tight
2

N2

air

16 cm

16 cm

16 cm

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

tight
2

tight
2

tight

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm2

1.87

1.80

1.95

1.62

1.71

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

10 cm

Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

CO2

2

2.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

3.0 m

4.0 m

32.5140

33.2172

33.2153

33.2131

33.9994

0.880
63.17

0.808
58.0

0.871
62.5

0.833
62.8

0.708
50.8

Lowering the electrolysis temperature and decreasing the cathode current density can improve coulombic efficiency. As
seen in Table 14, the columbic efficiency is increased by over 20%, that is to ~85%, by simultaneously decreasing the
electrolysis temperature from 800°C to 750°C, and/or by increasing the cathode surface area. This is not observed when the
temperature is held constant and the cathode surface area is decreased to 7.5 cm2. Table 14 onward, are presented in an
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abbreviated format, without the electrolyte concentration to save manuscript space. In each case the electrolyte total mass is ~
33 g. In each case the electrolyte is 3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O and without silicates. The coulombic efficiency also depends on
when the electrode is removed from the electrolysis chamber (electrolysis time, Table 15) and the electrolysis current (Table
16). As seen in Table 15, removing the electrode after, 1 hour negatively impacts the efficiency, although this effect
presumably may be mitigated if iron oxide is fed into the electrolysis chamber as iron is produced.
Table 14. Effect of the decrease in temperature and variation in cathode surface area on the 1A, 2 hour electrolytic formation
of iron with coiled iron cathodes. The electrolyte is 3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O.
750
750
750
800
Temperature (oC)
Gas above electrolyte
N2
N2
N2
N2
10 cm2

Anode: Ni wire, d = 2.0 mm, l = 16 cm, coil, area:
Cathode: Fe coil, 1.2 mm diameter, length:
surface area:

20 cm

10 cm2
26.5 cm

2

7.5 cm

2

10 cm2
33 cm

26.5 cm
2

10 cm

10 cm2

12.5 cm

10 cm2

Average Potential of electrolysis (V)
1.90
2.1
2.0
1.62
Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 mass exp/theory)
75.4
86.7
84.7
62.8
Table 15. Effect of the electrolysis time in a lower temperature (750 °C) lithium carbonate electrolyte on the electrolytic
formation iron with coiled iron cathodes. The electrolyte is 3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O.
Temperature (oC)
750
750
750
750
Gas above electrolyte
N2
N2
N2
N2
Anode: Ni wire, d = 2.0 mm, l = 16 cm, coil, area:

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

Cathode: Fe coil, l = 26.5 cm, d =1.2 mm, area:

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

1h

2h

3h

4h

79.6

86.7

69.6

57.4

Time of electrolysis (h) at 1.0 amp
0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe mass exp/theory)

Figure 12. Variation of STEP
Iron electrolysis potential
with electrolysis current in a
lower temperature (750 °C)
lithium carbonate electrolyte.

Current density, Table 16, substantially effects the electrolysis with a maximum coulombic efficiency of 93% observed at
0.5 A, and as seen in Figure 12, a substantial decrease of the electrolysis potential at lower currents; a lowering of 2 volts
between the electrolyses at 4.0 A compared to 0.25 A. A further increase in coulombic efficiency of the electrolytic formation
of iron at 1 A occurs at even lower temperature, 730°C in Table 17. This temperature approaches the 723°C melting point of
pure Li2CO3. While the efficiency falls rapidly at high temperature, the electrolysis potential is lower as seen in Figure 13.
Electrolyte decomposition (from lithium carbonate to lithium oxide and carbon dioxide) occurs more rapidly at higher
temperature. There is little decomposition at 750°C,2 and the decomposition which occured at higher temperature may be
controlled or eliminated by increasing the lithium oxide concentration within the electrolyte, or increasing the concentration
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere above the electrolysis. Hence, flowing air (0.03% CO2), rather than nitrogen (0% CO2),
above the electrolysis will decrease the rate of electrolyte loss at higher temperature, even though as seen in Table 17, this
nitrogen may marginally improve the coulombic efficiency compared to the electrolysis in air.
Table 16. Effect of the electrolysis current in a lower temperature (750 °C) lithium carbonate electrolyte on the electrolytic
formation iron with coiled iron cathodes. Electrolyte is 3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O.
Temperature (oC)
750
750
750
750
750
Gas above electrolyte

N2

Anode: Ni wire, d = 2.0 mm, l = 16 cm, coil, area:

10 cm
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N2
2

N2
2

10 cm

N2
2

10 cm

N2
2

10 cm

10 cm2

Cathode: Fe coil, l = 26.5 cm, d =1.2 mm, area:
Electrolysis current (A) during a 2 hour electrolysis
0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe mass exp/theory)

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

0.25

0.5

1.0

2.0

4.0

53.7

93.1

86.7

50.3

25.6

Table 17. Effect of the electrolysis temperature in a lithium carbonate electrolyte on the electrolytic formation iron with
coiled horizontal nickel anodes and coiled wire iron cathodes. 1A, 2 hour electrolyses. Electrolyte is 3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O.
Temperature (oC)
730
750
750
800
850
Gas above electrolyte

N2

N2

2

air

10 cm

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

10 cm2

89.9

86.7

84.7

58.0

34.5

Cathode: Fe coil, l = 26.5 cm, d =1.2 mm, area:

2

air

10 cm

10 cm

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 mass exp/theory)

air

10 cm

Anode: Ni wire, d = 2.0 mm, l = 16 cm, coil, area:

2

2

Figure 13. Variation of STEP Iron electrolysis potential
at 1.0 A with electrolysis temperature lithium carbonate
electrolyte. Electrolyses are conducted either under air or
under nitrogen, as indicated on the figure.

Table 18 includes even higher coulombic efficiency
STEP iron configurations. The first column contains the
same anode on the surface separated by 1 cm from a
cathode near the bottom of the cell. As seen in the second
column, the use of a smaller (half) diameter nickel or iron
wire for the anode and cathode decreases, rather than
increases, the coulombic efficiency. We had been
working under the hypothesis that hot oxygen would be
deleterious to the metallic iron product. Hence, we had previously configured the anode above the cathode to allow gas to
evolve without contacting the iron. Interestingly, in Table 18, at the lower temperature of 730°C in molten lithium carbonate,
an opposite, inverted electrode configurations is not only functional, but can exhibit both improved coulombic efficiency and
lower electrolysis potential. The coulombic efficiency of these inverted cells is at least 94 to 95% (and this may be
considered a lower limit if any iron metal drops into the electrolyte during the cathode removal).
Photos of a vertical cathode inside the anode configuration are presented in Fig. 14. The potential during electrolysis of
these inverted electrode configurations is presented in Figure 15. The random oscillations during the cathode on top
configuration may be related to a temporary partial blockage of the cathode as anode gas evolved below, passes through this
upper electrode. Electrolyte is 3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O.
Table 18. Effect of the cathode location in molten 730°C lithium carbonate on the electrolytic formation iron. Electrolyte is
3.0 m in Fe3+ and Li2O.
Temperature (oC)
730
730
730
730
Gas above electrolyte

N2

N2

N2

air

Time of electrolysis (h) at 1.0 amp

2h

2h

1h

1h

2

2

Cathode, tight coiled steel wire: Area (cm )
Size: Length or diameter (cm)
Coil shape: horizontal (plate) or vertical (cylinder)
Cathode above, below, or inside the anode
2

Anode: Ni coiled wire: Area (cm )
Size: wire length
diameter (cm), prior to coiling
Coil shape: horizontal (plate) or vertical (cylinder)
Anode above, below, or outside the cathode

2

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm2

26.5x0.12

53x0.06

26.5x0.12

26.5x0.12

plate

plate

plate

vertical

below

below

above

2

2

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm2

16x0.20

32x0.10

16x0.20

16x0.20

plate

plate

plate

cylinder

above

above

below

outside

0

Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe mass exp/theory)

12

2

inside

10 cm

Average Potential of electrolysis (V)

2

1.87

1.80

1.62

1.95

89.9

71.8

94.4

94.8

Figure 14. Vertical cylindrical configured electrodes
used in the molten 730°C lithium carbonate electrolysis
in which the cathode was placed inside the anode. Left,
middle and right-hand photos respectively show the
electrodes prior to the electrolysis, after electrolysis and
after removal from the electrolyte, and finally after
separation of the cathode from the anode.
The ongoing series of STEP Iron electrode electrolyses are each at 730°C, for 2 hours, but are conducted at 0.5, rather than
1.0 A, to probe a path to lower electrolysis potentials, while preserving, or further increasing, the high coulombic efficiencies
of iron production. Photographs of these electrodes with various surface areas of the inner, vertical cathode and outer anode
coiled electrodes are shown in Figure 17. As seen compared to Figure 15, in Fig. 16, the lower current substantially decreases
the electrolysis potential, and as seen in Table 19, retains over 90% the coulombic efficiency. For the same 0.5 A current, a
substantially larger surface area electrodes (20 cm2 cathodes and 40 cm2 anodes, providing lower current density conditions),
lowers the electrolysis potential to less than 1.4 V as seen in Fig. 16, but also decreases the coulombic efficiency in the last
column of Table 19.

Figure 15 (left). Variation of STEP Iron electrolysis potential in a 730°C lithium carbonate electrolyte using the alternate
vertical or inverted anode/cathode configurations.
Figure 16 (right). Variation of STEP Iron electrolysis potential in a 730°C lithium carbonate electrolyte using the vertical,
inner coiled, cathode configuration with different electrode surface areas.
Figure 17. Vertical cylindrical configured,
coiled electrodes with surface area varied
by changing the length and coil diameter
of the Ni (outer anode) or steel (inner
cathode) wire as used in the molten 730°C
lithium carbonate electrolysis.
Table 19. For the vertical anode situated outside the cathode configuration, the effect of current and electrode area on the
iron formation in molten 730°C Li2CO3 containing 3.0 m Fe3+ and Li2O.
730
730
730
Temperature (oC)
Gas above electrolyte
Current & time of electrolysis
2

Cathode, tight coiled steel wire: Area (cm )
Size: Length or diameter ( cm)
Coil shape: vertical (cylinder), inside the anode
Anode: Ni coiled wire: Area (cm2)
Size: wire length
diameter (cm), prior to coiling
Coil shape: vertical (cylinder), outside the cathode
Coulombic efficiency (100%x Fe0 mass exp/theory)

air

N2

N2

1.0A, 1h

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

2

2

10 cm

10 cm

20 cm2

26.5x0.12

26.5x0.12

53.5x0.12

10 cm2

10 cm2

40 cm2

16x0.20

16x0.20

64x0.20

94.8

91.2

72.8

In an attempt to further prevent any parasitic reaction of the anode and cathode products, the next configuration, places an
alumina tube between the outer (anode) and inner vertical, coiled electrodes. This configuration is photographed in Figure 18,
and although the average electrolysis potential is high at 1.98 V, as seen in the second column of Table 20, the efficiency
does improve. A return to the horizontal, coiled anode (above the cathode and with an alumina separator) retains very high
coulombic efficiencies but creates high electrolysis potential. Compared to an average of 1.4 V electrolysis in the Figure 17
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series of experiments, the next two electrolyses occur at an average, higher electrolysis potentials of 1.81V and 1.78 V
respectively. In each case a 10 cm2 cathode has a horizontal configuration and is located below the coiled, horizontal anode.
The first utilizes the coiled steel wire and the second a coiled shim (4.8 x 0.65 cm foil) steel cathode. Reflecting the high
columbic efficiencies summarized in the last two columns of Table 18, the high iron content of the product is evident, in
Figure 19 both at the (uncoiled) shim cathode and still coiled wire cathode. An alternative, horizontal reticulated) Ni anode
(consisting of a square 6.25 cm2 area, 0.33 cm thick Ni sponge) above a vertical cathode supported electrolysis at an
intermediate potential of 1.51 V. An expanded study of this latter anode, with high surface area morphology, will be
presented at a future date.
Figure 18 (left). Configuration: outer
Ni anode is alumina tube shielded &
inside is the coiled steel wire cathode.
Figure 19. Photo of the high iron
content at the (uncoiled) shim and still
coiled wire cathodes after removal
from the electrolytes summarized in
the last two columns of Table 19 in the molten 730°C lithium carbonate, electrolytic production of iron.
Table 20. The vertical anode inside anode configuration: effect of area and planar versus wire cathodes on the electrolytic
formation of iron in molten 730°C Li2CO3 with 3.0 m Fe3+ and Li2O.
730
730
730
730
Temperature (oC)
Gas above electrolyte
Current & time of electrolysis (
2

N2

N2

N2

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

2

0.5A, 2h

Cathode, tight coiled steel wire: Area (cm )
Wire or shim (foil)
Size: Length wire diameter or shim height (cm)
Coil shape: horizontal (plate) or vertical (cylinder)

10 cm

7.5 cm

6.25 cm

10 cm2

wire

shim

wire

26.5x0.12

wire in tube
(Fig. 18)
20x0.12

4.8x0.65

26.5x0.12

Wire Cathode above, below, or inside the anode

vertical

horizontal

vertical

inside

below

below

vertical coil
id x h:
1.3x0.65
below

2

2

N2

2

Anode: Ni coiled wire: Area (cm )
Size: Length
diameter (cm)
Coil shape: horizontal (plate) or vertical (cylinder)
Anode above, below, or outside the cathode

2

10 cm

5.7 cm

10 cm2

10 cm2

16x0.20

9x0.20

32x0.10

32x0.10

cylinder

coil

horizontal

horizontal

outside

outside

above

above

0

Coulombic effic. (100%x Fe mass exp/theory)

2

91.2

96.3

98.0

98.6

Further increases in coulombic efficiency and decrease in the energy needed to drive the STEP Iron are achieved with
relatively small changes to the cathode. As seen in Table 21, replacement of the vertical inner coiled wire cathode with a
similar shaped, steel shim (foil) cathode increases the coulombic efficiency. Furthermore, an increase in anode surface area
(40 cm2, compared to the 10 cm2 in the first column of Table 20), decreases the electrolysis potential to 1.4 V. Further
increases in the cathode diameter of these shim electrodes, with or without a “bottom” on the cathode (as pictured in Figure
20), decrease the electrolysis potential to less than 1.4 V (Figure 21), but, perhaps as a result of the increasing proximity of
the anode, results in a decrease in the coulombic efficiency (Table 21). The time variation of the electrolysis potential for the
high columbic efficiency is presented in Figure 21 and compared to similar configurations for the production of iron at 730°C
in lithium carbonate containing 1.5 m in Fe2O3 and Li2O.
Table 21. The vertical anode inside anode configuration: effect of electrode shape and area on the electrolytic formation iron
at 730°C in molten Li2CO3 containing 3.0 m Fe3+ and Li2O.
730
730
730
730
730
Temperature (oC)
Gas above electrolyte
Current & time of electrolysis
2

cathode (inside), vertical cylinder, area (cm )
coiled steel wire or shim (foil)
Length wire diameter or shim height (cm)
open or with solid bottom
anode: Ni vertical wire coil or Ni crucible

N2

N2

N2

N2

N2

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

0.5A, 2h

2

10 cm

3 cm

6 cm

9 cm

3 cm2

wire

shim

shim

shim

shim

26.5x0.12

1.67x1.80

3.34x1.80

5x1.80

1.67x1.80

open

open

bottom

bottom

bottom

2

10cm coil

14

2

2

40cm coil

2

2

40cm coil

2

2

40cm coil

crucible

Ni wire prior to coiling: length x diam (cm)
coil or crucible diameter:
0

Coulomb. effic. (100%x Fe mass exp/theory)

16x0.20

64x0.20

64x0.20

64x0.20

4.0 cm

4.0 cm

4.0 cm

4.0 cm

91.2

100.0

97.5

47.6

3.2 cm
98.2

Figure 20. Vertical steel shim electrodes placed inside the anode
for STEP Iron electrolysis as described in Table 21.

The electrolysis configuration is simplified when the
electrolysis is conducted in a nickel crucible which comprises
both the anode and the cell body in one piece, and can further decrease the electrolysis potential. This configurations of the
STEP Iron cell is presented in Figure 22; included is a photograph of the cathode after the electrolysis, with the product
attached and including some solidified electrolyte). The iron electrolysis product is easy to remove and readily detaches from
the cathode. As shown in Figure 21, the electrolysis potential is 1.35 V.
Figure 21. The variation of the
electrolysis
potential
for
the
electrolytic production of iron. Inset:
photographs of anodes (top) or
cathodes (bottom) used in these
electrolyses. During the electrolysis
the cathode, immersed in the molten
electrolyte, is situated within the
anode.

Figure 22. A nickel crucible serving as both cell wall and
anode electrode. A vertical steel cylinder cathode is placed
inside the crucible for STEP Iron electrolysis as described in
the final column of Table 21. Inset photo: Cathode with
product (and including some solidified electrolyte) after the
electrolysis.

This electronic supplementary information provides a detailed characterization of the necessary electrolyte composition,
temperature and electrochemical component proximity, size and shape for STEP Iron to provide high coulombic efficiency,
at low electrolysis potential, while maintaining kinetically facile electron transfer. The coulombic efficiency approaches
100% yield of the 3 e- reduction of Fe2O3, The electrolysis potential is less than 1.4 V at a high (current density) rate of iron
production. The iron electrolysis product contains iron and electrolyte, and is easy to remove, readily detaching from the
cathode. A larger surface area cathode will lower this potential, but may lead to closer proximity to the anode which can
decrease the iron coulombic efficiency. Opportunities to significantly decrease the electrolysis potential, while maintaining
high cathode current densities, will likely be attained by moving from the largely planar oxygen electrode (anode) to
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chemically, or mechanically roughened, high microscopic surface area electrodes, and/or using geometric shapes which will
expose more of anode surface than the planar electrode.
Alternative carbonate electrolytes. A more cost effective solution to the corrosivity of the sodium-potassium STEP carbonate
melt (than the use of iridium which is stable as an air electrode during 5 hours of electrolysis in 750°C Na0.23K0.77CO3,
compared to nickel air electrodes which corrode) is found by the addition of calcium carbonate or barium salts to the sodiumpotassium, lithium-free, carbonate melt (the addition of calcium carbonate is shown here for the electrolytic formation of a
carbon product from carbon dioxide splitting, rather than an iron product from iron oxide splittng).12 The addition of calcium
carbonate can decrease the melting point of a carbonate mix. The sodium/lithium carbonate mix, Li1.07Na0.93CO3, has a
melting point of 499°C, but decreases to below 450°C if 2 to 10 mol% equimolar CaCO3 and BaCO3 is added.
In addition to the sodium-potassium carbonate electrolytes, electrolyses are also conducted here in calcium-sodiumpotassium electrolytes ranging up to a calcium fraction of Ca0.27Na0.70K0.75. Electrodes used are presented in Figure 1. A
nickel oxygen anode appears to be fully stable during extended (five hour) 0.5 A electrolyses at 750°C in this melt, using the
30 cm2 nickel foil anode and a 7.0 cm2 steel wire cathode, and the electrolysis proceeds at between 1.9 to 2.2V. Unlike the
electrolyses conducted in the calcium free (sodium-potassium) carbonate melt, carbon forms and remains on the cathode
during electrolysis, and the steel cathode remains the same diameter, as measured subsequent to the electrolysis. As shown
subsequent to the electrolyses, in the cathode photographs at the bottom of Figure 1, electrolyses conducted in either
Ca0.16Na1.03K0.65CO3 or Ca0.27Na0.70K0.75CO3 electrolytes exhibit a thick carbon product on the cathode, while this is not the
case following electrolysis without calcium carbonate in Na1.23K0.77CO3. The electrolysis potential and subsequent cathode
product, during a repeat of the Ca0.27Na0.70K0.75CO3 electrolysis, but at a constant electrolysis current of 1A, rather than 0.5A,
and utilizing a 21cm2 (55 cm coiled steel wire) cathode is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Top: Cathode (top left) and anode (top right) prior to 0.5
A, 5 hour lithium-free electrolyses at 750°C with increasing
calcium carbonate concentration. The cathode is placed inside the
anode, which are both immersed in the molten electrolyte. Bottom:
Cathodes after electrolysis in lithium-free molten carbonates.
Electrolytes used were respectively: Na1.23K0.77CO3 (lower left
cathode), Ca0.16Na1.03K0.65 (lower middle cathode), and
Ca0.27Na0.70K0.75 (lower right cathode).

Figure 2. Time variation of the electrolysis potential during a five
hour electrolysis at 1A in Ca0.27Na0.70K0.75CO3 at 750°C. Inset:
cathode subsequent to the electrolysis.
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Supplementary Materials
Ammonia synthesis by N2 and steam electrolysis in molten hydroxide
suspensions of nanoscale Fe2O3
Stuart Licht,1* Baochen Cui,1 Baohui Wang,1 Fang-Fang Li,1 Jason Lau,1 Shuzhi Liu1
Materials
Anhydrous sodium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich S5881), potassium hydroxide (sigmaaldrich P1767, KOH•½H2O), cesium hydroxide (99.9% CsOH•1-2H2O Alfa-Aesar
13233) and lithium hydroxide (anhydrous, 98%, Acros Organics 37918) are combined to
form various eutectic molten hydroxide electrolytes each with melting points < 300°. The
pure anhydrous akali hydroxides each melt only at temperatures > 300°C; LiOH (Tmp =
462°C), NaOH (Tmp = 318°C), KOH (Tmp = 406°C), CsOH (Tmp = 339°C). Whereas,
molar ratios of 0.3:0.7 LiOH/NaOH, 0.3:0.7 LiOH/KOH, 0.5:0.5 NaOH/KOH, 0.44:0.56
KOH/CsOH, respectively melt at 215°C, 225°C, 170°C and 195°C (22), and are even
lower when hydrated hydroxide salts are used. Conventional microscopic (99.4%, JT
Baker) or high surface area nanoscopic (20-40 nm particle, 30-60 m2/g AlfaAesar 45007,
NanoArc; used lot L20Y042: Alfa Aesar Certificate of analysis, 99.9% iron oxide, 35 nm
average particle size, 33 m2 g-1 BET) Fe2O3 are added to the molten hydroxide electrolyte
to promote ammonia formation.
Gas input to the electrolysis chamber consisted of either A: wet (1) 99.999%
nitrogen (ultra high purity nitrogen generator 3000 cc/min Dominick Hunter G2-110W),
or (2) Ar, bubbled through double deionized water to water saturation at room
temperature (2.6% water at 22°C), or (3) air bubbled through a 1 M KOH solution to
remove carbon dioxide and saturate with water at room temperature, B: the dry gases.
Gas flow was maintained at 4.1 ml min-1 in the 20 mA electrolyses and 111 ml min-1 in
the 250 mA electrolyses. For mass balance the wet (water saturated) gases provide
sufficient water (8x10-8 or 2x10-6 mol H2O/s, respectively) for the hydrogen generation
component of the electrolysis and excess nitrogen. It is a challenge to design higher input
gas flow rates into the current cell design, and the 2000 mA experiment is conducted with
flow of 222 (and also a slow flow experiment of 2.2) ml min-1. The latter, 2000 mA slow
flow 2.2 ml min-1 experiment constrains steam and nitrogen entering the cell and yields
only 0.62 of the initial ammonia production rate of the fast flow experiment, and
respectively after 4 or 6 hours exhibited an ammonia rate of only 13% or 5% of the initial
two hour average rate. As described in the text, excluding either nitrogen or water from
the cell decreased (zeroed) the ammonia output from the electrolysis cell. The electrolysis
is conducted in a pure alumina crucible (AdValue, 99.6%). In the alumina crucible cell,
the anode consists of a pure Ni (McMaster 200) shim cut to 10 cm2, the 10 cm2 Ni
cathode consists of 200 mesh woven wire cloth (Alloy 400, Monel, McMaster
9225T361). This Monel cathode mesh is stable in the molten 200°C hydroxide, whereas
316 stainless steel mesh is observed to (slowly) react forming hydrogen. The electrodes
are connected externally by spot welded Ni wire (99.5% Alfa Aesar 41361).
2

Calculations
Thermodynamic electrolysis potentials for water splitting and ammonia synthesis with
water are calculated from the unit activity thermochemical data for the individual species,
using the convention to describe the positive potential necessary to drove a non
spontaneous potential (19-21), from the reactions: ∑i=1 to x riRi → ∑i=1 to y ciCi; using
ET = ∆G(T)/nF
and ∆G°(T) =∑i=1 to y ci(H°(Ci,T)-TS°(Ci,T)) - ∑i=1 to x ri(H°(Ri,T)-TS°(Ri,T)).
Electrolysis provides control of the relative amounts of reactant and generated product in
a system. A substantial activity differential can also drive STEP improvement at elevated
temperature. The free energy and hence potential variation with activity, a, of the reaction
is,
∆G(T,a)= ∆G°( T)+RTln(( ∏i=1 to x a(Ri)ri / ∏i=1 to y a(Ci)ci )
= ∆G°( T)+2.303RTQ; where Q = log(( ∏i=1 to x a(Ri)ri / ∏i=1 to y a(Ci)ci)
Methods
A single chamber electrolysis configurations was used to electrolyze water saturated air
or N2 to NH3. In addition a double chamber cell configuration was only used to confirm
that ammonia was separately generated at the cathode and oxygen at the anode. The latter
configuration is described in the subsequent paragraph. The single chamber configuration
is photographed in Fig. S1. A stainless steel (316 alloy) cover is cut with a groove on the
lower side that matches the circumference of the alumina crucible (100 ml alumina
crucible Advent AL-2100). The cover to crucible seal is gas-leak free when the groove is
filled with a high temperature adhesive (Resbond 907 heavy grade adhesive) and the
cover is compressed to the crucible by four outer bolts through the cover and a bottom
plate as seen in the figure. 0.25” Inconel (McMaster 89865K) or alumina tubes
(McMaster 8746K) pass through the cover into the electrolyzer, and are gas-leak free
when sealed with the Resbond 907. The middle alumina tube becomes the outlet gas exit,
which is bubbled through an ammonia trap (described below). The anode connecting wire
seen on the left is in an alumina tube. The inconnel tube, seen on the right side, functions
as both the cathode electrical connection and as the gas inlet. Either N2 or air, and water
vapor enters through this inlet The anode and cathode tubes are also sealed at the cover
with Resbond 907 adhesive In addition the cathode tube is connected to the inlet gas
(either N2 or air and water vapor). The cell is situated within a 1700 W Band Heater
(McMaster 8160T21), and insulated by (1) alumina silica ceramic fiber ultra high
insulation with an aluminum facing on one side (McMaster 9379K93) and (2) rigid
thermal shock resistant ceramic insulation without binder (McMaster 9359K75).
Temperature is monitored by thermocouple and controlled by DIN Compact Temperature
Controller (Omega CN2100-R20). The full cell voltage to drive molten hydroxide
electrolysis of wet N2 or air to ammonia at 200°C in the presence of nanoscopic Fe2O3 is
1.2V when the applied current is 20 mA between the 10 cm2 Ni electrodes, and increases
to 1.4 V when the current is increased to 250 mA. In each case, when current is applied
3

the electrolysis potential rises from 0V to 60% of the final voltage within the initial 30
seconds of electrolysis, and to 80% of the final potential within the first 5 minutes of the
electrolysis. We observe that Ni, Pt (18) and lithiated Ni (17) are effective anodes. The
lithiated Ni is prepared by anodization at 1 mA cm-2 for 24 hours in 100°C 3M LiOH,
and drives the electrolysis at a ~0.07V lower potential. However, in this study,
commercial, pure (Ni 200) shim is employed as the anode to demonstrate ease of process.
At these current densities and temperature, variation of the cation has not been observed
to affect these electrolysis potentials. The same electrolysis potentials are observed when
the equimolar NaOH/KOH molten electrolyte, is replaced by an 0.48:0.52 molar ratio
NaOH/CsOH, an 0.7:3 NaOH/LiOH, or an 0.7:3 KOH/LiOH eutectic electrolyte.
Presumably, higher current densities and higher temperature potential will be affected by
the cation, which will affect electrolyte conductivity and water retention.
The product gas from the electrolysis chamber is bubbled (sparged) through an ammonia
trap containing 500 ml doubly deionized water, changed regularly for ammonia analysis.
Ammonia concentration was determined by triple redundant methodologies (1) UV/vis
absorption, (2) ion selective electrode analysis (Hach 2348700 Ammonia ISE Analysis
package) and (3) ammonia test strips (Hach 2755325, dilution required on more
concentrated samples). In each case, redundant measurements yield similar ammonia
measurements, with the observed reproducibility of first two methodologies +2% and the
test strips to +5%. Initially, two water traps (in series) were used to probe whether all
ammonia was collected by the first water trap. No ammonia was measured in the second
water trap, even under high ammonia production conditions, and only a single water trap
was used in subsequent experiments. A (single 500 ml) millimolar acid water trap was
also effective. High ammonia concentrations required a dilution prior to analysis by the
ammonia test strips. The ammonia ISE is calibrated with a series of NHCl4 solutions, and
2 ml pH of ionic strength adjustor (Orion ISA 951210) added to 100 ml of analyte. The
ammonia ISE responds quickly to moderate and high ammonia concentrations, however
required several minutes to reach a limiting voltage (concentration) when analyzing
dilute ammonia concentrations. Hence, UV/vis was the preferred method of analysis. The
UV/vis ammonia determination is measured by absorption at 697 nm on Perkin Elmer
Lambda 35 in a conventional 1 cm path length cuvette by the salicylic method, as
calibrated with standard aqueous ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) solutions. The method is
delineated in reference 30, and in brief absorption is measured following the additions of
0.36 M salicylic acid (C6H4(OH)COOH) in 0.32 M aqueous NaOH, aqueous 0.032
sodium nitroprusside (Na2[Fe(CN)5NO]•2H2O), and 0.1M sodium hypochlorite (NaClO)
in 0.75 M aqueous NaOH. Ammonia measured under a variety of discharge conditions is
presented in Table S1.
H2 was measured directly by a Micro IV hydrogen analyzer (GfG Instrumentation)
or, in the case of high hydrogen concentrations, following serial dilution by added
nitrogen; at lower N2 inlet flow rates, H2 was redundantly determined by the volume of
H2 & O2 gas collected (after corrections for the partial volumes of N2 and H2Ovapor). H2
was redundantly measured, along with O2, by GC (HP 5890 series II gas chromatograph)
with 3 ml/min argon flow using a Carboxen-1010 column, injecting a 250µL sample,
which yields H2 and O2 peaks respectively at 2.15 and 3.7 minutes.
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Fig. S1. The single chamber electrolysis cell configuration as described in the text and
used to confirm that ammonia was produced at the cathode and oxygen at the electrode.
Top left and right photos: underside and top of cell cover. Bottom left: alumina crucible
situated in the cover groove and bolted closed. Above the cell, from left to right is the
electrical connection of the anode that is sheathed in alumina, the alumina gas outlet, and
on the right side an Inconnel tube functioning as both the gas inlet & the cathode
electrical connection. Bottom, right: the electrolyzer sitting within the band heater (not
visible) and surrounded by insulation.
5

Table S1. Measured ammonia produced as a function of time in the Fig. S1 electrolysis
cell at either 0 or 20 mA applied current and at 200°C in a molten Na/KOH electrolyte. In
the table NH3 is the mg of measured NH3 analyzed as detailed in the text. EE is the
electrolysis efficiency, that is NH3/3e- (%) calculated from the charge, q, and measured
ammonia as: 100%*mol NH3/( q /3). In the case of q =0, EE =NH3 (measured). NanoFe2O3 above the electrolyte (columns 14 & 15) is maintained in the headspace, and kept
separate from the electrolyte by fiber alumina wool. Specifically, three cm above the
molten electrolyte a platform was formed in the headspace of the electrolysis chamber
which consisted of (i) Ni shim pierced with holes and covering the diameter of the
alumina crucible, (ii) fine (400) 316 stainless mesh, and (iii) Cotronics 300 porous
alumina paper with through holes for the alumina tubes covering the electrodes, (iv) then
the nano-Fe2O3, (v) a top layer of Cotronics 300 porous alumina paper, and finally
packed with (vi) high temperature fiber alumina wool (McMaster 9379K93 with foil-face
removed).

A second, double chamber cell is shown in Fig. S2. An alumina crucible (not
shown) sits in the outer groove of the cell cover, while an inner alumina tube sits in the
inner groove. The outer chamber, situated between the crucible and the inner alumina
tube contains an Inconnel tube (left side) which functions both as an inlet of water
saturated air or nitrogen, and as an electrical connector for the nickel 400 mesh cathode.
The outer chamber also contains an alumina tube outlet to one (of two) water traps for
gas analysis. The inner chamber, situated within the alumina tube, contains the nickel
anode connected externally by a nickel wire sheathed in an alumina tube, as well as a
second alumina tube outlet to the second water trap for gas analysis. This configuration
exhibits higher cell voltages due to the long electrolyte path between anode and cathode
and was only used to confirm that ammonia was produced at the cathode and oxygen at
the anode. While this configuration exhibits higher cell voltages, it is interesting to note
that we never observed an improvement in efficiency (that is we did not observe an
increase in the ammonia produced) in these experiments in which oxygen was partially
(with air as the inlet gas) or fully (with nitrogen as the inlet gas) excluded from the
cathode chamber, which suggested that there is no observable reaction of ammonia with
oxygen in the 200°C molten hydroxide electrolyte.
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Fig. S2. The double chamber electrolysis cell configuration as described in the text and
used to confirm that ammonia was produced at the cathode and oxygen at the electrode.
Top left and right photos: underside and top of cell cover. Bottom photos, left: alumina
tube with cathode outside and anode inside, prior to addition of electrolyte and outer
crucible. Right: Double chamber cell prior to closure with bolts showing from right to left
inconnel tube for gas inlet & cathode electrical connection, outer chamber gas outlet,
inner chamber electrical connection to anode, and inner chamber gas outlet.
7

The electrolyzer current was supplied by power supply in initial experiments and is
now provided by an efficient concentrator photovoltaic in lab under 1 kW Xenon,
daylight color (5600K) AM1(air mass) illumination as described in Fig. S3.

Fig. S3. Electrolyzer current by power supply (initial experiments) and now provided by
an efficient concentrator photovoltaic in lab under 1 kW Xenon, daylight color (5600K)
AM1(air mass) illumination. Left side is the 0.3074 cm2 Envoltek ESRD055 CPV
situated under the air-cooled AM1 filter. Middle top: The fresnel concentrator above the
AM 1 filter. Middle bottom: the unattached CPC under the secondary optical
concentrator. Right side: Typical (550 sun) photocurrent - voltage plot of the CPV.
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Solar Thermal Constrained Volume Pressurization
A low energy route to solar energy conversion. In this study we also introduce a solar
thermal water self-pressurizing, low electrolysis energy path system. The solar generated
high pressure of the reactant gas phase equilibrates with gas or molten phase reactants to
decrease the electrochemical potential required for endothermic electrolyses. Sunlight
provides the energy to evaporate a reactant in a constrained volume, driving the reactant
to high pressure as shown (for H2O) in Scheme S1 (alternatively, the higher pressure H2O
can be used to compress a piston to pressurize a reactant such as N2 in air). The sunlight
also provides higher temperature, which further decreases the electrolysis splitting
energy. Solar thermal energy is readily absorbed at conversion efficiency in excess of
65%, and here provides an efficient energy source and mechanism to maintain a high
reactant pressure. Hence the energy needed to split water or electrochemically synthesize
molecules can be substantially decreased by sunlight. Specifically here, pure water or an
NaOH:KOH electrolyte, was enclosed with air and heated in a confined volume.

Scheme S1. The pressure of water saturating 1 bar of air, without or with solar heating in
a constrained volume, as a feedstock for STEP ammonia production. Note, that dry air's
composition is 78.08% N2, 20.95% O2, 0.93% Ar, and other lower concentration gases;
alternatively a pure N2 feedstock can be considered instead of air.
9

As expected, heating volume constrained water yielded a demonstrated increase in
water pressure from 0.03 bar at room temperature to 60 bar at 275°C measured in the 200
ml constrained volume experimental cell (a modified hydrothermal reaction chamber)
shown in Fig. S4. The generated high water pressure is in accord with improved high Q
/low energy ammonia synthesis conditions theoretically predicted by Eq 7 & 8, seen in
the lower voltage curve of Fig. 1 of the main text.

Fig. S4. High-pressure cell used to measure saturated water pressure as a function of
temperature. The Tech-zoom stainless steel reactor has an inner 200ml Teflon chamber
(top shown as used to measure saturated water pressure), and (bottom) is shown as inhouse modified for electrolysis by replacement of the right-hand flow valve with
throughput electrical contacts using an OMEGA MFT-116-3 Feedthrough for up to three
1/16” diameter probes with a ¼” NPTM fitting.
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In addition to water as shown in Scheme S1, we directly heated water/hydroxide
mixtures in the Fig. S4 modified hydrothermal reaction chamber shown in the Methods
section. Pure water in a constrained environment will achieve a pressure of 85.8 bar at
300°C (31). As seen in in Fig. S5, a KOH mix containing 50% water (an 18m KOH
aqueous solution) will achieve 30 bar in a constrained environment (a substantial portion
of the water is bound by the KOH). The 1:1 molar NaOH:KOH used in the main portion
of this study is a low melting point eutectic but at 1 bar retains relatively low
concentrations of water (<8%) at 200°C. In order to achieve water-saturation pressures
that can decrease the electrolysis energy, higher concentrations of water are required. As
seen in the figure we measure that a 1:1 molar ratio of NaOH to KOH when containing
67 % water (an aqueous solution that is 4 molal in both NaOH and KOH) does rise to a
water pressure of over 50 bar when heated to 300°C. In comparison, as seen in the figure,
the variation with temperature of this saturated water pressure is similar, but slightly less,
than that previously observed above pure 8 m NaOH or pure 8m KOH solutions.

Fig. S5. The measured water pressure above a 4 molal NaOH + 4 molal KOH aqueous
solution (a mix containing a 1:1 molar ratio of NaOH to KOH and 72.2 mass percent
water) compared to the known (31) experimental saturated water pressures above water,
8 or 18 m NaOH, and 8 or 18 m KOH.
In principle, the heat required to raise the aqueous hydroxide mix is low (the heat
capacity for water, NaOH and KOH varies from Cp = 1 to 4 J g-1 K-1 with temperature).
To safely constrain the pressure, the Teflon lined stainless steel 200 ml reaction chamber
used in this study is massive (5 kg) compared to the 70g mass of the heated hydroxide
11

solution, which provides a challenge to heating the chamber solely with solar energy.
However demonstrating that solar thermal is sufficient, is that outdoors 60 to 70 g of an
alkali eutectic salt consistently reaches and sustains temperatures of 500°-700°C, and 30
g reaches over 700°C, with (Edmund Optics) Fresnel lens concentrator under Washington
DC sunlight.
We kept the temperature of Fig. S4 high-pressure cell at or below 300°C, as the
decomposition temperature of Teflon is 325°C. We observe that the Teflon lining began
to soften or deform at temperatures over 300°C. In accord with Scheme S1, high water
content, closed contained electrolyses provide an opportunity to increase the saturated
water pressure above the mNolten phase reaction by three orders of magnitude by
increasing the temperature from 25°C to 300°C. These conditions provide the opportunity
to explore the capability of solar thermal energy to decrease the electrolysis potential
needed to drive water reactant electrolyses such in the ammonia synthesis reactions Eqs.
4-8.
In experiments in the volume constrained cell with externally connected electrodes
shown on the right side of Fig. S4, the potential between Ni electrodes in an 8 m
hydroxide ammonia synthesis electrolyte (4m NaOH, 4 m KOH, nano-Fe2O3) decreased
with increasing temperature providing initial supporting evidence of the predicted high Q,
low potential ammonia synthesis potential calculated in Fig. 1 of the main text.
Specifically at 250°C and 25 bar under volume constrained conditions using the Fig. S4
cell, measured electrolysis potentials are lower than those measured at atmospheric
pressure and lower temperature, and the ammonia generation rate and current efficiency
is higher. Measured potentials over the 10 cm2 electrodes at higher temperature and
pressure were 0.78V at 1 mA, 1.01V at 20 mA (compared to 1.23V at ambient pressure
and 200°C), and 1.31V at 250 mA (compared to 1.44V at ambient pressure and 200°C).
The cell was then maintained at 20 mA (2 mA cm-2) for 10 hours, and regularly (every ~2
hours) vented through a sparger/water trap to analyze for ammonia and the gas analyzed
for hydrogen. Compared to the 200°C, 1 atm experimental results, the 250°C, 25 bar
results require significantly lower electrolysis voltage, while coulombic efficiency and
peak ammonia rate are the same 35% and 2.4 x 10-9 mol NH3 cm-2 s-1. Interestingly
however, no hydrogen co-product was detected during the course of the experiment. At
250°C and 25 bar the ammonia production rate varied with time as 2.1 x 10-9 (hours 0 to
2.5), 2.2 x 10-9 (hours 2.5 to 5), 2.4 x 10-9 (hours 5 to 8), and then dropped to 1.6 x 10-9
(hours 8 to 10). In each case the pressure increased from 25 bar prior to venting. The cell
was allowed to increase in pressure to 39 bar subsequent to the first vent/ammonia
analysis, and then vented at 35 to 36 bar subsequently through 8 hours of electrolysis
time. During hours 8 to 10, the rate of pressure build-up in the cell slowed and only
increased from 25 to 28 bar during this two hour interval. Concurrent with the measured
decrease in ammonia rate during this time interval was an increase in voltage (from 1.01
V to 1.11V).
As expected, we observe that using water evaporation in a closed container increases
the electrolysis cell pressure, and in addition we observe that this induces a significant
decrease in the energy (electrolysis voltage) measured to drive ammonia production. It
should be noted that the lack of an observed hydrogen co-product at high pressure during
ammonia synthesis at 2 mA cm-2 represents a loss of this fuel as a co-product.
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